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HIE TRENDSETTER
IN KNEE BRACES
We've made our reputation and
success with innovative orthopedic
products that have revolutionized the
conservative treatment of patellar
problems.
We're PRO. And we created the
original Neoprene knee sleeve over
20 years ago, and have been setting
the trend in thermo-elastic braces and
supports since then.
Take our new PRO Knee Hinged
Stabilizing Brace for example.
It provides maximum support for
serious knee problems while
providing body heat retention for the
reduction of pain.
This rugged Neoprene rubber
knee sleeve features a slight bent
knee design with a policentric hinge
allowing for better support
throughout the range of motion. And
the hinge features a stop lock at 0°
to help prevent hyper-extension. Two
2" elastic straps provide individual fit
and comfort. Patellar opening and
felt donut give excellent patellar
stabilization.

Only $35.95 each.
For prompt personalized service,
or for our new catalog, call PRO
toll free 1-800/523-5611 from 9 to 5
Eastern Time. In PA call
215/265-3333.
Join the trend setters.

PRO

PRO Orthopedic Devices, Inc.

P.O. Box 1, King of Prussia, PA 19406
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"Even, Consistent
Compression
Is Essential.,
i
That's Why
I Use Tubigrip." \
Qtho Davis,
pad Athletic Trainer
Or the Philadelphia Eagles

"In my opinion, the advantage of
Tubigrip® is that it gives you firm, even
pressure. Tubigrip doesn't overlap the
way an elastic wrap does.
With some of those elastic wraps,
you get more cotton and less elasticity.
You end up pulling it too tight, and
then you're left with nothing there!
Also, if an elastic wrap is left on too
long, too tight, you can very easily get
a tourniquet effect.
If it's too loose, it's
ineffective. With
Tubigrip, you
get a firm, even
type of compres
sion every time.
We use
Tubigrip on new injuries to help control
edema and reduce swelling. We also
use the bandage to protect against turf
burn, particularly on the forearms
and elbows.
For injuries, I usually cut the desired
length of Tubigrip and put it on double.

But for some applications, such as an
arm sleeve for protection against turf
burn, the athlete knows what size he
wants and likes,
so he can come in
and apply his own.
Tubigrip is also
very effective at
holding a dressing
or ice bag in posi
tion. For example, we take an ice bag
and use a double thickness of Tubigrip
to make an envelope to secure the ice.
I've even used Tubigrip under adhe
sive tape. Sometimes a player needs the
extra support or compression that
Tubigrip provides. And when you have
a player with some arthritic changes in
the joint, Tubigrip helps hold the
heat in.
Our players wear Tubigrip both at
practice and in games. It's very comfort
able and it's always worked effectively
for us.
I think it's important for students and

For more information on Tubigrip and tubular support bandaging become a member of Tubigram"
an education service of Seton® Products Inc. Write to:
TUBIGRAM EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, P.O. BOX 906,
PARAMOUNT, CA 90723.
Tubigramr Tubigrip® and Seton® are trademarks of Seton® Products Inc.
© 1984 by Seton* Products Inc. All rights reserved.

professionals alike to find out about
new products and to keep informed on
the latest topics in the athletic
training field.
I take a position about keeping
informed on the latest in sports medi
cine. It all comes down to how much
time you devote to your educational
reading.
Educational reading familiarizes me
with new techniques and new products
such as Tubigrip support bandages'.'

I

Seton®Products Inc._____
the experts in tubular bandaging
A member of the Seton" Group.
West Point, PA 19486-0120
(215) 699-7565
(800) 523-3660 Outside PA
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Introducing the All New . . .

RICH-MAReH.V HE
SELECT-A-PULSE

HIGH VOLT GALVANIC & ULTRASOUND
INDIVIDUALLY OR COMBINED

INCORPORATING
THE FOLLOWING
NEW FEATURES:
• Pad Balance — Varies pad
<•
intensity in Continuous or Alternate Mode.
• Surge — Smooth build up in Pads Alternate Mi
• High Volt Pulse Rates — From 2 to 120 pps. Push button controlled.
"I
• Microsecond Pulse Interval Control — Patient comfort.
',,
• Individual Power Supplies — Provided in all Rich-Mar combination units for maximum "Safety.

RICH-MAR CORPORATION
MEDICAL ELECTRONICS DIVISION
P. O. BOX 879 / INOLA, OKLAHOMA 74036-0879 / 918-543-2222

IMITATED-NEVER

EQUALED

President's
Message

Dear NATA Members:
The Nashville Meeting and Clinical Symposium is rapidly
approaching and I hope this will be a highly attended meeting. At the
1984 Mid-Year Meeting of the Board of Directors Tim Kerin presented a
very impressive program for Nashville that reflected something to meet
the interests of the entire family.
Your District Director will soon be informing you of the decisions
reached by the Board. It was a most productive meeting that stimulated
renewed interest in improving the public image of our professional
association. The District Directors had the opportunity of meeting with
the presidents and/or executive directors of the AAHPERD, ACSM,
AOSSM, NCAA, NFHSA, PCPFS and USOC. This gave everyone
involved a better understanding of the athletic trainers' contributions
to the improvement of athletic health care in our society.
The NATA, Inc. will be one of the host organizations for the Sports
Medicine Congress and Exposition to be held in Indianapolis in
August, 1985. Additional information regarding this venture will be
provided in Nashville.
I look forward to seeing you in Music City U.S.A.
Sincerely,

Bobby Barton, ATC

Eagle is Cybex: Designed for
Rehabilitation and Spoitsmed/c/ne
During the past 15 years, Cybex
revolutionized modern sportsmedicine through innovation and
clinically practical technology. Its
isokinetic rehabilitation and exer
cise systems are the world standard
in sportsmedicine technology.
Recognizing the need for variableresistance weight equipment
designed for rehabilitation, Cybex
introduces another innovation for
the sportsmedicine professional:
Eagle, the new standard
of excellence.

Range-of-motion-limiting
capability. Range-limiting adjust
ments provide clinical control over
the exercise prescription.

• Exceptionally smooth and quiet
operation. Custom-designed
cable/pulley system creates
smoothest, quietest operation yet.

User-convenient weight stack
locations. Resistance can be
selected from
the exercise
position on
all Eagle
machines.

• Space-saving designs.
Clinics can maximize the use of
limited floor space through Eagle's
unique designs.

Eagle j^designed for rehabili
tation and sportsmedicine:
• Biomechanically-correct
exercise postures. Built-in
adjustments ensure proper
body/machine alignment for
women and men.
• Biomechanically-correct
variable resistance.
Variable resistance that
parallels each muscle's
unique force curve
throughout the
Jeanne; 4'11 ",86 Ibs. We//; 6'6", 260 Ibs.
range-of-motion.

• Intelligent software. Our software
package walks you through practical,
results-oriented programs based on
science and clinical experience.

Start your action plan now. Put 15 years of
innovation to work for you, and be
an innovator, too!
For more information call or write Eagle today.
NAME_____________________________
TITLE____________________________
FACILITY__________________________
BUS. PHONE__
BUS. ADDRESS,
CITY_______

.STATE.

.ZIP.

Eagle, Dept. 101, 2030 South Cedar
Owatonna, MN 55060 D Call 1-800-222-3245
In Minnesota, Call Collect: (507) 455-0217

FITNESS SYSTEMS by CYBEX
AT684

*

Editor's
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^^^

national convention attendance ever expected, and
company exhibitors represented will exceed 250.

Closing...
I look forward to seeing and meeting many of my
colleagues in Nashville. If you have comments or
suggestions pertaining to the Journal I will welcome the
opportunity to discuss them with you.
Again, thank you for your continued support to your
Journal.
SY(SSSA)

Editorial
Steve Yates, ATC, M.Ed
Wake Forest University

I would like to thank the membership for contributions
made to the Journal during my first year as Editor-inChief. With this constant source of fresh ideas and
innovative thinking, the quality of our publication will
continue to improve.

Corrections . . .
It was incorrectly stated in the NATA Convention
page of the Spring Journal that babysitting service
would be provided free of charge. Tim Kerin reports
e will be a service provided, however a fee will be
"The Development of an Interphase Connector to
Isokinetically Evaluate Rotary Cervical Spine Mus
culature Using the Cybex II Dynamometer" appearing
in the Spring issue was not properly credited. (See page
16, volume 19, number 1.) The article was co-authored by
Burton L. Rogers, Jr., EdD, ATC and Leonard O.
Greninger, PhD, CCT.
Dr. Rogers is an Assistant Clinical Professor in the
Department of Family Medicine at the Medical College
of Ohio at Toledo and is Head Athletic Trainer and Head
Football Coach of E.L. Bowsher High School. Dr.
Greninger is the Director, Division of Physical Edu
cation, Health and Recreation at the University of
Toledo. Also inadvertently omitted were special thanks
to the following Bowsher High School student athletes:
Douglas Brunner, Joseph Feeny, Rory Johnson and
Walter Lemke.

Call For . . .
John Wells (Athletic Department UNC - Asheville
Asheville, N.C. 28804) needs abstractors for his commit
tee in the Journal. If interested please contact him at the
above address. I also solicit the student members'
contributions to the Student Trainer Corner.

Welcome . . .
I would like to welcome Phil Mateja, University of
Maine - Orono, to the Journal committee. He will be
assisting Deloss Brubaker with the new Student Trainer
section.

Nashville Bound . . .
The NATA Convention Committee reports the largest

It was reported in The Christian Science Monitor
February 13, 1984 by Robert Kibom, Jr. - "We have to
admit that in most college athletic training rooms the
pill, the capsule, and the needle have become common
place." The above quote was taken from an article on
drug abuse in college sports. Chris Patrick, Ethics
Committee, and Bobby Barton, NATA President, have
written letters protesting this generalization of accepted
protocol of the National Athletic Trainers Association.
As a practicing athletic trainer, I take offense to this
universal association of drug abuse, sports medicine,
and athletics. If you wish to respond, please write in care
ofTheEditor-in-Chief.

™ AMERICAN
FOOTBALL

If You Have Serious Injury
CATASTROPHIC FOOTBALL INJURY PROCE
DURE—A growing threat to football are the suits
brought against helmet manufacturers, schools and
coaches. For your protection the helmet manufacturers
urge you to do the following in the event of a serious
injury:
1. Maintain the helmet in your possession.
2. Notify the helmet manufacturer as early as possible.
Provide brief accident description. (Example: date,
time, game or practice, film available (yes or no),
position played, offense, defense.)
3. Record personal data of player and file: name,
address, age, height, wreight, and other pertinent
information.
4. Record all helmet information: manufacturer, model
number, size, color, face mask style, color, size, and
all ID numbers of helmet.
5. Save and maintain a file on all information con
cerning accident: personal observation, newspaper
accounts and interviews, TV coverage, etc.
6. Remember that the helmet manufacturer is your ally.
Editor's Note: Reprinted from the AFCA news.
November 1983. +
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Contact
Cramer Products, Inc.
P.O. Box 1001
Gardner, KS 66030
for information on the following 1984 workshops:
Student Trainer Workshops
June 3-6
Eastern Kentucky University
Richmond, KY

June 24-27
Indiana University
Bloomington, IN

July 15-18
Weber State College
Ogden, UT

June 3-6
Southwest Missouri State University
Springfield, MO

June 24-27
Kent State University
Kent, OH

July 22-25
Castleton State College
Castleton, VT

June 17-20
Fresno State University
Fresno, CA

June 24-27
University of Northern Colorado
Greeley, CO

July 29-Aug. 1
Drake University
Des Moines, IA

June 17-20
Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, LA

July 8-11
Clemson University
Clemson, SC

July 29-Aug. 1
Grand Valley State College
Allendale, MI

June 17-20
North Adams State College
North Adams, MA

July 8-11
Northern Illinois University
De Kalb, IL

July 29-Aug. 1
Gustavus Adolphus College
St. Peter, MN

June 24-27
Arizona State University
Tempe, AZ

July 8-11
University of Texas
Arlington, TX

July 29-Aug. 1
University of Idaho
Moscow, ID

June 24-27
Emporia State University
Emporia, KS

July 15-18
Bloomsburg University
Bloomsburg, PA

July 29-Aug. 1
College of William and Mary
Williamsburg, VA

June 24-27
Florida State University
Tallahassee, FL

July 15-18
University of Maryland
College Park, MD

Aug. 5-8
Missouri Baptist College
St. Louis, MO

June 24-27
University of Houston
Houston, TX

July 15-18
Memphis State University
Memphis, TN

Aug. 12-15
Seattle Pacific University
Seattle, WA

Coaches Workshops
May 29-June 2
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM

June 17-21
Washburn University
Topeka, KS

July 8-12
Southwest Texas State University
San Marcos, TX

June 13-17
University of Oregon
Eugene, OR

June 24-28
Montclair State College
Upper Montclair, NJ

July 8-12
Towson State University
Towson, MD

June 17-21
University of Florida
Gainsville, FL

June 24-28
Northeast Louisiana University
Monroe, LA

July 8-12
North Texas State University
Denton, TX

June 17-21
University of South Carolina
Columbia, SC

July 8-12
Butler University
Indianapolis, IN

Advanced Student Trainer Workshops
June 3-6
Eastern Kentucky University
Richmond, KY

July 8-11
Clemson University
Clemson, SC

June 24-27
Illinois State University
Normal, IL

July 8-11
University of Texas-Arlington
Arlington, TX
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July 8-11
Wichita State University

Wichita, KS

it's our most important ingredient
Assured Quality! Made possible by using the same typ<
teamwork that's necessary for a winning season, it has b<
one of our most important product features for ovei
years. J&J's team of specialists, working with rigid qua
control specifications, inspections and tests, guarantee t
the Johnson & Johnson products you will use tomorr
will do the same superior job as those used yesterc

ATHLETICARE U PRODUCTS

Athletic Tapes & Pretaping Underwrap

Strong, dependable protection for your athletes. Uniform unwinding
tension for fast application without waste, right down to the core, with
sizes and styles for every need. Apply over porous J-WRAP*
Underwrap for painless tape removal.

J-PAD* Protective Padding

Youth and adult sizes contoured for a molded, flexible fit that protects
hands, arms and pelvic areas without binding, slipping or chafing.
Abrasion-resistant outer skin is fused to shock-absorbent, moistureresistant foam.

training Room Aids & First Aid Kits

Dressings for every need.. .from a wide assortment of BAND-AID
Brand Adhesives to First Aid Kits equipped with products
to treat as many as 50 people.

ATHLETICARE PRODUCTS

501 George Street, New Brunswick, NJ 08903

Educational Aids

•Johnson & Johnson and the National Basketball
Trainers Association offer a 40-minute video
program on athletic taping.
• 'Athletic Uses of Adhesive Tape," a multilingual slide
program, explains techniques in English, French and Italian.

Please send me information on:
D Educational Aids
D 1984 Product Information Catalog
D Have representative call.
My number is (_
Name

J.
Title

Institution

Proud Sponsor of the 1984 U.S. Olympic Team |»|
'Trademark of Johnson & Johnson

\v
ito

Address
City

State

Zip

Schering Symposium

Recreational Mood Altering Chemicals
S. Jacqueline Zipes, PhD
Edited by: Don Kaverman

T

he temptation to use mood altering chemicals in
recreational settings has become increasingly pop
ular and acceptable over the last decade. Such activity
has found willing participants among serious athletes
and other populations less concerned or knowledgeable
about their general health and well being. Athletic
trainers must be constantly aware that at least one in
eight athletes is potentially or presently having a
significant problem with drug dependence. Each who
tries drugs recreationally should be reminded to "proceed
at their own risk."
Everyone who uses mood altering drugs in a recre
ational setting runs the risk of becoming dependent
and/or addicted to these drugs. Professionals in the field
cannot accurately discern who can use these drugs
recreationally without eventually developing significant
problems. No particular combination of factors, either
biological or environmental, will determine who should
or should not begin to use drugs in a recreational way.
Athletic trainers should examine several areas to
determine whether an athlete is using drugs recre
ationally or if he/she is having a problem. Can the
individual permanently stop using the drug? Is there a
loss of control over the amount of consumption? Are
other people noticing his/her misuse or behavioral
change and commenting on the behavior? Do family
members or other athletes comment? Is there significant
mood change when they use? Are they having lapses of
short term memory or periods of amnesia? Are they
experiencing unexplained fatigue? If an athletic trainer
notices these signs and the individual involved denies
drug use there may be a problem. Denial of the problem
is a symptom of drug dependence.

Dr. Zipes'private practice includes Family and Psychological
Services dealing with intrapsychic disorders through an
outpatient program in New Jersey.
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Paradoxically, the mild use of alcohol and other mild
depressive agents has proved to have more benefits than
harmful effects for most people. Alcohol certainly is a
social lubricant. Some physicians "prescribe" a mild
drink or two to calm an individual at the end of the day.
Some prescribe mild tranquilizers in minimum amounts
for certain types of anxiety. Only in excess are these
harmful. The problem remains that not even experts
know if the patient is the one in eight who potentially
may develop a dependency. A great many mood altering
drugs are currently used in recreational settings. Any
drug which can be shared with others and is accepted in
a socially ritualistic way can be considered a recreational
drug.
There are several popular groups which are more
inclined to promote this behavior. Among these are
people in their late teens, college students, professional
athletes and physicians and lawyers.
The athletic trainer must use both objective and
subjective criteria in determining if an athlete has a
problem. In order to make a fair determination an
athletic trainer should first examine his/her own
attitudes and experiences with drugs as well as concrete
data concerning the specific athlete in question. Younger
athletic trainers are very likely to have experimented
with a variety of mood altering chemicals while in high
school or college and indeed may be drug dependent
themselves. Older athletic trainers are more likely to be
drinking alcohol to excess as this drug is the "American
Macho" drug of choice and more acceptable to the over
thirty-five population. The same is true in all professions.
There are no consistent norms established in terms of
nationwide drinking patterns. Distinct ethnic groups
have retained their individual social characteristics.
America was born in violence. Drinking and violent
behavior were accepable then. In that sense not much
has changed as some still drink and display anti-social
behavior. It is acceptable in some cultures to drink and
to fight. Drug users like to feel they can handle it and, if
they desire, curtail use on their own. Some can stop on
their own but the true test is whether or not they can
remain stopped; if they are able to cope with daily
pressures without returning to drugs.
Until a few years ago pharmaceutical companies
created the present market for drugs by advertising
them "for the harried housewife with depression and
anxiety." Valium has become a well known drug. For
the older adult who may be senile, a little Haldol would
be the answer ... so it was advertised. Grandma would

now be docile and sweet and drift along in a semicognitive state giving no trouble to the family who must care
for her.
Commonly these drugs are ingested to alter mood. It is
not difficult to understand why athletes would take
certain drugs and how the insidious addictive process
can take hold quite innocently. When one is "high" he
can be on top of the world for a little while.
Alcohol has been used throughout the history of
celebrated athletic events to improve physical perfor
mance. Runners used cocaine in the middle east in
ancient times. Most warriors used alcohol before battles
to the death, to fortify courage and to desensitize the
pain of injury. Cocaine and amphetamines were used by
certain groups as long as alcohol was used by others.
Our awareness of current problems of drug abuse among
athletes has been aroused by the number of our athletes
who seem to be having such difficulties.
Professional athletes are among the highest paid
individuals in the world. Most are comparatively very
young even at the height of their careers. Many lack
worldly experience except to be skilled in their craft.
They soon find that certain drugs will enable them to
cope with stressful professional and interpersonal
situations. It becomes easier to depend on these drugs to
help facilitate social interaction. Drugs like cocaine are
not difficult to obtain, especially for the affluent. The
more affluent the user, the quicker the addiction can
become a major health issue. This will surely affect the
individual's ability to continue performing as an athlete.
Peer pressure plays an important part in the use and
misuse of drugs. When a young player joins a profes
sional team and is offered drugs or alcohol by an older
player, he dare not refuse. Possibly the older player is an
individual who can take alcohol and drugs without
becoming dependent. The younger player may not be so
fortunate.
Athletic trainers must become familiar with the signs
and symptoms of drug abuse and not be afraid to
confront an individual if misuse is suspected. Aside
from an athlete losing his job he may also lose his life.
Historically alcoholics usually grow old but drug addicts
die young, usually from an overdose. Awareness of the
problem and its solution should help the athletic trainer
minimize drug dependence among his athletes. The
following information will aid the athletic trainer in this
endeavor.

STIMULANTS
COCAINE: Cocaine is a central nervous system
stimulant. It is one of the many drugs found in the coca
plant grown in Peru and Bolivia. It has been chewed by
the natives for thousands of years. It has nutritional
value and has been used as a food substitute. It is bitter
to the taste and produces a numbing sensation around
the nose and mouth. The literature is divided as to
whether or not the drug produces physiolological as well
as psychological addiction. It is a convenient drug to
carry and use in social settings. There is a rapid onset of
effect with minimal duration. There are very few side
effects.
Cocaine is presently popular among elitists and in
affluent groups. Cost has been one of the reasons for
this. However the popularity of the drug has also
pervaded less affluent groups. Half the patient popula
tion in most substance abuse programs are cocaine
dependent individuals. Cocaine is a rite of passage for
the factory worker into the world of the affluent. The
popularity of the drug is on the increase.
Cocaine has been used legally by the medical pro

fession as a local anesthetic but was replaced some
years ago by lidocaine. Currently it has no medical
applications but is used recreationally in a variety of
ways. It can be snorted in measured "lines" through a
straw directly into the nasal passages. It is often
injected intramuscularly, intravenously or subcutaneously. There is also a complicated process called "free
basing." This is when cocaine is actually smoked through
a Hooka Pipe with the flavor of alcohol, perhaps rum,
being inhaled simultaneously. The "free basing" process
removes the impurities and fillers from the cocaine. The
process is dangerous in that ether is used to remove the
impurities. A reliable measure of addiction is to learn
what process the individual is using to consume the
cocaine. Intravenous and free basing techniques assure
the athletic trainer that the individual is well into the
addictive process and may not be able to stop on his/her
own. This individual has a significant problem and
should be treated in an inpatient substance abuse
program. This should be followed by a well structured
aftercare program following the acute phase of treat
ment.
The behaviors exhibited by users of cocaine are
similar to that of amphetamine users. Use postpones
fatigue. The need for extended sleep is reduced. Anorexia
is present and most devotees are able to lose weight
rapidly or maintain problem weight with little effort.
Psychologically, self-confidence is elevated and the
user will feel in control of the environment. Intellectual
and physical tasks are completed quickly and with
reduced effort and fatigue. Commonly, there is free
floating anxiety or panic reaction present with high
energy people.
Athletes are mistaken in the belief that cocaine will
improve their performance. The result is quite the
contrary. There is usually reduced efficiency and ability
to perform. Athletes will often begin performing at
higher than average levels. However, they will tire
quickly, without a clear explanation as to the quick
onset of the fatigue. The more complex the tasks the less
efficiently the athlete will perform.
Physical signs that an athletic trainer may look for
include constriction of blood vessels, increased heart
rate, tremors agitation, muscle twitches, and paranoia.
Uninterrupted high doses of cocaine will produce toxic
psychosis and hallucinations. Bugs will appear to be
crawling under the skin as opposed to being visualized
on the walls as with acute alcohol hallucinosis. In
addition, there may be mood swings, hypersensitivity to
noise, confusion and exhaustion.
Death from pure overdose is rare. Death more com
monly occurs as a result of accidents, suicide, or cardiac
arrest from excessive physical activity. There is great
disparity in what is considered a lethal dose, as it varies
considerably from one individual to another.
The psychological dependence on cocaine can include
intense craving for the drug and deep depression when it
is not available. Cocaine is often combined with other
drugs. It is called a "speed-ball" when combined with
heroin.
METHAMPHETAMINE: is a synthetic material de
veloped during World War II by the Germans. It was to
be administered to factory workers so that they would
not tire easily. The chemical structure is like the body's
nonadrenaline, a natural stimulant. This drug stimu
lates longer than cocaine and is more toxic. The body
cannot metabolize it as it can cocaine. "Meth" can
deplete the body's energy before it can be replenished.
The possibility that a psychological dependence will
occur over several weeks is then assured. Tolerance can
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develop in a week. Similar to cocaine, it keeps the body
and psyche on a constant high stress level. All vital
systems are on alert. Non-essential functions shut down.
The individual will not be hungry. Because of the shift of
energy, physical and mental performance may improve
for a short period. Some users do not require sleep for
days but become irritable and do poor work but do it
faster. When an individual stops using the drug, the
rebound effect is tremendous. There may be mood
swings and there is usually a tendency toward severe
depression. Prolonged use interferes with the endocrine
and hormonal systems. It can cause adrenal depression
and constriction of the intestinal tract.
The only current legitimate uses of methamphetamine
are for hyperactive children and narcolepsy in adults.
The drug is manufactured on the black market and is
very easy to acquire on the street in powder or pill form.

DEPRESSANTS
Central nervous system depressants have legitimate
medical use. There is, however, significant misuse of
these drugs in recreational settings. Some are acquired
illegally and some through doctors who prescribe
indiscriminately. Presently barbiturates have become
less popular while minor tranquilizers and alcohol have
increased in popularity.
ETHYL ALCOHOL: Alcohol is popular, legal and
acceptable.lt is the oldest drug known to man. Generally
small amounts are not harmful. It is a central nervous
system depressant and produces an anesthetic-like effect.
Cognition and respiration are affected even with small
amounts. Often behavior is affected in ways easily
observed. Some may become quiet, others may become
violent even with small amounts of alcohol. Some forget
events which took place while drinking. Usually the
imbiber will pass out before a lethal dose is consumed. If
the individual is especially young, however, he may
become toxic and die from drinking too much at one
time. Death as a result of overdrinking without using
other drugs simultaneously is rare for the adult. The
liver is accustomed to metabolizing large amounts of
alcohol in these individuals.
Most drinking is done recreationally but some indi
viduals actually drink to get drunk from the beginning.
Most do not remember when their drinking became
uncontrollable. Men rarely remember events that pre
cipitated their drinking, women usually do remember.
More women are periodic drinkers. Drinking usually
takes on familiar patterns. Twenty-five percent of sons
with drinking fathers will also develop drinking prob
lems.
For the athletic trainer, detection of recent drinking
will be relatively simple as the odor is readily apparent.
The extent of alcohol consumption can be measured by a
blood test. Alcohol, however, can not be detected in a
urinalysis. In some people with drinkung problems
short term memory, appetite, mood and energy level are
affected. Red eyes and poor personal hygiene are
sometimes present. Physical symptoms characteristic
of chronic alcoholism will rarely appear in a young
athlete as it takes years of drinking before these
symptoms are obvious.
Individuals who drink to excess will plan their lives
around those events which include drinking. They talk
about drinking in conversation and will use excuses to
drink at every opportunity. Athletic trainers must
remember that there are no valid reasons to drink, only
excuses. When questioning an athlete he/she will try to
justify their drinking. If asked not to drink, it will be
obvious, by observing the response of the individual,
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that not drinking will be a great sacrifice. In most
instances, the athletete will deny excessive use. Usually,
this is evidence enough that there may be a problem.
Suspected individuals will usually be found wherever
drinking takes place and will remain in the setting for
hours. Often there will be changes in behavior as
drinking progresses. Others may begin to notice these
behavioral changes and may try to protect their fellow
athlete. Reciprocity is usually an element of this
protective gesture. It is most important to remember
that alcohol, especially beer, is the drug of choice in
America. It is perfectly normal and accepable to go to a
bar and drink. It is not acceptable to sit at a bar, gulp
down a handful of pills or snort some powder arranged
on the bar among the glasses.
BARBITURATES: Barbituric acid was developed in
the 1850's. It was first used in sleeping pills, the most
popular being phenobarbitol. The drug is short acting.
Others include nembutal and pentothal which is used in
the operating room to induce sleep and block out memory
of the discomfort.
Observable behaviors of someone using this drug may
include drunkenness and hangover. An overdose can
result in death. Advantages of using barbiturates rather
than alcohol are that pills are non caloric, less toxic, and
do not cause liver disease. It is easier to consume a lethal
dose of barbiturates than of alcohol at any one time.
The combined use of sedatives and stimulants is
common and may have a higher potential for abuse.
With this mix people take larger quantities.
MINOR TRANQUILIZERS: These are sedative
hypnotics and are unrelated to the major tranquilizers
which are used to control psychotic behavior. Major
tranquilizers are considered non addicting. Drug de
pendent individuals often experiment with major tran
quilizers but rarely take them as their drug of choice to
alter mood. They were first produced in the 1950's.
Minor tranquilizers are not mild drugs and are highly
addicting when taken over only a short time. The first to
be misused was Miltown, developed in 1954. People
became introgenically addicted to these drugs rather
quickly. In the 1960's the family of benzodiazepene
drugs were used. These include the "yum yum twins",
valium and librium. Benzodiazepenes made the phar
maceutical companies large and powerful as these drugs
gained popularity among treating physicians. Patients
requested these drugs for the slightest complaints and
physicians wrote prescriptions without hesitation be
lieving the drugs were harmless.
As an entity, the minor tranquilizers are safer than
barbiturates. They are less dangerous when combined
with other drugs. Withdrawal is not as dangerous as it is
with barbiturates. Behavioral changes are subtle. People
tend to become more relaxed muscularly and appear
tired. It is not desirable to use machinery or to drive if
one is not accustomed to using a specific minor tranquilizer.
NARCOTICS: Narcotics are opiates first used in the
form of morphine, heroin and codeine, derived from the
poppy grown in the Far East. Opiates were originally
naturally grown. Presently most narcotics used in
medicine are synthetic. The effects of narcotics are
different from sedative hypnotics in that these drugs
depress brain function. They produce mental clouding
and difficulty in concentration. They paralyze muscles,
especially promoting constipation which is reversed at
the cessation of use. Excessive use of narcotics also
produces sweating and vomiting.
Tolerence to opiates develops quickly and therefore
the dosage can increase alarmingly. However, death by
overdose is unlikely. Death occurs when the drug is
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adulterated on the street or administered with con
taminated needles. There are those who use heroin
intermittently and never become addicted where they
are using daily. Some will only use narcotics when they
^//e extra money or on weekends, and for some,
lSperience with heroin is not pleasant. They will not use
again.
Withdrawal is uncomfortable but rarely fatal, unlike
alcohol or barbiturate withdrawal. The "rush" is power
ful and usually the reason people continue using. Rarely
is the feeling of the first experience ever achieved by
repeated use. The process is known as "chasing the
dragon."
Dependence on narcotics is less likely to occur among
serious athletes as it physically and psychologically
immobilizes the user. Use reduces motivation and
behavior becomes primative. Sleep usually follows
ingestion. When the user awakens they again crave the
drug. The cycle repeats endlessly.
MARIJUANA (CANNABIS SATIVA): The most
powerful part of the marijuana plant used to alter mood
is the sticky resin from the flowering top of the female
marijuana plant. It is chemically unlike any other mood
altering substance. It is insoluble in water but soluble in
oil. Marijuana users use the drug much like alcohol.
Users can remain productive indefinitely.
There is much controversial data concerning the long
term effects of marijuana, physiologically and socio
logically. The environment plays an important part in
how the user of marijuana will respond after ingesting.
A "high" from marijuana is a learned experience and
the longer one uses the better the "high" becomes.
Eventually the "high" can no longer be achieved. It is at
this point the individual may be seriously dependent.
Marijuana helps the user relax. Sometimes people
pond by laughing for little reason. They often crave
d after smoking. There is increased heart rate with
moderate use. The most obvious of all symptoms is the
reddening of the whites of the eyes. Often people will use
eye drops. Usually marijuana is smoked in cigarette
form. Some will smoke it through a water pipe. Marijuana
has been baked, cooked, boiled and eaten in foods. It is
very difficult to control the dosage if eaten and the onset
is slower but the effect remains longer. Individuals can
accidentally ingest a heavy dose resulting in temporary
toxicity. If mixed with other drugs there is no particular
danger of overdosing. Physically marijuana can promote
bronchial disease. Psychologically it interferes with
cognition and motivation. There is recent and remote
memory loss with constant use. Tolerance to marijuana
develops quickly. However, there are no significant
physical symptoms manifested when a user attempts to
withdraw. The novice should not operate machinery or a
car, scuba dive or operate a plane when using marijuana.

GENERAL SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS OF ALL
DRUGS
Most drug dependent individuals will attempt to
manipulate people in their environment. They will deny
and rationalize their use of drugs. There may be an
unexplained shift in body weight, fever or exhaustion.
Cardiac rhythm disturbances, hypertension, picking
skin, pacing, changes in sleep patterns, and changes in
friends and associates are all signs and symptoms of
.drug abuse. Be aware of discoloration of the fingers
b and forefinger) with heavy marijuana use. Dry
routh is often a sign of depressant, narcotic or amphetamine use. Excessive eating of sweets is often a symptom
of depressant and narcotic use. Often there is impulsive
and unpredictable behavioral changes. Constriction of

pupils is indicative of narcotics and/or depressant use;
dilated pupils are symptomatic of cocaine and ampheta
mine use.

TREATMENT
There are several different treatment modalities which
have been developed in the last few years and have
proved to be successful. All of them have one thing in
common - they espouse abstinence only. Most treatment
programs are twenty eight days long simply because
most people have only thirty days medical coverage for
the treatment specified. There is no magic in the twentyeight day limit. The in-patient portion of treatment is
only phase one of the treatment process which is life
long. Phase one is a crash course in living drug free. The
family must be involved at the beginning of treatment.
This can include the involvement of other athletes,
coaches and athletic trainers who are close to the
individual. The athletic trainer should visit the athlete
while in treatment and have a sesssion with the
counselor, doctor or some significant staff person. Most
people recover more readily with a network of others
involved who care. The drug dependent individual must
feel that others are not condemning but encouraging
him/her to take the proper steps to become drug free.
There should be a great sense of pride in recovery. This is
necessary in order to keep the desire to recover strong.
Treatment may begin with an intervention process
where the individual is confronted by therapists from a
trusted treatment facility. He should be assured that he
is well thought of and that all want him to go into
treatment immediately. There should be no delay.
Afterward, he must join the program of Alcoholics
Anonymous or Narcotics Anonymous and attend regular
meetings. Initially four meetings a week are indicated.
Meetings are held around the world and everyone is
welcome wherever they are held.
With some drug dependent individuals there are
psychological problems which must be addressed. For
others, once the dependence is arrested, there may be no
further need for individual psychotherapy. In the first
case a psychiatric facility with a substance abuse unit
would be appropriate so the individual may begin to deal
with underlying problems immediately. In the second
case a rehabilitation center would prove to be adequate.
However, an individual may choose to participate in
psychotherapy when rehabilitation is complete. Regular
participation in ongoing psychotherapy is certain to
insure the drug dependency remains dormant.
The problem of drug dependence is one of the most
easily corrected medical/psychological illnesses. It is
simply a matter of learning to deal with life's problems
drug free; not unlike the diabetic who must learn to live
sugar free. When this is accomplished a perfectly normal
life is usually quite possible. +

Brochure Requests
Requests for the brochure entitled "Careers in
Athletic Training" should be sent to the National Of
fice at P.O. Drawer 1865, Greenville, N.C. 27834.
Single brochures are supplied upon request at no
charge. NATA officers and committees, schools
having an approved athletic training curriculum,
and those having an apprenticeship program are
furnished multiple copies of the brochure at no
charge.
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Sheets: For custom work—shoe modifications, foot orthotic modifications, i.e. extensions, top covers and fill-ins, foot orthotic top covers,
body orthoses lining and as supplemental padding wherever needed. Thicknesses: 14", !/H", 1A" and Y>" Finishes: smooth and abraded (for
gluing) available all thicknesses. Nylon covering on !/H" only. All formats available in blue—some in natural.

Heel Pads: Where heel impact ex
ceeds pathological levels. Available in
S. M. L.

Longitudinal Arch Pads: For the re
lief of plantar fascial strain, medial
knee pain, heel spur syndrome and
other foot related problems. Available
in XS, S, M, L.

Heel Wedges: to reduce symptoms of
heel spur syndrome, medial knee
pain, metatarsal bursitis, plantar
lesions, subtalar joint pronation.
/"^
Available in S, M, L.

**>~r is the first, poromeric, open-cell soft tissue supplement that
w'll not "bottom-out" or mould to the foot. HPT cushions twice as fast as felt or foam
and retains 95% of its shock absorbing capacit.,- ev«m dtter years of strenuous use.
^^••••••••••^•••^•^••"^^•••••^^^^^••^^^•^^^•^••v^^^

Moulded Insoles

Moulded Insoles: Where extra shock absorption and/or arch support is indicated. As a superior
athletic or running shoe replacement insole. Available in Men's M, L, XL; Women's S, M, L.

Flat Insoles: Where space is limited.
For minimal balancing or customiz
ing. Available in l/w" and !/«" thickness.
Finishes: smooth, perforated and
nylon covered. Various sizes.

Metatarsal Bars: For the relief of
metatarsal bursitis, sesamoiditis. For
the protection of plantar lesions and
ulcers. Available in S, M, L, XL.

Temppthotics "HOT: Used as tempo
rary orthotics until patient's perma,nent orthotics are dispensed.

THOSE OVER-THE-COUNTER
SOFT TISSUE SimfMENTS
COULD BE BREAKING DOWN
ALITHAT YOiTRE BUILDING UR
PPT®is the superior medical-grade shock absorber that outperforms foam rubber,
Spenco and Sorbothane, and will not "bottom out" even after strenuous use. From insoles
to heel cushions, from die-cut shapes to sheets of various thicknesses,
PPT is uniquely suitable for the stringent specifications of health care professionals.
lar over-the-counter mate
rials. So with PPT,
those tender places
will get the cushion
ing and protection
prescribed by your
therapy. Immediately.
And consistently.
What's more, PPT is
extremely light, wash
able, hypo-allergenic,
non-toxic and it breathes.

Over-the-counter soft tissue supplements just don't hold up.

Consider the problem.
Then consider the diagnosis, the
effort it took and your patients comfort
and therapy.
Now, when you consider all this, how
could you consider sending your patients
to a twirly rack at the back of the local drug
store to pick out a soft tissue supplement?
Especially when PPT, the most effec
tive soft tissue supplement, isn't even
available over the counter. It's available
only to health care professionals.
PPT is a highly engineered, techni
cally superior soft tissue supplement.
It won't collapse or "bottom out" like
Spenco.
It won't fall apart like foam rubber.
It's not heavy like Sorbothane. Or ex
pensive. So it won't cost your patients an
arm and a leg.
And PPT bounces back with twice as
much anti-shock, anti-shear and antipressure properties as some of the popu

BECAUSE YOUR
PATIENTS'
PROBLEMS
COME IN ALL
SHAPES AND
SIZES, SO DOES PPT.
PPT is available in many die-cut
shapes as well as sheets in a variety of
thicknesses of Vie" to Vz". And with a wide
range of surface coverings such as

Nylon, perforated and plain. It also
comes in a double-sided smooth/
porous combination.
PPT is easy to handle. It can be
worked to fit with simple tools—a
pair of scissors or a grinding wheel.
PPT, in its many forms, was
designed for one purpose
only. To help health care pro
fessionals tailor their ther
apy to the specific needs
of each patient, no
matter what or where
the problem.
For more information
about PPT call toll free
(800) 645-5520. N.Y. State
call collect (516) 667-3462.
Or, send coupon below or write
Professional Technology, Inc., Div. of
The Langer Biomechanics Group, Inc.,
21 East Industry ^^GenuiiK
Ct, Deer Park,
N.Y 11729.

r~~-

IANCERBie

Biomechanics
Group

21 East Industry Court, Deer Park, New York 11729

I'm interested in knowing more about PPT.
Please send me additional information.
Name
Medical Discipline
Address
I City

State

Zip

I

*PPT is a registered trademark of The Langer Biomechanics Group, Inc.© 1984, The Langer Biomechanics Group

Association
Activities

David G. Yeo, DPE, ATC
Montgomery County
Community College
Blue Bell, PA

NAGWS and NASPE Join Ranks for NCAT
The National Council of Athletic Training (NCAT), a
joint structure of the National Association for Girls and
Women in Sports (NAGWS) and the National Associa
tion for Sports and Physical Education (NASPE) is now
in full swing.
The purpose of NCAT, which is organized around the
operational functions of athletic training, is to recom
mend and implement programs related to athletic
training at all educational levels. Additionally, the
council prepares and distributes information concerning
training to members of NAGWS and NASPE. Moreover,
it develops standards for the welfare of the athlete
competing in interscholastic and intercollegiate com
petition and promotes the use of certified trainers on
these competitive levels.
NAGWS and NASPE saw the need to join ranks in
serving the athletic training community in their efforts
to form NCAT. Both had similar structures within their
respective associations that dealt with athletic training,
but realized a joint structure could better serve each
association.
Toni VanDePutte is serving as the council's first
chair. VanDePutte, an athletic trainer at Ysleta High
School in El Paso, Texas, comes to the council following
her outstanding service as chair for the Athletic Training
Council (ATC) of NAGWS. Other members of the NCAT
Executive Committee are Bill Kauth, Paul Butler and
Jane Sandusky. All have impressive records in their
dedication to athletic training.
(above material taken from Update, Feb. 1984, by
AAHPERD)
Warren H. Lee Award of Benevolence
The National Athletic Trainers Association, Inc.
recognizes the need for an award, benevolent in nature,
which would offer assistance to the spouse of a deceased
athletic trainer. The primary objective of this award
would be to offer financial assistance in the postsecondary education of the children of the deceased. To
this end, the National Athletic Trainers Association,
Inc. has established the Warren H. Lee Award of
Benevolence.
An award of $1,000 will be available each year. This
will not necessarily be an annual presentation if
nominees do not meet criteria established. The indi
viduals must meet the following specifications to be
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nominated for the award:
1. The award will be to children of a certified athletic
trainer who was an active member of our profession
at the time of his/her death.
2. The child or children must be registered as under
graduate student(s) at an accredited university,
college, or junior college.
3. The funds must be used for tuition, fees, board, and
room and books.
4. The deceased must have been a member in good
standing of the National Athletic Trainers Associ
ation, Inc. at the time of death.
General Guidelines
1. Any certified athletic trainer of the National Athletic
Trainers Association, Inc. may submit a nomination
for the award.
2. Spouses will be encouraged to nominate their children.
3. The nominator must send the following items to his
District Director:
A. Established proof that the deceased was an active
certified member of the National Athletic Trainers
Association, Inc.
B.
Proof the student nominated is currently registered
as an undergraduate at an accredited university,
college, or junior college.
C.
Established proof of financial need.
D.
The declaration of the nominated student in
writing that he or she intends to continue academic
work to a baccalaureate degree as a full time
student.
E.
Nominations must be filed in the deceased
member's NATA district. The District Director
will be considered the responsible official to collect
the completed nomination forms and related
information and forward them directly to the
Chairman of the Selection Committee.
F.
The deadline for filing nominations will be Feb
ruary 1 of each year.
The initial two Eastern Athletic Trainers Association
Joseph N. Abraham Scholarships were awarded to
Michael Ryan of Central Connecticut and Tammie
Dreese of Lock Haven State.
The 1983 "Athletic Trainer of the Year" awards,
sponsored by the Drackett Company (Nutrament) have
been won by:
Professional Division: Ronnie Barnes, New York
Continued on page 131

Attention to all Membership:
I am in need of any historical
information and pictures to begin
writing the second edition of the
History and Development of the
National Athletic Trainers As
sociation. Your help is greatly
needed. Please send all materials
to:
Michael O'Shea
Athletic Department, University of
Miami
One Hurricane Drive
Coral Gables, Florida 33124

When ultrasound therapy is indicated
in your clinic, you want equipment with
reliability and accuracy designed in.
That's why the Intelect™ is your best choice.
The Intelect 200 features a safety shielded 10 cm2
lead zirconate titanate crystal—specially selected
to deliver maximum longevity and output stability.
What's more, the intensity meter accuracy
exceeds industry levels. Solid-state electronic
components with modular
construction are standard.
The Intelect 200...the ultimate
in ultrasound therapy. It's an
other example of wellness by
design from Chattanooga
Corporation.
D Yes! I'm interested in the Intelect 200 ultrasound unit.
Please rush me more information.
D Yes! I'd like a no-obligation in-office demonstration.
NAME___________________________________________
ADDRESS.
CITY
PHONE.
AT

. STATE-

____ZIP_____________

'

XX^Iness by design

|

CHATTANOOGA I

CORPORATION |

101 MEMORIAL DR./P.O. BOX 4287/CHATTANOOGA, TN. 37405 / 615/870-2281

Calendar of Events

Mitchell Hall, University of Wisconsin - La Crosse, La
Crosse, WI 54601.
9-13 La Crosse Exercise Program Risk Factor Manage
ment, La Crosse, WI. Contact Philip K. Wilson, Director,
Mitchell Hall, University of Wisconsin - La Crosse, La
Crosse, WI 54601.
9-13 37th Annual ACTA Scientific and Clinical
Conference, Chicago, IL. Contact John Alien, 133
Oakwood St., Lakevilla, IL 60048.

Jeff Fair, ATC, MS
Oklahoma State University

June 1984
9-13 NATA Convention, Nashville, TN. Contact
NATA, P.O. Box 1865, Greenville, NC 27834.
9 NATA Sports Medicine Clinic Trainers and Thera
pists Meeting, Nashville, TN. Contact Randy L. Biggerstaff, ATC, Athletic Trainer, Iowa Orthopedic Sports
Medicine Clinic, 2330 NW 106th Street, Urbandale, IA
50322.
11-15 La Crosse Exercise Program Cardiac Rehabili
tation, La Crosse, WI. Contact Philip K. Wilson, Director,
Mitchell Hall, University of Wisconsin - La Crosse, La
Crosse, WI 54601.
18-22 La Crosse Exercise Program Weight Control
Workshop, La Crosse, WI. Contact Philip K. Wilson,
Executive Director, Mitchell Hall, University of Wis
consin - La Crosse, La Crosse, WI 54601.
19-21 Management of College Sports I, Fayetteville,
AR. Contact Sports Management Institute, University
of Arkansas, Division of Continuing Education, #2
University Center, Fayetteville, AR 72701.
25-28 A Sports Medicine Workshop "The Lower
Extremity", Boston, MA. Contact Registrar Office of
Continuing Education, Tufts University School of
Medicine, 136 Harrison Avenue - Box 36, Boston, MA
02111.
26-28 National Strength & Conditioning Associa
tion's 7th Annual National Convention and Exhibition,
Pittsburgh, PA. Contact Ken Beatty, Pittsburgh Hilton,
Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, PA 15222.

July 1984
8-13 Third Annual Athletic Training Workshop, Corvallis, OR. Contact Lisa A. Kelleher, 103 Gill Coliseum,
Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR. 97331.
8-13 Sports Medicine and Athletic Training: A Com
prehensive Seminar. Massachusetts Maritime Academy,
Cape Cod, MA. Contact New England Sports Medicine
Institute, 733A Cambridge St., Brighton, MA 02135.
9-13 La Crosse Exercise Program Cardiac Rehabili
tation, La Crosse, WI. Contact Philip K. Wilson, Director,
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13-15 Cybex/Isokinetic Advanced Clinical Workshop,
La Crosse, WI. Contact George J. Davies, Orthopedic
and Sports Physical Therapy, 2501 Shelby Road, La
Crosse, WI 54601.
13-15 New Mexico Athletic Trainers Association
Clinical Symposium and Business Meeting, Las Cruces,
NM. Contact Ed Sunderland, Head Athletic Trainer,
Box 3145, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces,
NM 88003.
15-20 The Female Athlete: Sports Medicine and
Athletic Training: A Comprehensive Seminar, Massa
chusetts Maritime Academy, Cape Cod, MA. Contact
New England Sports Medicine Institute, 733A Cam
bridge St., Brighton, MA 02135.
16-20 La Crosse Exercise Program Weight Control,
La Crosse, WI. Contact Philip K. Wilson, Director,
Mitchell Hall, University of Wisconsin - La Crosse, La
Crosse, WI 54601.
16-19 36th Annual American Corrective Therapy
Association Scientific and Clinical Conference, Chicago,
IL. Contact John Alien, 133 Oakwood St., Lakevilla, IL
60048.
19-26 Third International Symposium of Biomechanics in Sports, Eugene, OR. Contact Dr. Marlene Adrian,
Commissioner for Biomechanics, Biomechanics Labor
atory, University of Illinois, Champaign, IL 61820.
19-26 1984 Olympic Scientific Congress-Sport, Health
and Well-Being, Eugene, OR. Contact Program Co
ordinator, 1984 Olympic Scientific Congress, 1479 Moss
St., Eugene, OR 97403.
25-Aug. 16 Theory and Practice of Exercise Leader
ship, American College of Sports Medicine, Hattiesburg,
MS. Contact Dr. David Cundiff, Director of Physical
Fitness Institute, University of Southern Mississippi,
Hattiesburg, MS 39406.
27-Aug. 13 1984 Sports Medicine Conference at the
Summer Olympic Games, Los Angeles, CA. Contact
Rick Fesler, The Physician and Sports Medicine, 4530
W. 77th St., Minneapolis, MN 55435.
27 International Symposium on Sports for Everyone,
Anaheim, CA. Contact Alien V. Saporo, Department of
Leisure Studies, University of Illinois, 104 Huff Gym
nasium, Champaign, IL 61820.
31-Aug. 3 Management of Professional and Club
Sports I, Fayetteville, AR. Contact Sports Management
Institute, University of Arkansas, Division of Con
tinuing Education, #2 University Center, Fayetteville,
Continued on page 130
AR 72701.

Set up a Universal Super Circuit in
your training room and get more bodies
into better shape in less time than you ever
thought possible.
Universal has pioneered a conditioning system
that trains the whole body by combining resistance
exercises with the aerobic activity in one workout.
Your athletes can run in place, jog, jump rope, or
pedal for 30 seconds between resistance exercises,
and achieve peak conditioning benefits for all their
muscle groups including aerobic advantages for the
heart and lungs.
The same circuit layout can provide a year 'round
training facility for: off-season, Antagonistic Muscle
Circuit; pre-season, Super Circuit; and in-season,
Peripheral Heart Action Circuit.

You can use either single
or multi-station equipment for the
Universal Super Circuit. For more
information, clip the coupon below
or call 800-553-7901 Toll Free!
Lift this coupon.
Please send me the information below for:
D Updating files D Budgeting
D I want to buy equipment
D New Super Circuit Exercise System
D New Free Weight Catalog
D Universal Conditioning Equipment
D New Tredex Exercise Treadmill
D Free help in designing an exercise facility
D Please have representative call. Phone:_
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T

he authors of this paper wish to familiarize the
reader with head injuries in athletics. Anatomy;
basic physiology and pathophysiology; classification of
cerebrocranial lesions; and detection and initial man
agement of head injuries will be reviewed. Implications
for the clinician will be considered in the prevention of
and preparation for this type of medical emergency.
At the University of Virginia Medical Center, 18% of
all patients admitted to the department of neurological
surgery have incurred sports related head injury (1).
Head trauma causes more fatalities than any other
sports injury (2). All football fatalities in the 1980 season
were caused by head or neck trauma (3). Head trauma is
hardly limited to football, however. Minor head injury
has been reported in soccer, lacrosse, rugby, boxing, and
horse riding (4,5). The potential for head injury exists in
virtually all sports. It is evident that team physicians
and athletic trainers must be prepared to manage
craniocerebral trauma.

Anatomy
To appreciate the significance of specific head trauma
and resulting neurological symptoms, it is necessary to
be familiar with the structure and function of the scalp,
skull, meninges, cerebral blood vessels, and of the brain
itself.
The scalp protects the skull and aids in absorbing and
distributing the force of a blow. The scalp consists of five
layers: skin (and hair), subcutaneous connective tissue,
aponeurosis galea, loose layer of connective tissue, and
the pericranium. Because the scalp is a freely moveable
aponeurosis, it allows for a tangential blow to slip off,
reducing the traumatic effects. The scalp increases the
skull's strength, raising its tolerance to external pressure
from 40 to 425-490 pounds per square inch (3).
The skull has been described as a rigid, bony box of
1400-1500 ml capacity (3,6). The cranium is the portion
of the skull which encloses the brain. The cranial bones
include the single occipital, frontal, sphenoid, and
ethmoid bones, and the paired temporal and parietal
The authors are from the Division of Sports Medicine and
the Department of Neurological Surgery at the University
of Virginia.

bones. The internal surface of the cranium is quite
irregular. Numerous bony ridges, protuberances, emi
nences, grooves, depressions, and furrows mark the
inner surface. The cranial vault is nondistensible. The
principle exit from this vault is the foramen magnum,
through which the medulla and spinal cord pass.
The meninges are the three membranes that enclose
and protect the brain and spinal cord. The dura is a
tough, inelastic membrane serving a dual purpose as the
internal periosteum of the skull and the outermost
covering of the brain. The dura and skull are closely
attached, thus an extradural hemorrhage will present as
a localized bulge between the skull and dura.
The arachnoid, the middle meninx, is a thin fibrous,
elastic membrane, thinner over the hemispheres, thicker
over the base of the brain. The arachnoid is close to the
dura but is essentially unattached. A hemorrhage
between these layers will spread freely, limited only by
the falx and tentorium. The falx is the fibrous septum
which vertically divides the cerebral hemisphere. The
tentorium is a partial horizontal septum between the
occipital lobes of the brain and the cerebellum.
The pia mater is in immediate association with the
brain surface. This vascular membrane, which dips into
all of the conformations and folds in the cerebral
surface, is thin but tough.
The subarachnoid space is located between the
arachnoid and pia mater. This space is filled with
cerebrospinal fluid. This clear fluid serves as a shock
absorber and provides nutrition for some of the brain
cells.
The cerebral blood vessels include the arteries of the
brain, the meningeal arteries, and the veins of the brain.
Four arteries supply the brain, the right and left internal
carotid and vertebral arteries. Intracranial or cervical
trauma can injure these arteries resulting in vasospasm,
laceration, or thrombosis. The meningeal arteries are
attached to the external surface of the dura. Many small
branches of these arteries supply the overlying bone.
The veins of the brain penetrate the arachnoid mem
brane as well as the meningeal or inner layer of the dura
mater and open into the cranial venous sinuses.
The brain can be divided into three parts: the
cerebrum, the cerebellum, and the brainstem. The
cerebrum is the center of higher processes including
speech, memory, emotion, and intelligence. The cerebrum
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is divided into two hemispheres, each controlling
movement and sensation in the opposite side of the
body. Each hemisphere is further divided into frontal,
temporal, and occipital lobes. The cerebellum is located
beneath the cerebrum and behind the brainstem. It is
involved in coordination of voluntary muscular move
ment. The brain stem includes the hypothalamus,
thalamus, and medulla oblongata. The stem automatic
ally controls functions necessary for life. The most
important centers in it regulate circulation and respira
tion.
Physiology
The normal function of the brain depends upon the
functional integrity of its neurons. The metabolic de
mands of nervous tissue take precedence over all other
body processes. The energy produced in the brain is
almost entirely derived from the oxidative metabolism
of glucose (4). Thus, there must be a continuous adequate
supply of glucose and oxygen to the nerve cells. The
brain depends on a constant supply of glucose because it
contains essentially no glycogen or triacylglycerol fuel
reserves (4). The brain requires large amounts of oxygen,
20% of the body's uptake (7). Oxygen demands do not
decrease even during sleep. Oxygen uptake is increased
in the presence of fever (approximately 7% per each
degree Fahrenheit).
Brain tissue is highly susceptible to metabolic insult.
Interruption in the delivery of glucose or oxygen can
produce rapid development of disorientation, convul
sions, loss of consciousness, and coma (3). The inter
ruption may be caused by a direct head injury or by
indirect deficiencies in the cardiovascular system. If the
brain is deprived of oxygen for more than 4 minutes,
neural tissue death may result.
Physical Properties of Brain Tissue
Intracranial tissues exhibit certain physical properties
that will determine the effect of a blow to the skull.
Nervous tissue has the consistency of gelatin but
behaves physically in much the same way as water,
which is slightly less dense. Like water, nervous tissue
has a high bulk modulus (does not compress) and a
small modulus of rigidity (little resistance to change in
shape). Nerve tissue, blood, and cerebrospinal fluid have
approximately the same densities, but even small
differences in density can cause gradients of forces
following impact to the head. These gradients produce
injurious shear strains.
The two types of impact forces that result in shearing
are linear and rotational acceleration. Linear accelera
tion forces tend to produce compression forces which,
alone, are not injurious. The brain moves little following
linear acceleration, consequently shear strain is mini
mal. Any shear strain that is produced is usually in the
area of the maginum foramen where tissue is either
extruded or sucked in (8). While shear strain tends to be
minimally associated with linear acceleration, it is very
frequently produced by rotational acceleration. The
shear strain that results from rotational acceleration
damages nervous and vascular tissue in the brain. The
stress disrupts axons in the cerebrum and brain stem.
Their forces may also damage blood vessels throughout
the brain (9).
In significant closed head injuries, intracerebral and
extracerebral hemorrhages accumulate and enlarge
following the shearing. This hemorrhaging, as well as
tissue edema and vasoparalysis, increases pressure
within the supratentorial compartment of the cranium.
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Mechanisms of Brain Injury
Direct injuries to the skull occur via two mechanisms.
The first involves a moving object striking a quiescent
head. In athletics, this would be common in sports such
as baseball, lacrosse, hand ball, squash, golf, field and
ice hockey. Following impact, the skull becomes momen
tarily deformed, and if not fixed, may be momentarily
accelerated in the direction of the force. A concussion
may result or there may be a coup contusion at the site of
impact (e.g. a frontal region blow would produce a
fronto-temporal bruise).
The second mechanism of direct injury involves a
moving head striking a fixed or slower moving object,
resulting in impact deceleration. This injury might be
seen in soccer when a player's head strikes the goal post,
or in basketball when the athlete's head strikes the floor
during a fall. The sudden external impact causes a
primary or secondary impact of soft cerebral tissues
against the interior of the skull at a location other than
the external impact site. These contrecoup injuries
usually occur at the side of the skull opposite from the
point of impact.
A common contrecoup injury is the occipital-parietal
contusion caused by impact at the opposite frontaltemporal region. Blows to the frontal region rarely result
in injury to frontal or temporal lobes unless there is a
concommitant skull fracture. Rather, the contrecoup
contusion is produced. If frontal-temporal impact is
severe, occipital-parietal brain tissue may even be
lacerated as it is forced over the bony prominences of the
base of the. skull.
Classification of Head Injuries
Head injuries may be classified as concussions,
intracranial contusion and hemorrhage, and skull
fractures.
The definition or classification of concussion, at least
as it relates to athletic injury, is neither universal nor
clear cut (10, 11). Most clinicians and investigators
would agree that concussion is a short term arrest of
cortical activity with no permanent damage to any part
of the brain. Furthermore, they would agree that
recovery is complete, although prolonged headache and
dizziness as well as decreased memory and concentration
may be experienced during the recovery.
This definition includes a broad spectrum of minor
head injury which has been divided as follows (12):
Grade 0 concussion is seen in the athlete who is
struck in the head or has his head moved rapidly,
and who is not stunned or dazed initially, but who
subsequently complains of a headache and diffi
culty in concentrating.
Grade 1 concussion is characterized by a stunned
or dazed player who has no loss of consciousness
or amnesia. This is the athlete who complains of
having his bell rung. His sensorium quickly clears,
usually in less than a minute.
Grade 2 concussion typically involves headache
and clouding consciousness but not loss of con
sciousness. This athlete may have tinnitus and
amnesia and may be hyperexcitable, irritable,
confused, and dizzy.
Grade 3 concussion is identified by loss of con
sciousness for less than 1 minute. Although this
player will be briefly unconscious, he will not be
comatose. Which is to say that he will be aroused if
noxious stimuli such as compression of finger or
toenail beds or the supraorbital notches is applied

to the unconscious athlete.
Grade 4 concussion is characterized by loss of
consciousness, exceeding 1 minute without coma.
Athletes who have Grade 3 or Grade 4 concussion
will demonstrate Grade 2 symptoms as they recover
from their head injury.
Cerebral contusions may occur under the point of
impact. More frequently they are located on the undersurface of the temporal or frontal lobes, and on the
anterior poles of the temporal lobes. Jennet and Teasdale
report that experimental studies indicate that this
distribution is related to the rough inner surface of the
skull at these areas (4). They also state that occipital
blows are more likely to cause contusion than frontal or
lateral blows. The significance of contusion is the
consequence of secondary events of swelling from edema
and hemorrhage.
Intracranial hemorrhage can be categorized as epidural, subdural, and intracerebral. Epidural (extradural)
hematoma is frequently caused by skull fracture which
tears meningeal arteries that are imbedded in grooves in
the skull. Because these are arterial lesions, bleeding
occurs under high pressure causing serious brain injury
before tamponade is achieved. Venous lesions may also
result in extradural hematoma. Although the signs of a
classic epidural have been described as immediate loss
of consciousness, followed by a lucid interval and then
progressively decreasing levels of consciousness, Bruno
has reported that only one third of patients with epidural
hemorrhage present with such a history (10). Half of
Jamieson and Yelland's patients did not have initial
loss of consciousness (4). Two thirds of Gallagher and
Browder's patients did not even report to hospitals
initially (4).
Headache is the most common initial symptom among
these patients who do not have immediate loss of
consciousness. As the extradural hemorrhage progresses
pain sensitive meninges and blood vessels stretch, then
tear. As this process evolves, subtle behavioral changes
such as irritability, decreased alertness, and somnolence
occur. Ipsilateral cerebral tissue is compressed and then
herniates as the hematoma expands. Pressure on the
third cranial nerve caused dilation of the ipsilateral
pupil, then pupillary fixation and oculomotor paralysis,
motor signs, and focal or general convulsions. The
chance of death increases rapidly as the brain herniates
and these latter signs are seen.
Subdural hematoma occurs more frequently than
epidural hematoma in athletes. It is a result of rupture of
veins transversing the subdural space as they pass from
the brain to the dural sinuses or laceration of the brain,
pia and aracnoid. Acute subdural hematomas become
symptomatic within 48 hours. They are the most frequent
cause of death in athletic head injuries. Torg divides
subdural hematoma in two groups (10). One type is
hematoma in the subdural space without associated
cerebral contusion or edema. The second type is as
sociated with brain surface contusion and hemispheric
brain injury with swelling. He notes that the mortality
rate for the simple subdural is approximately 20%, but
the rate for the hematoma with underlying damage
exceeds 50%.
The patient with acute subdural hematoma may have
a lucid interval following his injury after which neuro
logic deterioration takes place at a rate dependent on the
rise in intracranial pressure. Athletes with simple
subdural hematomas are more likely to have a lucid
interval, than those players who have contusion or
intracerebral hemorrhage with associated brain swel
ling. Clinically many of these players with lucid

intervals will have headaches followed by progressive
clouding of consciousness. Signs of hemispheric dis
function, including pupillary, ocular and motor func
tions, may develop as the hematoma expands, intra
cranial pressure rises, and the cerebrum herniates.
Subacute and chronic subdural hemorrhages are the
result of slow venous bleeding. Because pressure increase
is not rapid, some accommodations can occur and the
brain may be spared from extensive damage. These
slowly developing subdural hemorrhages become symp
tomatic at 2 to 30 days, and 30 days respectively. The
affected athlete may feel well for days or weeks and then
develop headaches, loss of appetite, drowsiness, person
ality changes, blurred vision, and disturbances in gait
(2). Intracerebral hemorrhage is bleeding within the
brain itself. Hemorrhage within the brain results in
compression and herniation. This is a frequent outcome
of cerebral vascular disease but is rarely seen in athletic
injury.
Skull Fractures
Skull fractures may be open or closed, linear, com
minuted or depressed. Fracture characteristics are listed
on Figure 1. Because the force of a blow may be absorbed
by the fracturing skull, severity of intracranial damage
may actually be less than head injury without fracture.
Fracture lines are significant when they cross grooves
or canals of cranial blood vessels, particularly the
middle meningeal artery.
Figure 1.
Linear:

Fracture Characteristics
A hairline separation with loss of curva
ture of the skull produced by blunt
impact. 70% of all skull fractures are
linear.
Comminuted: Impact area 1-2 square inches causing
indentation and fragmentation.
Depressed:
Skull displaced inwardly. Depression in
creases with pointedness of the object.
Significant if the fracture has entrapped
the brain or meninges (3).
Blow-out fracture of the orbit: This is caused by direct
blunt impact to the orbit and involves
fracture of the floor of the orbit. There
may be partial paralysis of the inferior
oblique muscle and its nerve which may
become entrapped (6) causing blindness.
Blow-out fracture of the orbit: Caused by shearing forces
during frontal impacts. Involves the roof
of the orbit (6).

Management
Monitoring the level of consciousness is the best
single assessment for head injury. If the injured athlete
is unconscious, attention should be exercised in estab
lishing an airway since hypoventilation increases
intracranial pressure and hypoxia must be guarded
against. Moreover the unconscious athlete should be
treated as if he or she has a cervical fracture. Therefore,
a jaw thrust maneuver is the method of choice for
establishing an airway. If the player is not breathing,
artificial ventilation should be instituted. Removal of
the athlete's helmet is ill-advised, because of the risk of
neck injury. Rapid removal of face mask is preferred if
respiratory assistance is required. Attention should be
focused next on the cardiovascular system. If there is no
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Figure 2.

The Glasgow Coma Scale, which is based upon eye opening,
verbal and motor responses, is a practical means of monitoring
changes in level of consciousness. If each response on the scale
is given a number (high for normal and low for impaired re
sponses), the responsiveness of the patient can be expressed by
summation of the figures. The lowest score is 3; the highest is 15.

Eyes

Open

Glasgow
Coma Scale -'
Spontaneously
To verbal command
To pain

No Response
Best motor response

To verbal command

Obeys

To painful stimulus*

Localizes pain
Flexion-withdrawal
Flexion-abnormal
(Decorticate rigidity)
Extension
(Decerebrate rigidity)
No response

Best verbal response**

4
3
2
1
6
5
4

Oriented and converses C
Disoriented and
converses
Inappropriate words

/|
*¥
O

Incomprehensible sounds O
No response

Total
"Arouse patient with painful stimulus if necessary. "Apply knuckle to sternum; observe arms.

3-15
Features of coma during the first week after severe head
injury have been analyzed in 700 patients. Although each step
on each part of the scale may not be of equal significance, the
method is useful in comparing the overall responsiveness of
one patient with another or one series of patients with
another. Based on observtions of the 700 patients, all
combinations that summed seven or less were defined as
coma.

1. Jennett B. Teasdale G Aspects of coma after severe head
injury. Lancet, April 23, 1977, pp. 878-881.
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pulse, cardiopulmonary resuscitation should be insti
tuted immediately. Primary examination of the uncon
scious athlete is completed with a rapid check for severe
external hemorrhage; rarely found in athletic trauma,
but easily controlled with direct pressure.
Respiration, blood pressure, and pupillary reflex
evaluation should be undertaken every 5 minutes in the
unconscious athlete with head injury. Respiratory
depression, increased blood pressure and decreased
heart rate are danger signs of an expanding lesion. The
rise in blood pressure is compensatory, maintaining
blood flow through the cranium as intracranial pressure
increases. Hypotension rarely occurs as a result of head
injury alone. The condition is indicative of hemorrhage
elsewhere in the body.
The pupils should be checked for size and accommo
dation. The ipsilateral pupil is prone to be dilated in
athletes with epidural or acute subdural hemorrhage.
Dilation with contralateral motor impairment is even
stronger evidence of such a lesion. Accommodation should
be checked by covering the eyes with a hand for several
seconds. The pupil should dilate and constrict when the
hand is removed. Evaluating the eyes under the lights
during an outdoor night activity may prove difficult.
Comparison of the injured player's eyes with another
player's may be helpful.
Examination of the unconscious athlete should con
tinue with palpation of the skull for depression and
swelling. The cervical spine should be carefully palpated
for spinous process malalignment and point tenderness.
The ears, nose, and mouth should be inspected for
drainage of blood and cerebrospinal fluid. If drainage is
detected, it should be noted, but not stopped, as it serves
to relieve pressure. Assessment of reflexes such as
clonus and Babinski is time consuming, probably not
precise on the field, and will not in any case alter the
management of the unconscious player. This assessment
should therefore be omitted. The exam should conclude
with determination of the Glaslow Coma Scale. (Figure
2) The GCS is a commonly used scale for assessing level
of consciousness. It is based upon a point system which
awards graded scores for various responses to specific
stimuli. Higher scores are awarded to more responsive
patients. The highest score is fifteen and the lowest is
three. This scale is a very useful and objective measure
of neurological status. It should be familiar to all
physicians and trainers who manage athletic injury.
The unconscious athlete should be expeditiously
transferred to a neurological trauma center following
the above examination. Because of the possibility of
associated spine injury, the player should be placed on a
spine board for the transfer. Oxygen should be ad
ministered to provide for the metabolic needs of the
brain. Indeed, the unconscious head injured athlete
should be hyperventilated. Hyperventilation reduces
the PCO2 and thereby decreases intracrainal pressure.
The athlete should be kept warm during the transfer as
shivering increases muscular oxygen consumption and
reduces the amount of oxygen available for the brain.
However, the athlete should not be overheated, because of
the resulting increased cerebral oxygen consumption.
In general, the athlete who is unconscious following
head injury requires serial observation of level of
consciousness. The athlete who presents with a sensorium that is clearing can be watched on the field; the
athlete whose sensorium is clouding requires rapid
neurological consultation. The athlete should be ques
tioned about headache, tinnitus, altered vision and
nausea. Positive response to any one of these areas of
questions does not necessarily mandate neurological
consultation. However, an athlete should not be permit

ted to return to play or practice as long as he complains
of any of these symptoms, nor until his sensorium is
entirely clear.
The athlete's coordination should be checked with the
Romberg test. The player should be instructed to stand
with feet together, arms at sides, and eyes closed.
Inability to maintain balance without swaying or
opening eyes is a positive test. The athlete should also be
able to maintain arms in abduction while in the Romberg
stance; arm drift is a positive sign. Further tests of
coordination, such as having the athlete alternately
touch finger to nose and then to the examiners finger,
which is moved to different locations in front of the
athlete, or asking the player to walk in a straight line,
may be useful. Failure to complete these tests indicates
that the player should be withheld from activity. The
cranial nerves should be tested in the conscious athlete
with minor head injury to rule out isolated injury. (See
Figure 3) A positive test for any of these nerves indicates
the need for neurosurgical consultation.

Figure 3. Cranial Nerve Assessment
#

Name

Function

Test

I

Olfactory

Smell

Check sense of smell.
Note: Ammonia
capsules are not used.
They are irritating and
stimulate pain receptors
in the nose innervated
by V. They may also
cause jerking of the
head and neck which
may cause neurological
damage as a result.

II

Optic

Sight

Check for tunnel vision,
double, spotty,
peripheral and distance
vision. Seeing with
association—retinal
detachment.

III
IV
VI

Oculomotor
Trochlear
Abducens

Eye movement & Follow finger with eyes.
pupil reaction Check for nystagmus.
(Subdural hematoma
affects III.) Pupil
reaction.

V

Trigeminal

Face sensation Check sensation with
& pupil reaction light (cotton) and heavy
stimuli. Pupil reacton.

VII

Vestibule
cochlear

Hearing &
balance

IX
X

Glossopharyngeal
Vagus

Voice, swallowing,Conversation. Check
gag reflex
gag reflex
(tongue depressor).

XI

Spinal

Neck strength

XII

Gypoglossal Tongue (motor)

Conversation. Standing,
walking.

Shrug
shoulders.
Stick tongue straight out.

Any changes in blood pressure, pulse, respiration or
pupils, such as those noted in the previous discussion of
unconscious patients, should be noted, and indicate the
need for neurosurgical consultation. We hasten to add
that one should not wait for these signs to develop before
referring an athlete with increasing cloudiness and/or
somnolence for neurological consultation. If the con
stellation of cloudy sensorium, headache, nausea, visual
and hearing disturbances seems to worsen, such con
sultation is in order.
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If the conscious athlete lapses into unconsciousness,
immediate transportation to a neurological trauma
center is required.
The following guidelines for the management of
specific grades of concussion have been suggested (12).
Athletes with Grade 0 or Grade 1 concussion can return
to play when their sensorium is clear. They should,
however, be closely watched and questioned about
symptoms periodically during the remainder of the
activity. Players with Grade 2 concussion should be
removed from the game or practice. They should not be
permitted to return to athletic activity until they are
asymptomatic. If symptoms increase or if they do not
clear within 2 days, these players should be referred to a
neurosurgeon. Athletes with Grade 3 concussion should
be removed from athletic activity and should not return
to athletics until they are cleared to do so by a
neurosurgeon. If the athlete's symptoms seem to be
diminishing, it may not be necessary to consult a
neurosurgeon urgently. However, if the symptoms seem
to be increasing, urgent consultation is indicated.
Athletes with Grade 4 concussion should be transferred
to a neurological trauma center for evaluation and
treatment.
Athletes with signs or symptoms of epidural or
subdural hemorrhage or skull fracture clearly require
rapid neurosurgical intervention.
Emergency Planning
Prompt recognition of neurological complications is
paramount. Equally important is the effectiveness of an
emergency transportation and communication plan.
The effectiveness of planning was demonstrated in one
reported case of a football player who was successfully
treated for an acute subdural hemorrhage within one
hour after injury (10). Though the medical center was
ten miles away, prompt action saved his life. An airway
was immediately established, and while in transport,
the surgical staff was notified by phone of the incoming
patient and his neurological condition (4).
In preparing an emergency plan, the following points
should be considered (6):
1. Communication. A telephone should be immedi
ately available near the field of play. Emergency
numbers should be posted. In lieu of a telephone,
two-way radios may be used.
2. Transportation. An ambulance or suitable vehicle
must be immediately available. The location of the
nearest medical center and neurological center
must be known.
3. Notification. The medical center should be in
formed of the player's status to facilitate immediate
treatment.
Prevention of Head Injuries
Protective equipment should be constantly checked
for adequate maintenance and proper fit. Protective
helmets should be inspected daily for breakdown in both
the outer shell and inner suspension. Broken or ill fitting
equipment should not be used (13).
Coaches should avoid teaching such techniques as
spearing, butt tackling, and piling on. Such tactics
which encourage the use of the helmet as a weapon
should be prohibited. Coaching staffs should also be
aware that excessive player fatigue makes an athlete
more vulnerable to injury. Proper conditioning, includ
ing strengthening of neck muscles, is important.
Officials must recognize and have the courage to
penalize spearing as provided for in the rules. Without
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proper officiating, spearing cannot be significantly
reduced.
Summary
Recognition of craniocerebral injury and the ability to
evaluate and communicate neurological symptoms are
vital skills, necessary for prompt treatment of intracranial injury. Establishment of a workable plan for
transportation and communication in the event of an
emergency is also important. Steps toward prevention of
head injuries include proper maintenance and fitting of
protective equipment, proper coaching techniques and
discriminating officiating.
Familiarity with the anatomy and mechanics of
injury should enable the clinician to better understand
the significance of neurological symptoms. Immediate
proper recognition, diagnosis and management of head
injuries is the best means of reducing the rates of
mortality and morbidity of these.
Further investigation of minor head injury related to
athletics is needed to determine the effects of multiple
injury, the mechanisms of neurologic response following
concussion, and the specific time required for this
response.
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education, the Hahnemann Medical College and Hospital
certifies that this continuing education offering meets the
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with passing scores over 70%. CEU credit will be issued to each
member's record at that time. Participation is confidential.

Questions
1. Which of the following statements is/are true of the
anatomical structures of the head?
1. the principle exit from the cranial vault is the
foramen magnum
2. the dura and skull are closely attached
3. the subarachnoid space is filled with cerebrospinal fluid
4. the pia mater is in immediate association with
the brain
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2. A direct head injury may result in an interruption
of the delivery of glucose or oxygen to brain tissue.
a. True
b. False
3. Linear acceleration forces tend to
a. damage nervous and vascular tissue in the brain
b. produce compression forces
c. both a and b above
d. none of the above
4. Blows to the frontal-temporal region commonly
result in injury to the opposite occipital-parietal
region.
a. True
b. False
5. The athlete with a Grade 2 concussion may
a. briefly lose consciousness
b. be hyperexcitable
c. have amnesia
d. b and c above
e. all of the above
6. The athlete with a /an
hematomamay
have a lucid internal following his/her head injury
a. epidural
b. acute subdural
c. subacute subdural
d. b and c above
e. all of the above
7. The most common cause of death from head injury
in athletes is a/an
a. epidural hematoma
c. acute subdural hematoma
b. intracerebral hemorrhage
d. chronic subdural hematoma
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8. Blow-out fractures of the orbit may result in blindness
a. True
b. False
9. The method of choice for establishing an airway in
the unconscious athlete who has sustained a head
injury is
a. hyperextension of the neck
b. a jaw thrust maneuver
10. Signs of an expanding lesion in the athlete who has
sustained a head injury include
a. respiratory depression
b. decreased heart rate
c. decreased blood pressure
d. a and b above
e. all of the above
11. A Romberg test is positive when the athlete cannot
a. alternately touch finger to nose and then to the
examiner's finger
b. walk heel-to-toe in a straight line
c. rapidly touch thumb to finger tips on same hand
d. maintain balance without swaying or opening
eyes
12. Athletes with Grade 0 or Grade 1 concussion can
return to play when their sensorium is clear.
a. True
b. False
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ECONOLINE PRODUCTS, INC
BOX 26774, CHARLOTTE, N.C. 28213
DIRECT LINE TO SALES (704) 333-5330

• ORDERS SHIPPED SAME DAY
• BUDGET SAVING PRICES

• BUY DIRECT & SAVE
• QUANTITY PRICE BREAKS

———————————— NEW PRODUCTS ———
PREPATELLA BURSITUS PADS

ANKLE HORSE SHOES

1/2" Super foam, die cut, 3 pads per box
Ve" Super foam, die cut, 4 pads per box
1/4" Super foam, die cut, 6 pads per box

1/2" Super foam, die cut, 12 per box
W Super foam, die cut, 16 per box
1/4" Super foam, die cut, 20 per box

15.00
15.00
15.00

15.00
15.00
15.00

HEEL LIFT, Made with new econothane shock absorbing rubber, Vs" tk., 3" x 15" long
HEEL WEDGE, Made with new econothane shock absorbing rubber, tapered 3/8" to 1/16", 15" long

ALOE VERA GEL
Pure juice of the aloe barbadensus plant
Pure juice of the aloe barbadensus plant
Pure juice of the aloe barbadensus plant

15.00
15.00

ECONOGESIC
1 pint 8.00
1 quart 15.00
1 gallon 35.00

Methyl salicylite and menthol, packaged in bottles to
preserve efficacy of the product
1 quart 14.00 1 gallon 40.00

THERACOLD, instant cold pack, not reusable, 24 per case, 6Y«" x 9", large size, 24 per
;r case, plus freight
THERAHEAT, instant hot pack, not reusable, 16 per case, eva" x 9", large size, 16 p ?r case, plus freight

14.88ft
18.24ft

————————— STANDARD PRODUCTS
1-10
ECONOWRAP. Regular-3" x 30 yds., 50 rolls
ECONOWRAP, 11-2 3/4" x 30 yds., 48 rolls
ECONO HEEL & LACE PADS-3" X 4" 1000/CSE.
COTTON ANKLE STRAPPING-2" x 72 yds. herringbone
POLYESTER ANKLE STRAPPING-2" x 72 yds. herringbone
POLYETHYLENE HEEL & LACE PADS-2000, 3" X 3", die CUt
FOAM ASSORTMENT-5, 1", 8, 1/2", 12, Vt", 12" X 12"
ECONOROL. MULTI-PLY CREASE RES. PAD-10" X 50'
GEN. PURPOSE VINYL FOAM 2 den , 16 sq ft total

551.00-UP

W thick
1/4" thick

3.60
2.80

2.90
2.20

Ya" thick

1.75

1.40

4.80

4.00

AMERICAN FOAM (50" X 66" Sheets)

y«" thick

12.05

V-L" thick

21.65

1" thick

41.60

15.00

12.50

12.50

12.50

10.00

10.00

10.00

18.25

zip lock type
AIR FLITE HEEL CUPS-12/CSE. large or medium
$20.00-$50.00

51-UP
21.40ft
20.24ft
9.98ft
13.50ft
14.05ft
11.59
9.98ft
10.00
20.00

15.00
15.00
10.00

DISPOSABLE ICE BAGS-8" X 16" 4 mils thick, 50 count

1/2" thick

26-50
23.18ft
21.74ft
12.20ft
13.50
15.22ft
11.59
11.00ft
10.00
20.00

16.00
16.00

1/2" & 1/4" pieces r x 2'

SUPER FOAM S/ft. sq. ($20.00 minimum please)

25.00

11-25
25.29
23.69
14.00
14.00
16.61
13.50
12.20
10.00
20.00

28.00
25.00

10.00

ft plus freight on above
Note: Pressure sensitive adhesive
Available at $.95/sq. ft. additional

18.95 w. pressure sensitive adhesive
28.55 W. pressure sensitive adhesive
48.50 W. pressure sensitive adhesive

BLEACHED TRAINERS TAPE

6 to 24

30 to 48

50 to 100

101-200

1"Xl5ydS.

$27.75*

$26.75#

$26.00

$25.50

1 1/2"Xl5ydS

$27.50#

$26.50#

$25.75

$25.25

2" X 15 yds

$27.50ff

$26.50ff

$25.75

$25.25

201 & UP
$25.25
$25.00
$25.00

Freight paid on 48
boxes or more, forty
eight boxes or less
must be ordered in
cases of six boxes.
you may mix widths.

(Note-Tape is subject
to slight changes in
cost due to fabric
price variations.)

MISSION PHARMACAL (Less than $100.00 is plus freight)
FOSFREE 100
FOSFREE 500
COMPETE 100
COMPETE 1000
SLO-SALT-K1000
SLO-SALT 1000
THERACESIC V* OZ. X 200

8.00
33.50
6.80
56.00
15.00
15.00
114.00

THERACESIC 1 LB.
THERACESIC 8 LB.
THERAGESIC 5 OZ. TUBE
SUPAC100
SUPAC1000
EQUILET100
SUPER CLEANER 1 QT.

8.25
50.00
4.75
3.75
32.50
3.00
7.00

SUPER CONCENTRATE 1/2 GALLON
SOUND GEL 1 LB.
SOUND GEL 8 LB.
S.T.A. 8 OZ.
S.T.A. 1 GAL
COMPETITION LEMON-LIME
OR FRUIT PUNCH

EXCELLENT QUANTITY PRICES

23.50
7.00
36.00
4.85
48.00
28.50

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Athletic Training Educators
Head Athletic Trainers
Students of the Profession

FROM:

Paul Grace, Chairperson
Board of Certification

REFERENCE:

Role Delineation Study Sale

I am pleased to announce that the 1982 Role Delineation Study is now available for purchase. This sixty-one page booklet
can be utilized by those interested in assuring themselves and/or their students of a better understanding and ap
preciation of athletic training. The study identifies the major domains of athletic training and tasks associated with each
domain. The study consists of the following phases:
(1) Domain development with tasks, knowledges and skills identified in each domain.
(2) Ratings and determination of percentage of each domain within the profession.
(3) Validation of test specifications by a national sample of NATA Certified Athletic Trainers.
The study identifies those knowledges that are needed by the entry-level athletic trainer commencing in the
profession as measured by the NATA Certification Examination.
Price per copy:

NATA Member $20.00; Non-member $40.00

__ Amount enclosed $ _________________________

Number of copies ordered:

MEMBER NUMBER

NAME
ADDRESS

STATE

CITY

ZIP

Allow four weeks for delivery. Payment required with order.
Please send check or money order to:

NATA ROLE DELINEATION STUDY
Post Office Drawer 1865
Greenville, NC 27834

Certificate and Plaque Order Form For
NATA Certified Athletic Trainers
The Board of Certification is offering a new graphically designed certificate printed in Old English Script with gold em
bossed NATA logo and seal of certification. Each certificate is professionally personalized with the athletic trainer's name,
certification number, and date of certification. The certificate may be purchased on a 12" x 16" hardwood plaque protected
by plexiglass, or ordered as the certificate of Certification only.
Please indicate below which of these two alternatives would better suit you:
_____ I wish to order the plaque mounted certificate for the price of $30.00 each.
_____ I wish to order the certificate of Certification for the price of $10.00 each.
Enclose this order form with a check or money order in payment for the plaque or certificate and mail to the following ad
dress:
NATA BOARD OF CERTIFICATION
Post Office Drawer 1865
Greenville, North Carolina 27834
Use a permanent street mailing address. No post office boxes please. Delivery will be by United Parcel Service.

NAME ____________________________________________________________________
(as you wish it to appear on the certificate)
ADDRESS
CITY __
Certification Number.
Certification Date _
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Surfing Injuries: Immediate and
Long Term Problems and Prevention
Brian J. Lowdon

T

he past two decades have seen a phenomenal
increase in the number of people learning and
practicing the sport of surfboard riding. However, the
risk of injury in this sport has not increased in parallel
with the surfing population because of two alterations in
surfing equipment.
Firstly, the introduction in the early 1970's of short
boards has allowed greater maneuverability resulting
in reduced frequency of board to person collision. When
collision does occur, the refined lightness of the craft has
reduced the severity of the trauma.
The second factor is the acceptance of the use of the leg
rope or leash which attaches the surfboard to the
surfer's ankle by an elastic shock cord. The leg rope has
reduced the danger of collision of a surfer paddling out
from shore with a loose board being carried shorewards
in front of a wave (4). This advantage of leg ropes may,
to some extent, be offset by the risk of being hit by one's
own surfboard as it snaps back through the air or water.
Although no statistical information is available on the
frequency, severity and nature of this type of injury,
anecdotal information suggests that it is infrequent.
This paper reviews the literature and draws on personal
knowledge to present the nature and incidence of surf
injuries and makes recommendations to trainers and
coaches on the prevention of injuries.

Nature and Frequency of Injury
There are insufficient statistically sound studies on
surfboard associated injuries. Alien, et al (1), reported a
surfing injury rate of three per 17,500 surfer days at
Waikiki, Hawaii, with the majority of injuries occurring
among novices. This may be compared with three per
1,000 snow skiing days for snow skiers. McCrerey (7)
analyzed 90 surf related injuries from the winter of 197576 at Kahuna Hospital, Hawaii. The nature and location
of the injuries are summarized in Table 1.
Table I
Nature of 90 Surfing Injuries Treated at
Kahuna Hospital, Winter 1975-76 (7).
Percent of all
Surf-related Injuries
Lacerations

83

Body Part Injured
50% to Head

Fractures

7

Skull, nose, jaw, wrist

Perforations

4

Eardrum

Dislocations

3

Shoulder, jaw

Mr. Lowdon is currently a lecturer at Deakin University,
Geelong Australia. He has published and is involved in many
aspects of surfing and other associated life-saving activities.

Analysis of the cause of lacerations revealed that 52
percent were due to impact with the nose or tail of the
surfboard (See plates 1 and 2). A further 22 percent were
caused by the surfboard fin, while the remainder were
caused by coral, rocks, and broken glass. Perforation of
eardrums occurs as a result of the surfer failing to
equalize internal with external pressures during a deep
dive or wipe out.
Studies such as McCrerey's (7) and others (1,3,4,5)
probably underestimate the total injury rate because
they fail to record injuries which either do not result in
hospitalization, or require hospitalization at a later time
in another location.
In a discussion of surfing injuries, consideration
should also be given to six other dangers and problems:
drowning, shark attack, hypothermia, "surfer's ear",
solar skin damage, and rotator cuff tendonitis.
Reports of drownings are infrequent in the press and
data is lacking as to the number of drownings that have
occurred to surfboard riders. Rarely an unfit, inex
perienced surfer has been blown out to sea and has
required rescue by other sea craft or helicopter, and
occasionally a surfer has been lost at sea in an endurance
paddling feat. Drownings that have occurred are thought
to have been the result of some initial injury, especially
to the head, resulting in loss of consciousness in the
water.
The risk of shark attack while surfing is far less than
the chance of winning a lottery. However, the risk is
apparent, and if potential surfers fear the risk, they
should not bother to make surfing conditions more
crowded.
Hypothermia is the lowering of body core temperature
due to prolonged exposure to cold damp conditions.
Early stages of hypothermia are indicated by shivering,
whiteness of fingers and toes, and loss of muscle control
and co-ordination. Many cold water surfers experience
these symptoms to some extent, although common sense
usually causes the surfer to return to shore before they
become life threatening. In cold conditions, protective
clothing is worn including neoprene helmets, gloves,
boots and suits of a thickness designed to suit the local
weather conditions. It is interesting to note that an
anthropometric study of competitive surfers (6) showed
that they carry more body fat than other endurance
athletes. This probably serves as a protective mechanism
of the body to help prevent heat loss from continuously
wet skin.

Causes of Injuries
Six major causes appear paramount in the occurrence
of injuries from surfboard riding.
1. Inexperience. Too often peer pressure or self-motiva
tion will cause the surfer to attempt to compete with
conditions that are too difficult for his or her
experience and ability. This leads to dangerous
wipeout and interference with other surfers.
2. Aggressiveness. Ever increasing crowds demand
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Lateral View

Frontal Section

Figure 1. Ear canal hyperostosis of approximately 90
percent occlusion.

Figure 2. Right shoulder hyperextension with internal
rotation during paddling causing attrition of the rotator
cuff. (Drawn by Gerri McNenny).
Acromion process
Coracoid process
Clavicle
Scapula

Figure 3. Wringing effect of rotator cuff under acromion and subdeltoid bursa (Drawn by Gerri McNenny).
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competition to catch waves. This competition leads
to breaking the rules of surfing, especially the
cardinal rule that the surfer on the inside of the wave
must be given sole possession of that wave (9).
Collisions occur most often when more than one
surfer is on the same wave.
Discourteous behavior. Some surfers consider that
their home surfing break is only their territory. It has
been frequently reported that a visitor to a beach is
made unwelcome in the surf by its residents. Female
surfers are often shown lack of acceptance in the
water by their male counterparts.
Surfboard design. Much time, money and experi
mentation is continually applied to developing the
perfect board. However, safety is not usually a
primary factor in the mind of the designer, or in the
demands of the surfer. Most currently used models
have hard rails and pointed nose, fin and tail. These
features are hazards in that they increase the severity
of compact injury especially when compared to the
blunt-ended soft foam boards which have recently
become available. However, the soft board does not
compare in maneuverability and stability for the
serious advanced surfer.
Lack of knowledge of the environment. Every beach
and reef has different characteristics and winds,
tides and rip currents which can cause drastic
changes within seconds, and can place an unpre
pared surfer in difficulty.
Physical unreadiness. Lack of physical conditioning
and environmental protection will often be the case
of immediate or long term injury.

Prevention of Injuries
The following suggestions are made to trainers,
coaches and surfers to assist in reducing surf related
injuries:
1. Ensure sound swimming ability prior to learning to
surf.
2. Maintain a daily program of cardiorespiratory fitness,
muscular power and endurance, and mobility.
3. Soft surfboards are strongly recommended for use in
surfing schools and for all persons in the initial
learning stages.
4. Observe surfing etiquette and accept the right of
every person to participate.
5. Learn how beach, rock and wave formations interact
with tides, currents and winds in the process of wave
formations.
6. Wear protective clothing:
(a) a lightweight water-proof helmet will give some
protection from head/board impact;
(b) a hood or ear plugs with a valve should be worn to
prevent cold damage to the inner ear. Use of
standard ear plugs without a valve should be
avoided as they bring about a loss of hearing and
of equilibrium, and increase the danger of ear
drum perforation;
(c) an adequate wetsuit will reduce the effect of cold;
(d) solar protective clothing should be worn and
practice the "slip, slap and shove" approach
suggested by Australian television commercials
to beach goers, i.e., "slip on a tee-shirt, slap on
some sun protection cream and shove on a hat".
There is further need for statistical data on incidence
of injuries in a sport which has a rapidly increasing
number of recreational and competitive participants.
Although the literature suggests that the rate of injuries
is low and that most injuries are of a minor nature (4)
these guidelines should reduce their incidence and
decrease the likelihood of long term disability.

Personal observation would suggest that symptoms
similar to those of Raynaud's disease are experienced by
many surfers participating in colder climates. When
hands become cooled, local vasoconstriction occurs in
the hands and/or feet so that insufficient blood flow
reaches the digits to maintain adequate metabolism.
Ischemic pain results, followed reflexly by hyperemia
that causes dilation and intense reddening of the hands
with continued pain. Long term gangrenous results
have not been reported amongst surfers.
Surfer's ear or ear canal hyperostosis (see Fig. 1) is a
recently described condition observed in many surfers
and most frequently in cold environment surfers (11).
Hyperostosis is a bony growth in the ear canal and is a
physiological adaptation to protect the damp eardrum
from the wind. In extreme cases the condition results in
partial deafness and considerable pain. The growth
may be removed by surgery but the phenomenon is often
recurring. Recent data suggests that painless reduction
of the hyperostosis is achieved by wearing ear muffs or
plugs 24 hours a day for extended periods (10).
Increased leisure time and increased surfing time is
causing an increase in solar skin damage (2). The
shorter wave length ultraviolet rays (U-V) that occur in
sunlight cause chemical changes in the skin. These
chemical changes in turn may lead to cell structure
changes. The visible skin changes that are usually
observed are freckle formation, thinning and wrinkling
of the skin, hardening of the skin or solar keratosis, loss
of pigment production, and finally the formation of skin
cancers including basal cell carcinoma and melanoma.
Some surfers have genetic protection with a darker skin
which has more melanin pigment that filters the
damaging U-V rays (2). White skinned persons, es
pecially those of Celtic stock, are at extreme risk (2).
Ultra-violet ray exposure will stimulate melanin pro
duction up to a genetically determined level, but exces
sive exposure to high intensity sunlight causes skin
damage. Solar screening mixtures formulated with
para-aminobenzoic acid, are affective safe U-V absor
bers. On the other hand, many suntan lotions, especially
those containing 5 methozypsoralen (5-MP) to enhance
tanning, may be a danger to the skin as 5-MP may have
mutagenic effects on micro-organisms in the skin (2).
These mutations could alter the drug resistance of the
microbes or their growth characteristics and either
process could be dangerous to the host.
Personal observations suggest that rotator cuff tendonitis is a common problem among veteran surfers.
The condition is caused by the attrition that occurs
during paddling action of hyperextension and inward
rotation of the shoulder (8) (see Fig. 2). As the rotators
pass under the acromium process, tendonitis and
degeneration occur (see Fig. 3).
Mention should be made of injuries which are as
sociated with other types of surfing, namely body
surfing, surf ski riding and jet ski surfing. Injuries
which have been reported amongst body surfers include
skull, wrist and cervical spine fractures, and organ
ruptures due to being plunged into the sand by a shallow
water dumper (1). Many surf ski rider injuries result
from the use of both seat belts and ankle or foot locks.
When the rider's head is caught in the curling wave or
when the ski is tipped over, the fixed body and/or leg
position results in rotational injuries to both cervical
and spine and/or knee and ankle joints. Surf jet and
power boat surfing is hazardous to the pilot and, more
particularly, to others in the water and should therefore
not be permitted in the vicinity of non-powered water
sports persons.
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Thomas Edison once experimented
more than 5,000 times in perfecting
his storage battery. We like that kind
of pursuit of excellence. That kind of
commitment shows at Nocona, in
all of our protective products.
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MEANS

PROTECTIOn
Youth through Professional Level Protective Equipment

This Publication
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University Microfilms International

Helmets Meeting NOCSAE Standards D Shoulder Pads For All
Levels of Play D New "Ultra-Lite" Thigh Pads D Safety Face
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Nocona Athletic Goods Co.
Box 329, Nocona, Texas 76255 El Phone (817) 825-3326

TREATMENT/ EXERCISE
AND TAPING TABLES

^J-airway

These tables were made especially for use in the athletic depart
ment. The treatment table is made of selected hardwood in either
walnut or natural finish. Plywood top (not
presswood) is foam padded and covered with
naugahyde upholstery. Treatment table size is
6" Skirt
30" x 78" x 30". The taping table is of
Bolted Both sides
the same construction as the treat
ment table. Table is 38" high for
easier taping. Top is 24"x36".

Plywood Top covered
with Naugahyde .

FAIRWAY KING

Dept. AT

3 East Main St. • Oklahoma City, Okla. 73104
Name.

Write for more information or

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-222-1145

-Zip.

Athletic Training Educators/Students
Available for Purchase
COMPETENCIES IN ATHLETIC TRAINING
Developed by the NATA Professional Education Committee and approved by the Board of
Directors, the competencies included in this nineteen page manual clearly identify the body of
knowledge and technical skills to be developed by the entry-level athletic trainer. Specific
competencies are identified for each of seven "major tasks" comprising the role of the athletic
trainer and are categorized according to knowledge and intellectual skills (cognitive domain),
manipulative and motor skills (psychomotor domain), and attitudes and values (affective
domain).
The manual is intended to assist both instructional personnel and students in identifying
knowledges and skills to be mastered. Individual students preparing for careers in athletic
training will find the list of competencies helpful as a guide to self-evaluation of their strengths
and weaknesses.

Order Form
COMPETENCIES IN ATHLETIC TRAINING
Please send me

______ copies of the Competencies in Athletic Training.

Total amount enclosed $

Individual Copies: $6.00 Members
$10.00 Non-members

Bulk Orders: Subtract 10% from total
purchase price for orders of 15 copies or
more.

NAME ____________________________________________________
ADDRESS

CITY
STATE
ZIP
Payment must be submitted with order. Make checks payable to NATA PROFESSIONAL
EDUCATION COMMITTEE and mail to:
Competencies in Athletic Training
Post Office Drawer 1865
Greenville, North Carolina 27835-1865
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Gene Paszkiet
January 1, 1922 — January 6, 1984
Gene Paszkiet, former Head Athletic Trainer for 31 years at the University of Notre Dame, died
January 6, 1984 after battling illness for over two and a half years.
A native of South Bend, Indiana, Gene attended Washington High School where he participated in
a particularly successful athletic program. After graduation in 1941 he enrolled at Purdue, but was
called into the military service before completing a semester.
After a tour with the U.S. Coast Guard, he entered Notre Dame in 1946 and played freshman
football. He withdrew from competitive athletics to join the Irish training staff as a student assistant
to Hugh Burns, a position he held until his graduation in January, 1950.
Gene began his athletic training duties as a member of former Irish coach Hugh Devore's athletic
staff at New York University. He returned to Notre Dame in July, 1952, when he was named trainer of
all athletic teams by Director of Athletics Edward "Moose" Krause.
While at Notre Dame, Gene worked with such coaches as Frank Leahy, Ara Parseghian, Dan
Devine, Gerry Faust and Digger Phelps, along with their various staffs. Besides the national
championships, the All-Americans and numerous outstanding athletes, he had the privilege of
helping five Heisman trophy winners stay healthy.
During his years at Notre Dame, Gene was recipient of numerous awards and honors. He was
inducted into the National Athletic Trainers Association Hall of Fame in June, 1983. He also would
work in an advisory capacity for anyone who would seek his help, knowledge, expertise or opinion in
the field of athletic training.
Gene is survived by his wife, the former Patricia Kedzie of South Bend and their five children.
For all of those who Gene has helped, for those who knew him and for those who worked with him —
he will be painfully missed and fondly remembered.
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SLO-SALT®-K
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The first line of defense against
heat fatigue, and hot weather
loss of performance. In addition
to containing sodium and
chloride, SLO-SALT®-K
releases slowly, it means
continuous replacement of salt,
without upset. One SLOSALT®-K tablet is equal to
approximately 1 quart of most
electrolyte drinks.

THERA-GESIC®
Penetrates rapidly, providing
counterirritant and analgesic
effect to sooth sore muscles,
joints and tendon sheathes.
THERA-GESIC® is greaseless,
water washable, and does not
stain uniforms or equipment.

COMPETE®

COMPETF

A high potency, multivitamin
supplement, with iron and zinc,
particularly designed for the
athlete. COMPETE® stimulates
appetite and provides a strong
nutritional base for superior
athletic performance.

"PEFOMWU
* hi* potency
KX> TABLETS

MISSION PHARMACAL ATHLETIC PRODUCTS
Authorized
Distributors

Mission

Medco Supply Co., Inc.
705 So. Nichols
Muncle, IN 47303
(317) 282-6112

PHARMACAL COMPANY
R Q.Box 1S7B San Anconio, Texas 7B236
ATHLETIC PRODUCTS DIVISION

Call Toll free - 1-800-531-3333 or in Texas - 1-800-292-7364

Alert Services, Inc.

Micro Bio-Medics, Inc.

P.O. Box 1088
San Marcos, TX 78666
(512) 392-6676

717 South 3rd Ave.
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550
1-(800) 431-2743

Econoline Products, Inc.

NFA, Inc.

P.O. Box 26774
Charlotte, N C 28213
(704) 333-5330

P.O. Box 7285
Hampton, VA 23666
(804) 380-6066

School

School Health Supply Co.

Address

tan Kotska Sporting Goods
606 Main Ave.
Fargo, ND 58103
(701) 293-7193

Box 409
Addison, IL 60101
(312) 543-9216

I

I am interested in MISSION PHARMACAL ATHLETIC PRODUCTS.

I
|

Please send free:

D samples
D literature

Name

City, State
Mission Pharmacal Co.,

Zip
P.O. Box 1676, San Antonio, TX 78296

Announcements
Schedule of Future Sites and Dates
NATA Certification Examination
All regional sites are subject to a minimum of six
candidates per site and limited to a maximum of thirty
candidates.
Completed applications must be received in the
Certification Office by the deadline for the date chosen.
However, this does not guarantee the first choice if site
and date. Applications are accepted and scheduled in
order of remittance.
August 5, 1984 - DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT OF
APPLICATIONS: June 23, 1984
Dayton, OH
Boston, Ma
Lawrence, KS
Harrisburg, PA
Chattanooga, TN
Raleigh, NC
Eugene, OR
Anderson, IN

NATA CERTIFICATION EXAMINATION
Tentative Schedule For 1985
NOTE: Sites may change, but will remain in the same
NATA district.
January 6, 1985 — DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT OF
APPLICATIONS: November 26, 1984
Fort Worth, TX
New Britain, CT
Albuquerque, NM
Montclair, NJ
Costa Mesa, CA
Pittsburgh, PA
Richmond, KY
Charlotte, NC
Portland, OR
Chicago, IL

^*v&*

March 17, 1985 — DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT OF
APPLICATIONS: February 4, 1985
Lincoln, NE
Boston, MA
Tucson, AZ
Harrisburg, PA
Sacramento, CA
Springfield, VA
Richmond, KY
Chicago, IL
Boise, ID
Holland, MI
June 23, 1985 — DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT OF
APPLICATIONS: May 13, 1985
Maryville, MO
New Britain, CT
Fort Worth, TX
Montclair, NJ
Denver, CO
Philadelphia, PA
Nashville, TN
Raleigh, NC
Seattle, WA
Columbus, OH
Madison, WI
July 14, 1985 — DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT OF
APPLICATIONS: June 3, 1985
Holland, MI
Boston, MA
Lawrence, KS
Harrisburg, PA
Costa Mesa, CA
Springfield, VA
Knoxville, TN
Anderson, IN
Application requests must be in written form. Tele
phone call requests cannot be honored. To obtain an
application write to:

NATA Board of Certification
Application Request
1001 East Fourth St.
Greenville, NC 27834

NATA CONVENTION, JUNE 10-13
1984 Sports Medicine Catalog

Your reliable single source
for sports medicine supplies.
School Health
ea/th Cj
Supply Company
stocks leading
300 Lombard Road, Addison, IL 60101-0409
lines of training
room equipment,
furnishings and
1 Please send me, no charge, your current
accessories, and
1 sports medicine catalog and prices.
a complete selection
of sports medicine
1 Name
supplies—from ankle
wraps to whirlpools. 11 Facility
Send for our new 1984
sports medicine cata
log today. Its 56 pages
contain a complete
listing of all supplies
available with prices
for each item.
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1 Address
1 City
j State

HL__-________

,

Zip

Athletic Training Educators
Available for Purchase
GUIDELINES FOR DEVELOPMENT AND
IMPLEMENTATION OF NATA APPROVED
UNDERGRADUATE ATHLETIC TRAINING EDUCATION PROGRAMS
1983 Edition
Recently developed by the NATA Professional Education Committee and approved by the
Board of Directors, these Guidelines govern NATA evaluation of undergraduate athletic
training education programs as academic majors. Directors of current NATA approved
athletic training education programs and college and university personnel contemplating
development of new undergraduate programs will find these Guidelines essential to
program development according to NATA standards.

Order Form
GUIDELINES FOR DEVELOPMENT AND
IMPLEMENTATION OF NATA APPROVED
UNDERGRADUATE ATHLETIC TRAINING EDUCATION PROGRAMS
1983 Edition
Please send me

copies of the Guidelines ($10.00 each).

Total amount enclosed is $

NAME
ADDRESS
SCHOOL _
CITY___

STATE

ZIP CODE

Payment must be submitted with order. Make checks payable to NATA PROFESSIONAL
EDUCATION COMMITTEE and mail to:
Gary Delforge
NATA Professional Education Committee
Department of Physical Education
University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona 85721
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"The name of the game is protection."

ANDERSON KNEE STABLER
PREVENTIVE KNEE BRACE

Proven Design:

The proven design double hinged,
single sided knee brace that offers
protection and support, yet
allows action mobility. The
Anderson knee stabler is pre- /
/
sently used by hundreds
/
of colleges and high
/
schools as well as
L
professional teams.
Fig. A.
Proven De

Bi-Axial DoubleHinged design gives
action mobility.

Model 101C

Fig. B.

-Two Levels-

Of Protection

1. The Anderson knee
stabler bridges and
spreads the load away
from the knee.
2. Additional
protection to impact:
Energy dissipates as
alloy center bar yields
to high impact loads.

New Features:

1 .Contoured wide angle flanges for
positive fixation.
2. Exclusive plush nylon/neoprene
wrap for maximum adjustment
and holding power.
S.Hyperextension stop provided to
control anterior/posterior
movement.
4. Fully convertible from tape-on to
wrap-on. And reversable (right or

left).

If you are going to pay for protection make sure you
get it. The Anderson Knee Stabler is the most widely
used lateral knee brace for football, hockey, and other
sports. Now it offers improved features to compliment
the proven design.

for more
information
write or call:

l I F I C , I P
P.O. BOX 1307 LAFAYETTE, CA 94549 • (415) 680-1401

Joe Gieck, EdD, ATC, RPT
Abstract
Stress affects the athletic trainer probably more so
than his knowledge or lack of knowledge of the field.
Burnout affects the male, female, novice, and veteran
athletic trainer. Poor relationships with athletes,
coaches, and administrators add to the problem. Often
the lack of stress management causes a feeling of
helplessness in the individual. How can others fail to see
things the way I do? The low pay, heavy hour load,
mental and emotional commitment of athletics gives
way to a sense of isolation.
Behavioral changes begin to take place in the form of
rigidity, personality change, and lack of gratification in
outside activities. Physical illness often results.
Physiological changes in the cardiovascular, gastro
intestinal, and neuromuscular systems occur. Stress can
be positive or negative depending on the situation and in
the perception of the athletic trainer.
Techniques for managing stress include exercise, diet,
sleep, relaxation, time management techniques, and
methods of coping with stress. Control of stressors,
flexibility in personality, caring for others, and re
assessment of values of life are important stress
modifiers in successful stress management.
Joe Gieck
Presented
1983 NATA Annual Meeting

Introduction
Stress affects people in all occupations, but those who
are in the helping people professions are especially
susceptible. Athletic training is one such occupation.
Athletic trainers recognize the emotional development
of athletes and the importance of athletics in the
development of stress management. However, they often
neglect their own stress management.
Stress is the individual's physical and emotional
reaction to demands placed on him. Everyone experi
ences stress. Anything out of the ordinary that changes
our lives, pleasant or unpleasant, and requires more
than routine adjustment is a stressor. The greater the
degree of change, the greater the demand on the
individual to adjust. The unpleasant stressors bring on
more intense and longer-lasting stress responses.
Stress is a product of our society. Despite the increased
number of time saving devices, there seems to be less
time available for an active life outside occupations. In
the days of Washington and Jefferson, times were not as
complex. Reading some of Jefferson's works indicates
his recording of weather conditions, farming practices,
etc (8). These were stress modifiers in those days. The
NATA is a good example of increasing complexity. The
author was on the Board of Directors in 1968 during
Dr. Gieck is Head Athletic Trainer and Curriculum Director
at the University of Virginia.

reorganization. At that time it was visualized that from
then on the board would only have to meet Saturday
afternoon before the annual meeting. Now, most all
committees meet much longer than that. In a survey of
NATA program directors, 62% expressed signs and
symptoms of burnout, 60% indicated they did not have
enough time for their families (9). It is interesting to note
that usually becoming a director adds to one's work
load. Athletic trainers are presently hopitalized, are on
medication, and are consulting psychiatrists for prob
lems of stress.
Management and prevention of excess stress for the
athletic trainer is often difficult and requires skills
previously unthought of, or even life-style changes.
There is no one universal answer for stress, but rather
the development of strategies to deal with stress.

Stress and Burnout

Stress, burnout, and depression affect trainers at all
levels. Interestingly enough some of the following are
situations adversely affecting the trainer. Most stress
comes not from the science of athletic training, but from
the art. Depression, a side effect of burnout, often
requiring medication and psychotherapy, will not be
discussed in this paper.
Poor or negative interpersonal relationships with
coaches, administrators, and athletes lead to a sense of
frustration. The administrator who cuts a budget, a
coach who doesn't feel trainers or their skills are
important, an athlete who will not show up for rehabili
tation because the coach doesn't think it is all that
necessary are examples causing stress. As a result of the
negative attitudes of others, the trainer begins to feel
powerless. If he has not learned to effectively manage
problems that arise around him, overstress abounds.
There is no routine that can be adhered to or planned.
The helplessness of coaching decisions in which common
sense and intelligence are not considered is most often
an example, withholding water during two-a-days for
instance. In this instance there is nothing that a trainer
can do except try to control the stress.
The responsibility of deadlines and the failure of not
getting an athlete ready for a contest is compounded
when an unrealistic goal is set for the athlete. Often
trainers cope with this in a negative way by reducing
their caring for the athlete or team. If they don't care,
why should the trainer? The conflict of getting the
athlete ready for competition while at the same time
preventing further injury affects the trainer stressfully.
Rules coaches make that are not acceptable to the
trainer but must be enforced give the trainer conflict
problems. Coaches expect the athletes to be ready for
competition but usually there is no appreciation shown.
The coach may be the first to yell or try to place the
blame on the trainer when things go wrong. Plutarch in
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writing about Pericles mentioned much the same thing
in that excellence is expected but the workman is often
slighted (7). Be prepared to actively support action
which one values. Accepting constant harassment or
second class treatment by administrators, coaches, and
athletes leads to feelings of, and more importantly
actions of, inferiority by the trainer. Advancement of
one's position and profession is thus compromised.
The trainer's classic work style is overdedication and
overcommitment. He begins a career with a high level of
enthusiasm, especially when he goes into a situation
that lacks a professional atmosphere. Adding to this is a
65-80 hour weekly work schedule and additional tasks
and duties that are not really in the realm of athletic
training or are not to his liking. Tasks such as arranging
for travel, meals, water, towels, equipment, oranges,
facilitating insurance and medical bills all take away
from productive time of the athletic trainer. The "low
salary but it's good experience" aspect of the job doesn't
lower stress levels either.
In his professional preparation the trainer has not
been exposed to the stressful situations of the profession.
Reality often dilutes ideals. Women working only with
women's sports may become disinterested because of
lack of a challenge. They sense that they only babysit
and drive vans. Or the opposite is true. They have only
worked in a low key setting and are now exposed to
pressure and unpleasant situations. Burnout is common
in the recent graduate (2).
The athletic trainer may have a sense of isolation
since he is unique in that his job in the athletic
department is different than all others. Consequently
there is no chance for constructive, supportive conver
sation with others as no one else can know the job
problems. Coaches can commiserate with each other,
but athletic trainers are few in number in an institution.

Behavioral Changes
The emotional involvement in athletics of meeting the
needs of others drains the trainer. He become«,uptightin
performing everyday activities. His own needs become
secondary and he loses touch with the day to day
satisfactions of the job. As a result the trainer loses his
identity with anything that is not athletic training
related.
Behavioral changes may begin with the individual
either getting gratification only with job related activites
or, at the other end of the spectrum, withdrawing from
and dreading going to work. The individual exudes a
pride in the fact that work never ends and "I'm the first
to arrive and the last to leave" or he loses the ability to be
a contributor in the athletic program. Constant com
plaining about overwork goes with stress overload (2).
The athletic trainer may become rigid, inflexible. He is
resistant to change, and only he can do a job right. He
has no problems. Only the administration, coaches, and
players have problems. Athletes become secondary to
the way things are done. Paperwork and his power
become paramount in his life. Conversely stress may
cause the individual to delegate all activities to others
while he spends more time doing less.
Personality changes surface in the form of sarcasm,
pessimism, constant criticism of everything. Paranoia
and becoming hypersensitive and suspicious are other
traits (2).
Personal habits are changing. The relaxing feeling of
helping athletes becomes one of anxiety or depression.
The individual eats faster with little time for small talk
and often gains weight. Excessive alcohol, drug, or
tobacco use becomes evident. Complaints of fatigue,
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exhaustion, not feeling good prevail. Irritability, changes
in sleep habits are often seen. Sex becomes less spon
taneous (4).
Stress occurs with life changes. In Figure 1, mean
values for stressful life events are presented as indicated.
Even positive changes are stressful. A score of 150 to 300
points indicates a 50% likelihood of physical illness.
(Physical illness is associated with stress, as the body's
resistance is lowered.)
Generally at least one crisis occurs every decade of
adult life (10). At such a time, it is necessary to reexamine
one's values, goals, and even career. At these times less
energy and enthusiasm is available to be used in the job.
Recognize this. Some are able to become absorbed in
their work, however, which does carry them through the
period of crisis (2).

Figure 1 - Social Readjustment Rating Scale
Life Event
Mean Value
1. Death of spouse
100
2. Divorce
73
3. Marital separation
65
4. Detention in jail or other institution
63
5. Death of a close family member
63
6. Major personal injury or illness
53
7. Marriage
50
8. Being fired at work
47
9. Marital reconciliation with mate
45
10. Retirement from work
45
11. Major change in health/behavior of family member
44
12. Pregnancy
40
13. Sexual difficulties
39
14. Gaining a new family member
39
15. Major business readjustment
39
16. Major change in financial state
38
17. Death of a close friend
37
18. Changing to a different line of work
36
19. Major change in the number of arguments with spouse 35
20. Taking on a mortgage greater than $10,000
31
21. Foreclosure on a mortgage or loan
30
22. Major change in responsibilities at work
29
23. Son or daughter leaving home
29
24. In-law troubles
29
25. Outstanding personal achievement
28
26. Wife beginning or ceasing work outside the home
26
27. Beginning or ceasing formal schooling
26
28. Major change in living conditions
25
29. Revision of personal habits
24
30. Troubles with the boss
23
31. Major change in working hours or conditions
20
32. Change in residence
20
33. Changing to a new school
20
34. Major change in type and/or amount of recreation
19
35. Major change in church activities
19
36. Major change in social activities
18

37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.

Taking on a mortgage or loan less than $10,000
Major change in sleeping habits
Major change in number of family get-togethers
Major change in eating habits
Vacation
Christmas
Minor violations of the law

17
16
15
15
13
12
11

Journal of Psychosomatic Research, T.H. Holmes and R.H.
Rahe, "The Social Readjustment Rating Scale". Copyright
1967, Pergamon Press, Ltd.

Stress Information and Means of Diagnosis
Anxieties cause stress. Lack of professional courtesy
by administrators or staff are examples. Everyone
experiences stress in some manner. Anxieties lead to

tensions that lead to changes in our neuromuscular
system. Other physical reactions to stress include cardiovas
cular as the adrenal cortex increases production. Vis
ceral activity is decreased and the individual becomes
ready to cope with perceived demands. Doing battle
allows the discharge of stress. However, doing battle
with the stressor is often an inappropriate response. One
can't physically fight the football coach. As a result,
tension may remain with the individual if a way of
defusing the situation is not found (2).
Stress can be positive or negative. Stress can be the
spice of life. There is a certain amount of stress involved
in an athletic contest, but observing practice can become
rapidly boring. A balance of stress produces a pleasant
fatigue at the end of the day. Use positive stress to
accomplish tasks.
Figure 2 is a self-test for stress. A 0-35 score indicates
you are probably bored. Figure 2A shows stress distribu
tion scores. A 55-80 score indicates stress overload while
the 35-55 range is ideal (1).

muscles do. Too little food and you starve, too much and
you suffer diseases of obesity. Too little love makes you
lonely, too much and her husband shoots you. Too little
government and your neighbor steals your cattle, too
much and the government steals your cattle.
Interpersonal conflict with coaches may be pleasant
or unpleasant depending on the way it is perceived.
Some trainers may dread this confrontation while others
relish it. As a challenge, jogging may be extremely
pleasurable or unpleasant depending on the trainer's
personal lifestyle in relation to exercise. The training
room that is super organized may be great for those who
are organizers, but extremely stressful for those who
favor a more relaxed atmosphere. There are those
trainers who do everything for the athlete as opposed to
those who attempt to make the athlete responsible for
his actions in and about the training room.

Figure 2A
0

Figure 2

How to tell if you are a stress-prone
personality

Bored

35

55

Optimal

Stress

Rate yourself as to how you typically react in each of the
situations below. There are no right or wrong answers.
43=
2=
1=

Always
Frequently
Sometimes
Never
1. Do you try to do as much as possible in the least amount
of time?
2. Do you become impatient with delays or interruptions?
3. Do you have to win at games to enjoy yourself?
4. Do you find yourself speeding up the car to beat the red
light?
5. Are you unlikely to ask for or indicate you need help
with a problem?
6. Do you seek the respect and admiration of others?
7. Are you overly critical of the way others do their work?
8. Do you have the habit of looking at your watch or clock
often?
9. Do you strive to better your position and achievements?
10. Do you spread yourself "too thin" in terms of your time?
11. Do you have the habit of doing more than one thing at a
time?
12. Do you get angry or irritable?
, 13. Do you have little time for hobbies or time by yourself?
14. Do you have a tendency to talk quickly or hasten
conversations?
15. Do you consider yourself hard-driving?
16. Do your friends or relatives consider you hard-driving?
.17. Do you have a tendency to get involved in multiple
projects?
18. Do you have a lot of deadlines in your work?
. 19. Do you feel vaguely guilty if you relax and do nothing
during leisure?
. 20. Do you take on too many responsibilities?
.TOTAL

From Life Stress, by Rosalind Forbes, Ed.D., copyright 1979.

The balance of too much or too little is like the old
proverbial water bucket. Too much overflows and gives
rise to inappropriate responses of outbursts and hostility.
Too little results in boredom and apathy. The individual
must be stressed to maintain his efficiency. The brain
atrophies without stimulation much the same way

80

Stress
Overload

Figure 3
1
2
3
Draft Horse

Figure 4

9

10

Race Horse
Stressors
Controllable
Uncontrollable
Organizational rules,
Policies

Important
Unimportant

HASSLES

Techniques for Managing Stress
Exercise
Much of athletic training is mental and emotional. At
the end of the day one is often worn out from the
psychological personal interactions. Energy is drained.
Consistently going home, lying on the couch with a
drink for a couple of hours does not help this fatigue.
Physical exercise is a way to prevent this fatigue and
frustration. Anxieties and mild depression are reduced;
the individual becomes more self-disciplined with a
renewed sense of self-esteem. Exercise also contributes
to a more healthy lifestyle, as it's hard to exercise while
smoking or when one has a hangover. Aerobic exercise
every other day for at least 20-30 minutes is necessary.
An exercise should be chosen that is enjoyable or at least
tolerable, and should be scheduled to be successful. One
that is independent of others gives no excuse for not
exercising, but exercise with others is usually more
enjoyable and reinforces exercise habits. The advantage
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of independent exercise is that it lets the mind wander to
whatever comes up. Many solutions and ideas may
occur during this time of relaxing exercise.

Diet
Proper eating habits will help ward off stress. The
early donuts and coffee elevates blood sugar with a
resulting mid-morning letdown. The same is true in the
afternoon. Breakfast is the most important meal and
should be balanced. At least one hot balanced meal a
day is a must. Junk food high in excessive caffeine and
sugar should be avoided to prevent an added stressor
(10).

order. Within athletic training, different types of jobs
exist. If on field coaching or player problems exist, a
change in schools may be appropriate to one with a
philosophy closer to that of the trainer. Other options
are administrative responsibilities within the school,
sports medicine clinics, or athletic training education
careers. If these options are unsatisfactory, a complete
change in career may be necessary. One should carefully
examine the reasons for leaving first, however, as the
switch may not relieve his stress (2).
Other less drastic options include distractions such as
learning new outside activities, exploring new interests,
reading. New ideas thus apply to your present job.

Sleep and Relaxation

Coping with Stress

Lack of sleep can be a stressor, especially when
accumulative. Sleep disturbances are also a factor. The
amount of sleep varies with individuals, with seveneight hours being suggested at least four days a week.
Too much sleep may be a sign of stress as a way of
escaping situations (10). Relaxing and relaxation
exercises can drastically reduce stress. Simple backlying,
instructing oneself to breathe in, breathe out, relax, in
sequence for 10-20 minutes can make a drastic difference
in how one feels. Jacobson first suggested relaxation
techniques in 1939 (5). Relaxing one's facial muscles,
dropping one's tongue off the roof of the mouth is a
technique to employ during the above 10-20 minutes.

It is often the individual who places the unnecessary
stress on himself through unfounded fears and anxieties.
Perception is a key in stress management. To paraphrase
Epicteus, "nothing is upsetting in itself, it is only how it
is perceived."
The body speeds up with thoughts of the stressful
situation. No one can make you angry, frustrated or
frightened, it is the interpretation that does so. Ideally
then, one should strive to control the stress in one's life.
Meditation, relaxation techniques, autogenic training,
and biofeedback techniques are helpful to some in
coping with stress (10).
Examination of stressful events rather than reaction
to them is important. One may be unable to deal with
stress because he fails to think through the situation.
Reexamine attitudes, goals, daily duties, and write
down areas of perceived stress. Stress often decreases
with the end of a particular season, but may continue on
in the next. This is one reason to make the most of breaks
away from the job, especially summers. Try to plan a
day or part of a day off for your self each week (2).
With examination and reexamination comes active
awareness and recognition of stress. One needs to
identify and understand the stressors. This takes work,
self discipline, and initiative. One must accept the
responsibility for himself with no excuses. Everyone
handles stress differently within his own framework;
there is no one solution for all. Constant self-awareness
of stressors and active solutions are positive ways to
handle the stress.
Athletic trainers need to accept their own pace in life.
Also important is the understanding that others have
their own pace. Accept their pace. A racehorse and
draft horse don't have the same speed. Each has a
different pace. If you are a racehorse, it is unfair to
expect the draft horses to keep your pace and unfair to
think of them as lazy. Each has a function in life. The
person is going to retain his identity as a racehorse or
draft horse or somewhere in between. Worrying only
bothers the worrier and not the other person.
Often while driving to work a slow moving car ahead
will become aggravating. Aggravation by the driver
behind will not change the driving habits of the slow
vehicle. On the scale of 1-10 in Figure 3, the draft horse
may move to a 4 or 5 before feeling stress. Write down the
events that seem to be boring or speeding your life. Then
relate them to your job situation. If gaps exist that are
seemingly unbridgeable, sitting down with the parties
involved and reaching a mutual decision is desirable
(10).
To effect change one must be able to give and accept
love, like oneself and have positive feelings about
himself. A person can't like others unless he likes
himself. Grudges have to be forgotten, one cannot dwell
in the past or future or on oneself. Nietzshe wrote in his

Time Management
With the hours many athletic trainers work, the
problem arises of how to get everything done that one
wants to do. There never is enough time as other tasks
arise to replace those completed. It is therefore important
to set priorities. Make a daily list of those you want to
achieve. Begin with the most important and work down.
Do not include trivial items, but only those of importance.
It is important to realize that not all will necessarily be
accomplished that day. Be satisfied with those that can
be accomplished. Don't feel guilty for not accomplishing
everything that day. Activities that one wants to
accomplish can be done. Time can be found for those
things one wants to do (10).
Some time management strategies pertinent to athletic
trainers have to do with delegation of authority. Plan
assistants' routines to relieve you of unnecessary tasks.
Don't do what your assistants can do (2).
Set aside a time daily to make all your phone calls
and/or paperwork. Plan small tasks to be done during
slack times. Organize your paper work so you only
handle a decision or task once rather than shuffling
through the same thing a number of times. Do not get
upset when interruptions take you away from tasks (10).
Plan to do the most difficult tasks early in the day.
This is generally the most productive part of the day.
Plan time for productive thinking or planning. It can be
while exercising or during a planned break. Breaks are
an important aspect of time management in that they
allow one to reassess what has been accomplished and
then begin again refreshed. Reassess what your daily
routine is and eliminate those items that are nonessential
to effective functioning (10).
Finally plan something that you enjoy daily so you
can look forward to it daily. The secret to effective time
management is planning, organization, and controlling
your situation.

Other Options
If all else fails, a change in types of jobs may be in
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first essay in his Genealogy of Morals that a sign of the
strong was becoming incapable of taking one's enemies,
accidents, or misdeeds seriously for long (6). Time
should be spent on solutions for efficient stress manage
ment. Focus on positive practice and retraining of
responses. No behavior change can take place without
practice (11). Short term success often fails when the
individual stops retraining behavioral responses. Dis
cipline yourself to continue change.
Stress often interferes with the ability to think clearly
about causes. Take charge of your life. It requires more
energy than status quo but is far more satisfying.
Control of stressors is most important. If one can
control himself, his work, his life, and changes in it, a
great deal of stress can be relieved. The trainer who
gives in to every coaching whim because it is the easiest
thing to do is soon in a very stressful environment as he
has lost this control. Control is often difficult as many
coaches want complete control of all phases of their
sport.
Learning to cope with situations as they are, not as
they should be is a must. Flexibility is important. The
only thing certain in athletics is uncertainty. If you have
hard and fast rules in the training room, maybe one
should consider accounting. Athletic training is a people
profession, not one of things. Acceptance of others is
important to personal adjustment. Learn to accept or
adapt to what you cannot change. Develop a sense of
humor in your life; don't take yourself too seriously.
Don't get emotionally involved in situations that one
has no control over, one which is a no win situation.
Learn how to say "No." You can't be all things to all
people. Don't get involved in too may tasks and in
everyone's problem solving. Rather offer suggestions
for the person's problem. It is his problem, not yours.
One's outside life is essential for successful stress
management. One's job needs to stay in the training
room. Pursue an active and organized life, one in which
the quality of time spent outside is more important than
the quantity. This is especially true in family life (2).
In personal relationships with staff and athletes, deal
first with them as people rather than assistant trainers,
sprained ankles, administrators, or coaches. Take the
initiative to be interested in them. Relationships may be
fostered during times of decreased activity or breaks.
Cultivate the art of taking breaks by talking about
topics foreign to athletics.
Practice listening, attending carefully to what the
speaker is saying, and reflecting back to the speaker his
feelings. You may not solve the speaker's problems or
yours, but you have provided support to them and have
looked objectively at their side (3). One is often so tied up
in himself that he has little time to think of others. A
great way of reducing stress is to become involved in the
happiness of others. Concern with one's staff, an
afternoon spent specifically cheering up those who are
disappointed in their progress with rehabilitation are
such examples.
Other stress modifiers for athletic trainers are con
ferences, writing, and research. Work on new approaches
or changes to be made. Look to learning new skills,
techniques. Pursue creativity through thinking and
reflecting.

Conclusion
The anxieties of daily living produce stress affecting
all people. Stress can adversely affect one's job, per
sonality, and personal relationships with others.
Physical and mental changes often follow. Techniques
for stress management use: exercise, diet, sleep and

relaxation. Controlling, planning and organizing one's
time is also important. Awareness and recognition of
stress and its causes help to reduce the affects of stress
as does flexibility and acceptance of what cannot be
changed, a sense of humor, and an active outside life.
Finally, don't let life slip by. Enjoy the experience
along the way not only the goals. Take time to enjoy
people and the relationships with them, in addition to
preparing the athletes for sport. Plan and enjoy quiet
times, the sunsets.
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HAND

AND WRIST OWNER'S MANUAL

Treatment of Hand and Wrist Injuries

In 16 easy-to-read pages the new HAND AND WRIST
OWNER'S MANUAL will take the reader step by step
through the anatomy of the hand and wrist, the kinds of
injuries and treatment prescribed for them, and the
therapy for the most common injuries. For a free sample
copy, write to Krames Communications, Dept. 10994,
312 90th St., Daly City, CA 94015.
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This instrument created an
ultrasonic
boom,
Twenty years ago the first Sonicator broke the ultra
sound barrier, marking a revolution in physical therapy.
Today the new Sonicator 706 remains the
innovator in ultrasonic therapeutics, offer
ing a choice of treatment modes —
pulsed or continuous, new membrane
switching, digital readouts, and an
automatic no-load sensor.
Hermetically sealed, the lightweight
transducer is anatomically designed to
fit the hand comfortably, and provides
the largest effective radiating area avail
able. The entire unit weighs only 7 1A Ibs,
yet emits as much power as most large
units. Used by more physical therapists than
any other unit on the market, the Sonicator will
perform reliably whenever and wherever you and
your patients need it.
The first of its kind, the Sonicator is the last word in
ultrasonic therapy today. Isn't it time the Sonicator created
an ultrasonic boom for you?

Xhe SonlcatO/ 706
A\ETTLER ^ LECTRONICS
Mettler Electronics8 Corp.
1333 S. Claudina St., Anaheim, CA 92805, (714) 533-2221
Cable address: SONICATOR, Anaheim, CA USA

SOLVE COMPLEX ANKLE PROBLEMS
Multiaxial Ankle Exerciser builds strength, power, endurance and
coordination, plus . . .
. . . universal movement allowing motion in straight plane, diagonal,
rotatory or more complex patterns permitting the muscles to work
in all phases and extremes of motion
. adjustable from 1 to 235 footpounds with a calibrated force
scale to compare and record progress
. . . portable, self-contained unit that uses internal
resistance, so no weights are required
. . . easy to use with no complex equipment set-up
. . . stabilization board included to prevent unit movement
The Multiaxial Ankle Exerciser . . . the ideal component for complete sports conditioning and therapeutic
exercise programs.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL OR WRITE
OUR NEW HEADQUARTERS
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P.O. Box 404, 9 Raymond St.
Lincoln, Rhode Island 02865
(401) 334-3232

A Tip From the Field

Tape Support For The Fractured Distal Fibula
Doug Sebold, ATC
There are injuries in competitive athletics that require
extreme measures of protection to promote healing, to
prevent reinjury, and to allow continued participation
by the athlete. The hairline or stress fracture of the
distal fibula is such a condition.
The biomechanical approach for supporting and
protecting the stress fracture of the distal fibula is four
pronged.
1. The lateral malleolus must have little, if any, weightbearing demands placed upon it.
2. The fractured ends of the fibula must be retained in
close proximity.
3. Weight-bearing of the affected leg must be shifted, if
possible, toward the medial aspect of the foot.
4. Because of the stress placed upon the fibula by the
fracture itself, the lateral muscles of the fibula,
peroneus longus, brevis, and tertius, must be sup
ported to reduce their effect upon the fracture.
The purpose of this paper is to describe a method used
to support a distal fracture of the fibula which will allow
for continued participation by the athlete. The area from
the popliteal space to the distal metatarsals must be
clean and prepared with a tincture of benzoin solution.
Support for the distal fibula is first acquired by the
application of a supportive "sling."
The sling is designed by first making a fan similar to
an eversion fan used for supporting the lateral ankle
area. Four to six strips of 1.5 inch cloth tape are required
to cover the area from the lateral distal foot region to a
proximal point in line with the lower portion of the tibial
tuberosity. Next, cut an oblong hole in the fan that
exactly fits the lateral malleolus. Continue the opening
as a strip that follows the fibula to its proximal beginning
Figure 2
Figure 1

or at least above the fractured site. (Figure 1) Apply the
sling by placing the opening over the lateral malleolus
and pull the malleolus proximally. Smooth the fan in
place to assure stability. The sling will be anchored
distally by using two methods. First, a regular heel cup,
basket-weave strapping is appllied. (Figure 2) The second
anchor technique has a dual role. It is designed to
stabilize the distal fibula's initial anchor and to provide
added support to the distal sling. (Figure 3) This anchor
techinque is initiated by placing two vertical anchor
strips of 1.5 inch cloth tape on the medial and lateral
aspects of the tibia from the malleoli to a point just distal
to the tibial tuberosity. Support strips of 1.5 inch cloth
tape are then applied by beginning at the distal, medial,
vertical anchor strip. Continue the tape medially and
posteriorly around the calcaneal tendon and diagonally
at a 20°-30° angle to attach on the lateral vertical
anchor. Additonal support strips are applied by over
lapping one-half of the previous tape strips and by
continuing the procedure to a point just distal to the
fractured site.
Because of the stress placed upon the fractured fibula,
the next procedure is designed to shift weight bearing to
the medial aspect of the foot. This technique is named
the "low-dye" and provides support to the longitudinal
and metatarsal arches. (Figure 3) The most important
aspect of this procedure is the required pronation of the
heads of the metatarsals and the proper application of
the first support strip. This 1.5 inch cloth tape strip is
applied on the plantar surface from the head of the fifth
metatarsal, laterally, distally, around and behind the
calcaneous. The tape is then carried forward anteriorly
to the base of the first metatarsal on the plantar surface.
Figure 3

Mr. Sebold is the Program Coordinator of Athletic Training
Education at Washington State University, Pullman, Wash
ington 99164.
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Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure 7
Figure 8
Next apply five "tear-drop" supportive 1 inch cloth
strips by beginning on the plantar surface of the first
metatarsal. Continue the strip posteriorly along the
length of the metatarsal to the posterior calcaneous.
Apply the strip around the calcaneal tendon insertion
and bring it diagonally and anteriorly across the plantar
surface of the foot to the attachment at the point of
origin. (Figure 4) Repeat this procedure with the remain
ing metatarsals and anchor them with 1.5 inch cloth
tape. These anchor strips should begin anteriorly,
overlap one-half the width of the previous strip, and be
applied from the medial pronation anchor to the lateral
pronation anchor. (Figure 5) Finally, anchor these
horizontal strips by placing another 1.5 inch cloth strip
of tape exactly in the same manner as the first low-dye
support strip. This procedure completes the low-dye
support strapping.
It is essential that an attempt be made to alleviate the
stress placed upon the peroneus longus, brevis and
tertius. This stress may be reduced by the application of
two 3-inch elastic strips of tape. (Figure 6)
The first strip is begun at the posterior border of the
lateral malleolus. Continue the strip medially across the
metatarsals and around the plantar surface of the foot to
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Figure 6

Figure 9
a point as distal as possible on the lateral malleolus and
upward along the length of the fibula by splitting it in
two and encircling the upper gastrocnemius/soleus
complex. Caution is required when applying this strip.
The ankle joint must be placed in extreme dorsiflexion
and eversion, and the tape must be stretched to near 95%
of maximum length. The second strip of elastic tape may
now be applied in the same manner except for a slight
proximal overlap on the foot and on the lateral leg.
(Figure 8)
The complete procedure now requires a figure eight/
spiral wrap of lightweight elastic tape to assure stability
and to absorb excess perspiration. (Figure 9)
If the athlete requires preventive ankle support, this
procedure may be applied prior to the peroneal supportive
strapping. It must be remembered that a heavy taping
procedure may seem uncomfortable to the athlete
initially. This procedure may result in minor lower leg
fatigue which would necessitate more frequent, short
respites during intense competition. Finally, to protect
the fractured fibula on a day-to-day basis, an orthoplastic
splint should be constructed and worn when the athlete
in not actively involved. +

Abstracts

John Wells, ATC, PT, PhD
Mars Hill College

ately overlying subacromial bursa. Medical texts suggest
conservative treatment including rest, cold, and irriga
tion and needling the bursa sac. Ultrasound (US)
treatment is suggested for calcific subacromial bursitis
although one study indicates that US does not assist in
the resolution of the calcium deposit. The goals for the
patient are to relieve pain and increase motion. Con
tinuous US is applied at 1.5 W/cm 2 for eight minutes
over the subacromial bursa. Ultrasound is an effective
deep heating agent. Therapeutic effects of temperature
elevation include hyperemia, increased capillary perme
ability, increased tissue metabolism, elevated enzymatic
activity, and increased extensibility. Ultrasound is a
logical choice of modality to increase the perfusion of a
calcific bursa and the mechanical action of the US
waves may affect the integrity of the bursal sac. The use
of US may be successful in facilitating the absorption of
a calcified bursa and deserves closer study.
Don Gelzleichter

"Stabilization of the Trunk and Pelvis While Measuring
Hip Internal Rotation." Richard Gajdasik and David
Mell. Physical Therapy: Journal of the American
Physical Therapy Association 64:49, January 1984.
Physical Therapists routinely measure range of motion
(ROM) of active hip internal rotation while the patient
sits on the edge of an examining table. If the trunk is not
stabilized during this action, however, the patient may
laterally flex his trunk to the side being measured. This
unwanted movement may cause pelvic rocking and the
hip on the side being measured to lift from the examining
table. Consequently, not stabilizing the trunk may
result in invalid goniometric measurements of hip
internal rotation ROM because the measurements
include movements other than hip internal rotation.
Techniques that stabilize the trunk and pelvis and help
limit unwanted hip elevation are, therefore, important
to consider. Traditionally, one may stabilize the trunk
and pelvis by instructing the patient to grasp the edge of
the examining table and pull up, thus fixing the pelvis to
the table. They may also simply observe for hip elevation
and stop movement immediately before hip elevation
occurs. In addition to these techniques, if the patient
places his opposite hand on the distal surface of the
contralateral high and pushes down the trunk and
pelvis can be stabilized. This technique causes isometric
contractions of the shoulder extensor and depressor
muscles and the back extensor muscles opposite the side
being measured. Hip elevation is controlled because the
stabilized trunk prevents lateral trunk flexing to the side
being measured. The technique should provide one with
a suitable alternative for controlling ipsilateral hip
elevation when measuring ROM of active hip internal
rotation while the patient is sitting. The value of the
technique is to help obtain objective and valid ROM
measurements of this action.
Don Gelzleichter

"How to avoid Non-impact Knee Injuries in the Kicking
Martial Arts," Dan Nafziger, RPT, and Dennis Bleything, Karate Illustrated, 32-35, December, 1983
Non-impact knee injuries can slow or even permanent
ly stop your training. Ironically, these injuries are self
inflicted, and you can avoid them through correct
technique, intelligent training methods and conditioning
of specific muscle sets. The knee injuries we are talking
about are strains, sprains, inflammed tendons, liga
ments, joint capsules, and damaged cartilage. Physical
conditioning is extremely important in avoiding these
injuries. The muscles surrounding a joint must be strong
in order to decrease the amount of support the ligament
is required to bear. Inflammation of tendons, ligaments,
and the joint capsule can be caused by trauma, chem
icals, extremes in temperature, and pathogenic organ
isms (bacteria). Damaged cartilage, a serious selfinflicted knee injury, is a tear of the cartilage, usually
accompanied by inflammation. A knee with torn
cartilage does not function reliably. The joint will
sometimes seem to catch or lock. You can expect to suffer
strains or sprains by not sufficiently warming up your
muscles before exercising. Wearing ankle weights when
you are kicking, jogging, or skipping rope can create
excessive torque on the knee, possibly damaging the
knee. The hamstrings are very important in helping the
anterior cruciate ligament keep the knee stable. Most
non-impact knee injuries can be avoided through careful
training in the correct technique, and through proper
conditioning, coupled with sensibly paced advancements
that is slow enough to allow the student to develop
physical conditioning along with the technique.
Troy Kauffman +

"Ultrasound for Subacromial Bursitis." Robert Gorkiewicz. Physical Therapy: Journal of the American
Physical Therapy Association. 64:46-47, January 1984.
Calcific subacromial bursitis is a problem frequently
encountered by physical therapists. This disorder is
probably the result of rotator cuff tendonitis, which is
associated with secondary involvement of the immedi
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How do you improve the CAN-AM?
Not just a face lift, but nine fundamental
improvements that make new PRO-AM™ the
outstanding choice for total functional stability.
A stronger thigh strap, a deeper-shaped shin
plate, a snug new popliteal strap, a new medial
condylar wedge for better positioning—these
are some of the ways we've incorporated
what we learned since we introduced the
CAN-AM in 1981.

The new PRO-AM™ from Pro-Fit provides improved
control of ligament instability in a]l planes, and
still allows full natural action of the knee.
PRO-AM™ is made to your specifications from
the plaster mold you send us. That's why it fits
and stabilizes the knee so well for athletes,
non-athletes, and postoperative patients. Give
your patients the best. Send for complete infor
mation on the new PRO-AM™.

You design the PRO-AM M . $275.00
New fasteners eliminate
protruding buckles
for greater safety*
New medial condylar
wedge keeps brace
in position (optional)*

New suprapatellar pad
added to prevent chafing*
New stronger
thigh strap
New co-polymer
plastic is more
impact resistant*

New easily adjustable
extension check strap'
New popliteal strap ,
replaces X-straps for
improved derotation*

New deeper-shaped
shin piece adds
rotational stability*

New protective covers
for polycentric hinges*

'PATENTS PENDING

•MAIL TO: PRO-FIT Orthotics, Inc.
85 Salem Street, Lynnfield, MA 01940

'

EH Please send complete information on the new
PRO-AM™ Knee Brace.
D I would like to order a PRO-AM™. Please send
patient information form.

ORTHOTICS, INC.
85 Salem Street
Lynnfield, MA 01940
Tel: (617) 245-8519

NAME __________________________________
ORGANIZATION
ADDRESS ____
CITY _______
I
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Dennis Aten, ATC, RPT, MS
Eastern Illinois University

AN Another New "Sport Disease"
From Reader's Digest
The latest candidate for Disease-of-the-Month is
"Goggle Migraine." Dr. Alan Pestronk of Johns Hopkins
School of Medicine discovered the disease the hard way he contracted it while swiming. If you wear goggles to
keep the water out of your eyes and fasten the strap too
tightly, he reports, you may get a splitting headache.
The remedy: use goggles with a single soft rubber rim
that fits around both eyes. You won't have to make the
strap so tight to keep the water out, and you won't get
goggle migraine.
Nutrition Could Be The Winning Edge

1983 News Release
If you feel you aren't putting in your best performance
as an athlete, check your diet.
"In general, athletes should consume up to 65 percent
of their calories in carbohydrates," according to Dr.
James Hickson, assistant professor in the community
nutrition and dietetics at the University of Texas School
of Allied Health Sciences at Houston.
"Carbohydrates have taken a back seat to proteins for
too long. Carbohydrates and fats are used for a fuel
source in the body before proteins are," said Hickson,
who holds a doctorate in human nutrition.
"However, things like carbohydrate-loading, drinking
coffee or taking Vivarin before a marathon extend the
time of performance, but don't necessarily lead to
optimal performance," Hickson said, explaining how
nutrients contribute to performance rather than judging
them to be good or bad. "In athletics today, there are so
many people who are so good, that whoever can run a
few seconds faster wins. At that level of competition you
have to worry about training and skill, but you need to
worry about diet, too."
Caffeine can help marathon runners by decreasing
the metabolism use of carbohydrates, in effect, saving
them for later. The amount of carbohydtates stored in
the body limits athletic endurance, especially for marathoners.
However, carbohydrate-loading (eating large amounts
of starchy foods, such as potatoes or pasta) can be bad
for people, he added. A sudden influx of carbohydrates
causes a sudden expansion of blood volume, which can
cause heart problems, especially for someone who has

been on a low carbohydrate diet.
"The idea that athletes need more protein isn't
necessarily true," he continued. "In terms of the Recom
mended Daily Allowance of nutrients, athletes shouldn't
need more protein than anyone else.
"The idea that proteins 'stay with you longer' is true in
that it takes longer to digest protein, and the blood sugar
level doesn't decline as quickly; so you stay satisfied
longer than after eating high-carbohydrate meals that
the body digests more quickly," Hickson said. But that
doesn't mean it gives extra energy. And eating much
more protein than needed causes the body to require
more liquid for metabolism.
Because of all the myths that have surrounded athletes
and nutrition, most athletes have little knowledge of
what good nutrition is, and how to choose foods for
balanced diets, he said. By using the basic four food
groups in choosing foods, athletes can have balanced
diets which lead to optimum body weight and per
formances.
Even the people responsible for helping athletes train,
gain or lose weight know little about nutrition, Dr.
Hickson said.
"Trainers know how to improve skills, but they know
little about diet. Athletes aren't particularly receptive to
what nutritionists say because they want something
faster than common sense. And coaches don't give much
credence to nutrition advice, partly, I think, because
they can't control what their athletes eat," he said.
"Many athletes have avoided nutrient-rich, carbohy
drate-containing foods like potatoes and baked products
because these foods were perceived to be 'fattening.'
Apparently, there was a lack of understanding that no
particular food is fattening," Hickson said. "Rather, it is
the total amount of food in the diet that determines body
weight and the percent of body weight that is fat."
Of course, a diet seriously lacking any nutrient is
going to hinder the athlete from giving the best
performance possible, Hickson concluded. The only way
to solve that kind of problem is nutrition education and
dietary improvements.
"Nutrition," states Dr. Hickson, "is one of the last
great knowledge frontiers in sports."

"Anorexic Joggers?"

From Readers Digest
Some middle-aged men who run compulsively appear
to be driven by dangerous motives, three University of
Arizona researchers write in the New England Journal
of Medicine. Psychiatrists Alayne Yates and Kevin
Leehey and psychologists Catherine M. Shisslak inter
viewed 60 runners and found that certain mature men
among them showed surprising resemblances to young
women with anorexia nervosa, the starvation disorder.
The men were introverted, often lonely, depressed, selfeffacing and "uncomfortable with the direct expression
of anger."
Social pressures may explain the similarities, the
scientists say. Girls often are judged by beauty, and men
by athletic ability. When insecure girls diet to make
themselves slim, they may become anorexic; when men
run to show their athletic prowess, they may become
compulsive marathoners. "Only a small percentage of
runners or dieters are affected," the study reports.
"Their behavior becomes pathological as a result of
extreme constriction, inflexibility, repetitive thoughts,
adherence to rituals and need to control themselves and
their environments."
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Illinois State Medical Society Inaugurates Team
Physician Awards
1983 NEWS RELEASE
BLOOMINGTON — The first recipients of the in
augural "Team Physician Awards" to be presented on
an annual basis by the Illinois State Medical Society
were guests of the Illinois High School Association
(IHSA) and were honored at the annual Class AA Boys
State Final Basketball Tournament press buffet Thurs
day evening.
The purpose of the award program is twofold: to
recognize physicians who are continually contributing
their time and skills to young athletes, and to encourage
other physicians to assist local athletic teams and
recognize the athletic injury concerns of local school
districts.
Named 1983 recipients by the Society were: Dr. Edward
Grogg of Mahomet, Dr. Robert Hart of Peoria, Dr.
William Hart of Peoria, Dr. Kenneth Malmberg of
Auburn, Dr. William Schliffbauer of Streator and Dr.
George Wilkins of Granite City. Dr. H. Bates Noble of
Chicago, chairman of the Illinois State Medical Society
Medicine Committee, introduced the recipients and other
guests at the buffet.
To be eligible for the "Team Physician Award", a
physician must:
Maintain a license to practice medicine in all of its
branches. Have tenure as a team physician at a high
school or college level for a minimum of 10 years.
Maintain current memberhip in the Society.
Retired physicians may be nominated for past team
physician activities. Nominations may come from school
officials, coaches, athletes, parents, civic organizations
and/or other physicians.
The 1983 award winners have a combined 154 years
experience working with young men and women as
team physicians.
Dr. Kenneth Malmberg has been the team physician
at Auburn High School for the past 40 years. Nominated
by Auburn football coach John Rigg, Dr. Malmbert,
according to Rigg, has "not only supplied immediate
care at our ballgames, but has taken time to visit
practice and observe our coaching techniques, as well as
observe and comment on the rehabilitation of athletes
who have been injured. His support of our program does
not end here, for he is Rotary program chairman for the
annual 'Meet the Coaches Night'."
Dr. Robert Hart and Dr. William Hart have worked
with the athletes at Peoria (H. S.) and the surrounding
community since the 1947-48 school year, and have been
instrumental in forming Sports Medicine clinics and
workshops for area coaches and physical educators.
"Their dedication to sports medicine goes above and
beyond the Hippocratic Oath," said Peoria (H. S.)
Principal William C. Robertson, who served as PHS
football coach from 1957-64. "They have given freely of
their time and talents when they were asked. Their
presence at all football games, home and away, for 67
(combined) years is a tribute to their dedication to sports
medicine."
For more than 25 years Dr. William Schliffbauer has
provided medical support to the athletes for Streator
(Twp.) High School. In addition, he has arranged for
speakers for the LaSalle County Medical Society, as well
as being a speaker in the local continuing medical
education seminars at St. Mary's Hospital. In addition,
he has been the driving force behind the establishment
of the Streator (Twp.) High School training facility.
Dr. George Wilkins serves as team physician for both
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high schools in the Granite City System, and has been
the team physician in the system for more than 20 years.
Through his efforts and financial support, the system
maintains a student athletic trainer scholarship program.
He administers all senior high school athletic physical
examinations, and the (minimal) fees are returned to the
system's sports medicine program. He also handles
arrangements with the St. Louis Sports Medicine Clinic
to staff all home football games for both schools.
Dr. Edward Grogg of Mahomet is much, much more
than the Mahomet-Seymour team physician. In 1978, he
started the Center for Athletic Injury Research (C. A. I.
R.) through the Carle Foundation, and in August of 1982
the new C. A. I. R. facility adjacent to the high school
was dedicated. He also organized the Annual Carle
Foundation Sports Medicine Seminar in 1973, and it
provides annual instruction and information to coaches,
trainers, team physicians and others responsible for the
prevention, recognition and treatment of athletic in
juries. For the past several years, Dr. Grogg has served
as on-site physician for the IHSA Boys State Final
Wresting and Boys State Final Basketball Tournament
at the Assembly Hall. +
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BIOMEK® + CYBEX* = FASTER + BETTER
BIOMEK uses a real computer to instantly, accurately and automatically calculate torque,
work and range of motion analysis, endurance tests, bilateral comparison, waveform overlays and
more. The numerical and graphic outputs to the screen and printer provide more practical, com
prehensive analysis of all Cybex* data than otherwise available. Save time while getting help pro
viding the best professional service possible. We know; we've done it for over two years with the
Philadelphia Phillies. Don't settle for an "almost" computer.
Full system with general purpose computer
(Can do many other applications from word processing
to billing; compatible with Apple IT* Software)

$7,800

Interface only (If you already have a compatible computer)

$5,870

Please have a salesman call me.
Name
Address __
Phone (

).

"CYBEX® is a trademark of Lumex, Inc.

.Send more information on Biomek.
SEND TO:
EQB, Inc.
Box 185, Doe Run Rd.
Unionville, PA 19375 (USA)
In PA: (215) 347-1641
(215) 793-1881
Other: 1-800-223-7014

* * Apple II® is a trademark of Apple Comp., Inc.
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EDITOR'S NOTE:

Student Trainer
Corner

I feel I speak for the entire athletic training profession
in congratulating Bob Katzman, University of Tennes
see, and Mickey Stewart, Vanderbilt University, on a
job well done. Through your teaching and valuable
experience gained at your respective institutions, a life
Sy+
has been saved.

"From the student,
for the student,
about the student'

GUIDELINES
The following guidelines must be met for submission
of papers or material to the "Student Trainer Corner."
These are essentially the same rules governing the
"Student Writing Contest."
1. Author must be an undergraduate student member of
NATA.
2. Topics must relate to athletic training, (case reports,
experimental reports, suggestions, new ideas, tips
and/or specifics for a given problem)
3. Articles should be no more than 2 to 3 pages in length,
double spaced.
If you wish to submit a manuscript or an item for the
Student Corner, please send to: Deloss Brubaker, 103
Gill Coliseum, Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR
97331. +

Deloss A. Brubaker, MS, ATC
Oregon State University

The Tennessean Sports
April 2, 1984

VU's Joiner Hospitalized After Injury
David Joiner was in satisfactory condition at St.
Thomas Hospital last night after being struck in the
head by a line drive during batting practice prior to
yesterday's Vanderbilt-Tennessee baseball game.
X-rays showed no broken bones, but Joiner was
expected to be hospitalized for several days for further
tests and observation.
The accident occurred when Joiner, who was stationed
near second base, was struck beside the eye by a batted
ball and knocked unconscious. Trainers quickly began
treatment on Joiner and were able to dislodge a piece of
chewing gum which had been trapped in his throat.
An ambulance arrived approximately 10 minutes
later to transport Joiner to the hospital.

A tape made by professionals
for use by sports professionals. .

RTAPE

PROTECTS

In times of budget restrictions, saving money doesn't have to mean sacrificing quality.
Protect your athletes effectively and economically.

SP&RTAPE: $25.95 per case
1" x 15 yards—48 rolls per case
2" x 15 yards—24 rolls per case
1 1/2" x 15 yards—32 rolls per case
To order:

Call Gavin Earth • Valley Industrial Products • 516-364-3200
Or Write: 145 Michael Drive • Box H • Syosset, NY 11791
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Case Report

Management of a Pneumothorax in a Football Player
Steve Moore ATC, EMT

A

Tennessee Tech football player experienced a
partial pneumothorax during the sixth game of the
1983 season.

Description of the Condition
Taber's Cyclopedic Medical Dictionary defines "pneu
mothorax" as "a collection of air or gas in the pleural
cavity (1)."
The pleural cavity, while not an actual cavity or space,
is a potential space between the lung and the inner chest
wall. The lung is lined on the outside by the visceral
pleura, while the inner wall of the chest cavity is lined
by the parietal pleura. If air is allowed to collect between
the two pleurae, the potential cavity or space becomes an
actual cavity or space upon collapse of either a portion or
all of the lung.
Air can collect between the two pleurae by either
entering from the outside via a chest wound or from a
hole in the lung itself which may occur as a spontaneous
event, preceded by no remarkable antecedents. Many
times a fractured rib or even a fractured clavicle will
puncture the lung allowing air to escape into the
potential cavity. The result is the same with equalized
air pressure in the chest cavity; the lung begins to
collapse. (Figure 1)
In the case of our football player, the air in the chest
cavity came from a small rupture of the lung secondary
to a blow from a helmet to the left upper quadrant. The
blow caused a rapid decompression of the left lung with
resulting "blow-out" of air into the pleural space.

Figure 1. Air escapes from the affected lung into the
chest cavity creating an actual space from the potential space as shown in the normal side.
Mr. Moore is the Head Athletic Trainer at Tennessee Tech
University, Cookeville, Tennessee 38505.

Description of the Player
The athlete was a 6'5" 200 pound, white male, welldeveloped and well-nourished, and apparently in his
normal state of health.
Mechanism of Injury
The player was on the kicking team, playing right
"alleycat" as the position is known in our terminology.
The game was in the first quarter, about half way
through the period. He was running down field at full
speed and was "blindsided" by an opposing player's
helmet to the upper left quadrant. The blow caught him
lateral to the chest protector portion of his shoulder
pads. He was able to walk off the field at the conclusion
of the play. He did not report any difficulty to the
training staff at this particular time. A short time later,
he went back into the game as a member of the punting
team. As he was running down field on punt coverage he
started to hurt "real bad". At the conclusion of the play,
he walked off the field and reported to a member of the
training staff. The player came off the field unaided, but
immediately upon reaching the sideline, began clutching
his chest and bending over almost double.
Signs and Symptoms
Upon initial evaluation on the sidelines by the team
physician and head trainer he exhibited "guarding" of
the chest and abdomen and moderate to severe pain.
There was no wheeze or stridor present upon respiratory
efforts. He complained of severe pain in his left upper
quadrant and exhibited moderate dyspnea. He showed
no cyanosis. Vital signs were: BP - 124/86, Pulse - 60,
Respirations - 30, labored and shallow, PERLA, and
skin pink, warm, and dry.
Initial evaluation by the team physician and trainer
revealed a possible fracture of ribs six through eight at
their angles with accompanying painful inspira
tion. Mention was made between the trainer and doctor
of the possibility of a pneumothorax.
Immediate Management
The player was brought to the training room, located
about fifty feet from the bench area. Vital signs
previously quoted were obtained once again with no
appreciable deviations. A primary and in depth secon
dary survey was carried out by the team physician,
assisted by a student trainer - certified EMT. Oxygen
was started at five L./min. and an ambulance, already
stationed at the stadium, was called. He was transported
to the local E.R., located four blocks from the stadium.
Definitive Treatment
At the E.R. a full series of x-rays of the ribs were
obtained along with thoracic and cervical vertebrae and
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Figure 2

Figure 3

full chest. At this time, diminished breath sounds were
apparent over the left lung. AP chest films confirmed a
25% pneumothorax of the left lung. (Figure 2)
Our team physician, a general practitioner and
general surgeon in Cookeville, inserted a chest tube at
the level of the 8th intercostal space. This was connected
to a Pleur-Evac®, and the air in the pleural space was
evacuated by suction.
A second series of x-rays approximately 30-45 minutes
after evacuation revealed almost complete reinflation of
the lung, due to reestablishment of the pressure gradient
in the chest. (Figure 3)
Vitals improved to near normal, with the rate of
respiration dropping to 18 per minute with no dyspnea.
The player was admitted to the I.C.U. for overnight
observation. Further chest films were obtained during
the night and again the following morning. He was
discharged the following morning (Sunday). Two days

later he was reevaluated by a thoracic specialist in
Nashville, Tennessee, who noted no further complica
tions. He is expected to miss the final four weeks of the
season.

Potential Complications
This is a potentially dangerous condition that can
lead to the following complications:
1. Diminished oxygen in the arterial blood.
2. Tension pneumothorax affecting the opposite lung
with its eventual collapse.
3. Mediastinal shift, with resulting aorta impingement,
esophageal displacement, and "great vein" compression.
References
1. Thomas, C.L., M.D. Taber's Cyclopedic Medical Dictionary,
12th ed., (F.A. Davis Co.: Philadelphia, 1973), p. 104. +
CALENDAR, from page 92

August
3-4 7th Annual Sports Medicine Symposium, Waunakee, WI. Contact Sarah Z. Aslakson, Continuing Medical
Education, 46513 WARF Bldg., 610 Walnut St., Madison,
WI 53705.

September

16 2nd Annual Pioneer Valley Sports Medicine Con
ference, West Springfield, MA. Contact Nancy Caron,
S.T.A.R.T., Inc., 91 School St., Springfield, MA 01105.
21-22 How to Implement and Manage a Sports
Medicine Program - Should You Do It!, Atlanta, GA.
Contact Ronald G. Peyton, The Sports Medicine Edu
cation Institute, Inc., 993 Johnson Ferry Road NE, Suite
AC-130-F, Atlanta, GA 30342.
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ASSOCIATION ACTIVITIES, from page 90

College/University Division: Bobby Barton, Eastern
Kentucky University
Junior College Division: Elisa Cangialosi-Camillone,
Mercer Community College, New Jersey
High School Division: Roger A. Kalisiak, Hoffman
Estates High School, Illinois
Al Ortolani, Pittsburgh State University athletic
trainer since 1955, was the first trainer ever inducted
into the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics
Hall of Fame. The highest NAIA tribute was conferred
last March and recognizes athletic achievement, longterm service, and the highest ideals of intercollegiate
athletics. Ortolani started the NAIA Athletic Trainers
Association and was elected its first president in 1981
and 1982. He has been chairman of NAIA Sports
Training, has worked national track meets and basket
ball tournaments, and began his international athletic
training experience in 1973 at the World University
Games in Moscow. Since then he has been selected
trainer for three Oympics and six other international
events.
The following NATA trainers spoke at the national
convention of the American Alliance of Health, Physical
Education, Recreation, and Dance in Anaheim, Cali
fornia in March:
Gary Delforge, University of Arizona
Keith Freesemann, California State University, Long
Beach
Holly Wilson Greene, San Leandro, California
Richard Irvin, Oregon State University

Lou Osternig, University of Oregon
Jane Sandusky, University of Wisconsin, Whitewater
Penny Towe, Wake Forest University
Antoinette VanDePutte, Ysleta High School, Texas
All Secretaries of State and District associations are
kindly reminded to send copies of their newsletters to
David Yeo, Department of Health and Physical Educa
tion, Montgomery County Community College, Blue
Bell, PA 19422. +

CURRENT LITERATURE, from page 94

P., et al, Journal of the American Medical Association,
250(24): 3322, December 23, 1983.
"A Tarsal Stress Fracture in a Long Distance Runner:
Case Report", Campbell, G., et al, Journal of the
American Podiatry Association, 73(10): 532, October
1983.
"Tennis Arm Echotomographic Confirmation", Commandre, F.A., et al, Journal of Sports Medicine and
Physical Fitness, 23(2): 191, June 1983.
* Indicates articles written by NATA members. The
Current Literature Editor invites the submission of
bibliographic material of NATA members that is
published in other journals. Submit information to Kiski
School, Saltsburg, PA 15681. +

€G51OO-2
€G5 3OO
VERSATILITY IN HIGH VOLTAGE
GALVANIC STIMULATION

EGS 300 the patient can take the treatment
home with him as this unit is totally portable,
battery operated, and ideal for patient selfapplication as prescribed by a licensed practi
tioner. These solid state high voltage gal
vanic stimulators are effective in relieving
spasticity and spasms, reducing edema,
and increasing local blood flow. The EGS
;
100-2 and EGS 300 are totally safe, nonirritating and nonburning units additionally indicated for
use in relieving T.M.J. dysfunction, re-educating muscle as in
regaining joint control, and delaying atrophy from disuse in partially
denervated muscle. Additionally, EGS 300 can be applied as a
T. E. N.S. for pain relief. EGS is covered by products liability insurance

The EGS systems offers you the professional
the versatility you need to meet the broadest
range of patient care. The EGS
100-2 is a clinical unit with a
new face and new features, de
signed to identify and target
treatment of specific ar
eas through the use
of interchangeable
electrodes.
With the

ELECTRO-MED HEALTH INDUSTRIES, INC.
6240 N.E. 4th Court • Miami, Florida 33138
Phone: [305] 756-6013, Telex: 152303EMHI
CAUTION: FEDERAL LAW RESTRICTS THIS DEVICE TO SALE BY OR ON THE ORDER OF A LICENSED PRACTITIONER.
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Notes from the National Office
FROM THE CERTIFICATION OFFICE
"""""Certification candidates are advised
that the August 5, 1984, Costa Mesa
examination site has been cancelled. The
Certified Athletic Trainers in the Cali
fornia area are going to be extremely
busy with the Summer Olympic games
and it will be difficult to properly staff
the Costa Mesa site. Therefore, the Board
of Certification has determined that it
would be in the best interests of the
Certification examination candidates to
cancel that site for 1984. We regret any
inconvenience that may result from this
action, but it is unavoidable.
ADDRESS CHANGES (AGAIN!!!)
***This may be getting tiresome to those
of you who understand the NATA guide
lines for members' address changes —
BUT — as to Journal mailing, if you are
a member of NATA IN ANY CLASSI
FICATION you do not have to file a
change of address with the National
Office but ONE TIME. It is unnecessary,
in fact sometimes confusing, for you to
file two notices of address change — one
to the Membership Office and one to the
Journal Office.

"To inform and update the membership on various
subjects of interest and answer the most frequently
asked questions."

"STUDENT TRAINER CORNER"
***The new "Student Trainer Corner"
section was introduced in the Spring
issue. This will be a regular feature in our
publication devoted entirely to the stu
dent trainer. Unfortunately Mr. Brubaker's introduction to his new assign
ment was inadvertently omitted from
page 15. Apologies to Mr. Brubaker along
with congratulations on the good job
done by himself and Ms. Tammie Dreese
who submitted the first article.
NASHVILLE
***As this issue of the Journal gets into
your hands you are hopefully making
plans to go to Nashville. The Spring
issue's centerfold gave complete infor
mation on the upcoming Convention and
Clinical Symposium but for a quick
reference on the tentative program we
are re-running below.
GRAFFITTI
***Congratulations to The United States
Sports Academy which has been awarded
full accreditation as a graduate university
by the Commission on Colleges of the
Southern Association of Colleges and

Schools!
***Thanks to President Reagan and
Congress, the U.S. Olympic Commemor
ative Coin Program is a reality. $10 from
the sale of every silver coin and $50 from
the sale of every gold coin will be used for
training our Olympic athletes and for
staging the 1984 Games in Los Angeles.
For information call Panda American
Numismatics, the Official Olympic Coin
Distributor at (213) 275-1108 or toll-free
(800) 231-1984; in California call (800)
232-1984.
***A new primary source for the articles
you may need has been developed by
University Microfilms International. It's
called UMI Article Clearing-house. For
more information and a copy of the
Introductory Title List (Fall, 1983) call
toll-free (800)732-0616; in Michigan,
Alaska and Hawaii call collect 313/7614700.

SEE YOU SOON
IN NASHVILLE

PRICE RE-CAP

(Approximate Cost)
REGISTRATION

COURSES

Pre-Registration for Members
(material to follow will include hotel cost)
on-site Registration for members
Pre-Registration for students
Non-Members
Sunday morning — 9:00 am to 12:00 noon
Professional Education

$70.00

OTHER

$80.00
$40.00
$150.00

$15.00 each

Schering
Banquet (includes entertainment
and dance)
Opry Land tickets for 2 consecutive
days
Grand Ole Opry tickets
Bus transportation between hotels

$7 00 per ticket
FREE

TENTATIVE PROGRAM

1984 NATA CLINICAL SYMPOSIUM & WORKSHOP
Opryland Hotel, Nashville, Tennessee TUESDAY AFTERNOON
($15.00 each)
June 10-13,1984
Electro-Therapeutic Modalities
Workshop -injuries to the

SUNDAY MORNING
1. AOSSM - Clinical
Knee - Including work with knee specimen
2. Aerobic Dance for Conditioning
3. Pre-Participation Evaluation
SUNDAY AFTERNOON
Schering Symposium

Thigh Injuries
Jim McChee, Louisville, Kentucky
Knee Evaluation
Pinky Lipscombe, MD Nashville, Tennessee
District Meetings

information to follow
TUESDAY MORNING

MONDAY MORNING
It's Their Injury, Not Yours
Joe deck, Virginia
Drugs - Dealing with Denial
Charlie Jackson, NFL
Keynote Address
Pinky Newell, Purdue
National Business Meeting
MONDAY AFTERNOON
Replacing the Anterior Cruciate Ligament
William T Youmans, MD, Knoxville. Tennessee

Throwing Mechanisms, Injuries a Management
Lyle Norwood, MD, Hughston Orthopaedic
Clinic, Columbus, Georgia
Jim Andrews, MD, Hughston Orthopaedic
Clinic, Columbus, Georgia
Tab Blackburn, Hughston Orthopaedic
Clinic, Columbus. Georgia

Relationship between Men's & Women's Programs
Sherry Buickel. Florida

Jack Redgren, Nashville, Tennessee
Surprise Topic
Jerry Rhea, Atlanta, Georgia
25 Years with the Bear
Jim Goosetree, Alabama
Special Olympic involvement by ATC
John Anderson, Louisiana
Anorexia and the Athlete
Anita Wheeler, Oklahoma

WEDNESDAY MORNING
Athletic Training in the Far East
Glenn j Meidl, Arabian Gulf
Athletic Training in Europe
Bob Reese, New York
Licensure update
Bob Behnke, Indiana state

TENTATIVE SPOUSE'S PROGRAM
Nashville, Tennessee
($15 00 fee)
SUNDAY, JUNE 10th
Aerobic Dance for conditioning
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MONDAY, JUNE 11th
Recognition of Drug and Alcohol Abuse
Stress - How to Cope

TUESDAY, JUNE 12th
Color, Clothing and You
Athletics and the Home - Panel Discussion

OWN THE FIRST U.S. OLYMPIC COINS EVER MINTED!
Olympic Commemorative Coins are
being issued for the first time in the 192
year history of the United States Mint.
These are "COINS-OF-THE-REALIVr
which,as LEGAL TENDER, will be
highly prized by collectors.
The 1984 Olympic commemorative coins
are handsomely gift packaged and
protected. There could be no greater
thoughtfulness for special gifts than an
Olympic commemorative coin. They are
a memento of a great event and will
become a possession of lasting value.

SUPPORT
THE HOME TEAM.
•iff

These magnificent commemorative coins
are "brilliant proof" coins produced by
a technique involving specially prepared
dies and planchets and special multiple
striking, resulting in particular sharpness
of detail and a high flange. The result is a
brilliant mirror-like finish and high square
edge —"a gem coin!'.
All sales include an Olympic Contri
bution of $50 for each gold coin and $10
for each silver coin sold.
It is easy to buy the coins. Just fill in the
order form, enclose a check or your credit
card number and mail it to : SUPPORT
THE HOME TEAM.

Call Toll Free - 24 Hours - Any Time - 800-231-1984
I want the following coins.
Option #1 Single-Coin Set
One 1983 SilverDollar
S32.00X
•$

rity

Statp

OP'^-BSingie-CoinSe,
P"f I 984 Silver Dollar
S38.0CJX
-S

°^™^ver DoHar
p|us Qne 1984 $1Q Go|d Co , n
£416 00 X
;$

Option #2 Two-Coin Set
One 1983 and one 1984 Silver Dollar
SfifiOOx
=S

Option #4 Single-Coin Set
One 1984 $10 Gold Coin
$376.00 x
=$

Ca. Res. 6'/2%
Sales Tax
$

7ip

Postage &
Handling

Total
Payment

$4.75

$

Expiration
Date
Order s pla ed bv

ird will be charged to

>id where prohibited by law.

Support the Ho
Stati
Official Olympic Coin Distributor
P.O. Box 1984, Beverly Hills, CA. 90212

Go with the Winner!
Swede-O Ankle Braces are #1!

Independent laboratory testing proves that
Swede-O ankle braces provide more medial
and lateral support than any other
brace tested!__________________
•3 specially-placed eyelets
create a positive heel lock.
• polyurethane stirrups offer
strength and flexibility,
(won't tear through; no
sharp edges)

'curved to fit the arch of
the foot
•double reinforced elastic
insert for flexibility with no
irritation of Achilles'tendon.

Learn more about the all new Swede-O
Universal ankle and knee braces.
Call or write for our free brochure:

Swede-O Universal
Attn: Customer Service
North Branch, MN 55056
612/674-4900

Dealerships available in selected areas.
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PROCEEDINGS
of the
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
NATIONAL ATHLETIC TRAINERS'
ASSOCIATION, INC.
February 12-13, 1984
Mid-Winter Meeting
San Antonio Marriott Hotel
San Antonio, Texas

SUMMARY OF ACTIONS
NATA BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The following agenda items were considered and
actions taken by the NATA Board of Directors at its
meeting held in the San Antonio Marriott Hotel, San
Antonio, Texas, commencing at 3:35 p.m., on Sunday,
February 12,1984 and terminating on Monday, Febru
ary 13, 1984 at 11:45 a.m. with Mr. Bobby Barton,
President, presiding, and with the following present:
Mr. Bobby Barton, President
Mr. Otho Davis, Executive Director
Mr. Jack Baynes, District 1
Mr. Hal Biggs, District 2
Mr. Hunter Smith, District 3
Mr. Gordon Graham, District 4
Mr. Frank Randall, District 5
Mr. Paul Zeek, District 6
Mr. Dan Libera, District 7
Mr. Roger Dennis, District 8
Mr. Jerry Rhea, District 9
Mr. Mark Smaha, District 10
Mr. Brooks Mclntyre, Financial Adviser
I. REAPPROVAL OF MAIL ITEMS:
Moved by District 1, seconded by District 5 and
carried 10-0 to reapprove all mail items previously
approved, as follows:
1. Terry L. O'Brien to Audio Visual Aids Committee.
2. Carla Stoddard to Continuing Education Com
mittee.
3. Bill Chambers to Ethics Committee.
4. Andy Clawson to Ethics Committee.
5. Henry Lyda to Ethics Committee.
6. Debra Granner-Nemeth to Ethics Committee.
7. Gretchen Schlabach to Placement Committee.
8. Larry Hall to Placement Committee.
9. Resignation of Joanne Dolcemaschio-Farley from
the Professional Education Committee.
10. Removal of Ball State University from probation
in Undergraduate Athletic Training Education Pro
gram.
11. Use of Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory by
the University of Minnesota to NATA members.
12. Travel Funds for Gary Delforge, Professional
Education Committee.
13. Placement of Mars Hill College on probation for
Undergraduate Athletic Training Education Program.
14. Professional Education Committee "Distinguish
ed Athletic Training Educator Award" to be presented
at Student Trainer Awards Banquet.
15. James Whitesel to Licensure Committee.
16. Removal of Carolyn Smith from Certification
Committee.
17. Donald Torrey to Certification Committee.
18. David Colt to Certification Committee.
19. Nathaniel Ehrlich to Certification Committee.
20. Richard Ray to Certification Committee.
21. Bradley Sherman to Research and Injury Com
mittee.
22. Russell Cagel to Research and Injury Committee.
23. Gil Etheridge to Research and Injury Committee.
24. Phil Mateja to Journal Committee.
25. Charles Moss to Certification Committee.
26. Official Endorsement of 1985 Sports Medicine
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Congress/Exposition and use of NATA logo on pro
gram and promotional materials.
II. ACCEPTANCE OF INFORMATIONAL ITEMS:
Moved by District 4, seconded by District 10 and
carried 10-0 to accept the following informational
reports:
Audio Visual Aids
History and Archives
Publications
American College Health Association
American Corrective Therapy Association
National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics
National Federation of State High School Associ
ations
National Football League Alumni
National Head and Neck Injury Registry
The reports are as follows:
1. Audio Visual Aids Committee
December 2, 1983
MEMO
TO: Otho Davis — Executive Director
FROM: Jerry Nowesnick — Chairman
Here is the new Audio-Visual Aids Committee
membership roster for 1983-84. I would like to extend
my gratitude to Bobby Barton, The Board of Directors
and to you, for your approval in me as the new
chairman. I assure you that I will do my very best for
the National Athletic Trainers Association.
1983-84 NATA Audiovisual Aids Committee
Jerry Nowesnick, Chairman
College of DuPage
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137
312-858-2800 ext. 2545
Michael Rule, Dist. I
Keaney Gymnasium
University of Rhode Island
Kingston, RI 02881
401-792-2051
G. Patrick Connors, Dist. II
Program Director
The Institute for Medicine in Sports
Hamilton Hospital Box H
Trenton, N J 08690
609-586-7900
Terry O'Brien, Dist. Ill
Towson State University
Towson, MD 21204
301-321-2737
Robert S. Gray Jr., Dist. IV
Sports Medicine Consortium
525 E: Market Street
Akron, OH 44309
216-282-6262
Jerry Weber, Dist. V
Department of Athletics
University of Nebraska
Lincoln, NE 68588
402-472-2276

Alien Eggert, Dist. VI
Rice University Box 1892
Houston, TX 77002
713-527-0942
Thomas Abdenour, Dist. VII
Head Athletic Trainer
Weber State College
Ogden, UT 84408
801-626-6501
Robert E. Smetanka, Dist. VIII
1327 31st Ave. Apt. 3
San Francisco, CA 94122
213-973-1602
James A. Madaleno, Dist. IX
Valdosta State College
Athletic Department
Valdosta, GA 31698
912-247-3317
Dennis Murphy, Dist. X
University of Montana
Field House 208
Missoula, MT 59801
406-243-4211
December?, 1983
Audio-Visual Aids Committee Responsibilities
Nowesnick - Sportsmedicine text bibliography (com
pleted and sent to NATA National Office).
Madaleno - Responsible for setting up Media Review
room at Nashville 1984.
Smetanka - Compiled audio cassette author index.
Abdenour, Connors, Eggert, Gray, Rule, Madaleno,
Weber - Updated the Audio-Visual Aids bibliography.
Murphy - Responsible for compiling updated biblio
graphy and placing on word processor.
2. The History and Archives Committee had nothing
to report for the Mid-Year Board Meeting.
3. The Publications Committee had nothing to report
for the Mid-Year Board Meeting.
4. The American College Health Association report
is as follows:
June 7, 1983
MEMO
TO: Otho Davis
FROM: Chris Patrick
Enclosed you will find a note and letter from Bruce
Melin of Washington University in St. Louis. Bruce,
along with John Omohunro of the St. Louis Cardinals
Pro Football Club, represented the NATA at the
American College Health Association meeting on May
25-28, 1983, in St. Louis.
Although Bruce makes no mention of it in the letter, I
understand that the 1984 meeting will be in Atlanta on
April 25-27, 1984.
Probably Bill McDonald from Georgia Tech should
be considered as our representative for the 1984
meeting. As I learn more, a decision can be made.

May 31, 1983
MEMO
TO: Chris Patrick
FROM: Bruce Melin
RE: Liaison with American College Health Association
and attendance at its annual meeting in St. Louis,
MO. May 25-28, 1983.
As you know from my recent communication with
you I was unable (because of Washington Univ.
baseball playoff games) to attend all sessions of the
ACHA meetings as I had planned to do. John Omohundro, athletic trainer for the St. Louis Football
Cardinals, attended the sessions on May 26th and I
attended the sessions on the afternoon of May 27th.
These sessions were the ones on Athletic Medicine.
John met Mr. Jim Dilley briefly and he also met Dr.
Louis A. Pyle, Jr. who was the moderator of the
sessions on Athletic Medicine. I met Dr. Pyle and he
and others at the sessions seemed very interested in the
NATA and were appreciative that the NATA had
representatives at the meeting of the NCHA. Both
John and I were introduced at one of the sessions that
each of us attended. Many of the physicians in
attendance are team physicians at various institutions.
The topics included in the Athletic Medicine Section
presentations are very relevant to many of the concerns
of athletic trainers and worthy of consideration for
including abstracts of some in the NATA Journal,
Athletic Training.
Both John and I were treated very graciously and
with sincere interest in athletic training and I strongly
recommend that the NATA continue its liaison with
the ACHA.
NEWSLETTER-FALL 1983
ATHLETIC MEDICINE SECTION
AMERICAN COLLEGE HEALTH ASSOCIATION
For those of you who are wondering what happened
to the Spring and Summer Newsletters, worry no more.
Somehow those seasons have passed by, and as I sit
here writing this, I realize that in less than a week, our
freshman football players will have reported to campus.
Where has the time gone?
The Section had a chance to remedy this by electing
a new secretary at the annual meeting at St. Louis last
May. Unfortunately, they didn't seize the opportunity.
Otherwise it was a great meeting, and those of you who
didn't attend missed an excellent opportunity for
professional enhancement and fellowship. Louis Pyle
did another outstanding job of putting the program
together and was elected chairman of the Section. Paul
Akers was elected vice-chairman, which also means he
will be the Section program chairman for the 1984
meeting which will be in Atlanta, April 25-28, 1984.
Paul has already started to put the Section program for
that meeting together, but I'm certain will appreciate
any suggestions. These can be sent to:
Paul Akers, MD
Student Health Service
University of South Carolina
Columbia, South Carolina 29208
I'll not attempt to review the whole Section program
at St. Louis, but there were a few items I think are
worth repeating here.
In Dr. Robert Shively's presentation on the etiology
and diagnosis of back problems, he reminded us to not
forget ankylosing spondylitis, but pointed out that
restricted chest expansion is a late sign.
Dr. Vilray Blair gave a comprehensive review of the
clinical management of back problems. He stressed
conservative management in which he included the
following:
1. Decreased activity and bed rest
2. Traction
3. Management of trigger points: injection, ultra
sound and heat-cold
4. Heat and cold
5. Pain relief medication
6. Anti-inflammatory medication
7. Muscle relaxants
8. Physical therapy
a. postural
b. Williams' exercises
c. McKenzie's exercises
9. Home exercise program
10. Spinal support
11. Epidural steroids
12. TENS
13. Manipulation
Dr. Robert Burdge gave some interesting perspectives
on the psychological stresses affecting athletes. I hope
he will put it in written form some time. And Rebecca
Rimel's presentation on some preliminary research on
the sequelae of minor head trauma was quite thought
provoking. This is an area that certainly will be getting
increasing attention
A couple rummers ago the journal Athletic
Training had the following statement, written by

James A. Michener. As we begin the new academic
year it seemed worth repeating here.
"A ship like a human being moves best when it is
slightly athwart the wind, when it has to keep its sails
tight and attend its course. Ships, like men, do poorly
when the wind is directly behind, pushing them sloppily
on their way so that no care is required in steering or in
the management of sails; the wind seems favorable, for
it blows in the direction one is heading, but actually, it
is destructive because it induces a relaxation in tension
and skill. What is needed is a wind slightly opposed to
the ship, for then tension can be maintained, and juices
can flow and ideas can germinate; for ships, like men,
respond to challenge."
The July 22, 1983 issue of Morbidity and Mortality
Weekly Report had an interesting report concerning
the erosion of dental enamel among competitive
swimmers using pools chlorinated with chlorine gas
instead of hypochlorite. Do you know how your pools
are chlorinated?
If you're not on the mailing list for Sports Mediscope,
the US Olympic Committee Sports Medicine News
letter, you may want to consider doing so. It includes a
fair amount of information including announcements
of meetings and other sports medicine activity, ab
stracts, etc. Among the future meetings receiving
particular attention are the Seminar on Therapeutic
Modalities scheduled for December 2-4, 1983, at the
Olympic Training Center, Colorado Springs; the
Olympic Scientific Congress which will be held July
19-26,1984, in Eugene, Oregon; the Second Conference
on Injuries to the Throwing Arm scheduled for January
27-29, 1984, at the Hyatt Regency Hotel, Tampa,
Florida; and the Third White House Symposium on
Physical Fitness and Sports Medicine scheduled for
November 16-17, 1983, at the Mayflower Hotel, Wash
ington, D.C.
The May-June 1983 issue includes a Nutrition Update
by Peter J. VanHandel, PH.D., Head, USOC Sports
Physiology Laboratory, and the most recent of the
USOC's Sports Medicine Fact Sheets, Competition
and Training at Altitude.
If you're interested in being included on the Sports
Mediscope mailing list, contact Carol Marturano at the
USOC Sports Medicine Library, 1750 East Boulder
Street, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80909.
At their annual meeting last May, the Big Ten Team
Physicians expressed a concern about the drain on
athletes and sports medicine personnel resulting from
the year around competition now existing in some
sports. Has that been a concern to anyone else?
The physicians were also concerned about salary
levels for certified athletic trainers. Has anyone had a
good experience in getting these raised to a level which
more adequately reflects the education required and
responsibility carried, or does anyone have some
suggestions on how this might be done? It was
suggested that a head trainer salary should be at least
as much as the offensive or defensive coordinator for
football.
The quality of The Journal of American College
Health continues to improve. Three new executive
editors were introduced at the ACHA meeting at St.
Louis last May, replacing Jim McClenahan, MD, who
has served three years, and who is also retiring as
director of the Stanford University, Cowell Health
Center this fall. The three new executive directors are
John Dorman, MD, Clifford Reifler, MD, and Jane
Zapka, ScD.
The statement concerning the Journal's scope has,
been revised and now reads as follows:

"JOURNAL OF AMERICAN COLLEGE HEALTH
SCOPE
The Journal of American College Health provides a
medium for the exchange of information relating to
health in community colleges, colleges, and univer
sities. The journal publishes articles encompassing
numerous areas of this broad field, including clinical
and preventive medicine, dentistry, environmental
health, health promotion and education, management
and administration, mental health, nursing, and sports
medicine. The editors also welcome articles relating to
consumer issues in these areas.
The journal publishes material of the following
types: 1) scientific or research articles presenting
significant new data, insight, or analysis; 2) clinical
and program notes which share clinical experiences or
interesting cases, report innovations, seek collabor
ation in clinical studies or evaluations of services, or
otherwise add life to the college and university health
scene, 3) viewpoints on professional, ethical, organiz
ational, social, economic, political, and other topics.
The journal also publishes editorials, "state-of-the-art"
reviews, relevant abstracts from the professional
literature, book reviews, and letters to the editor.
The Journal of American College Health is intended
for health professionals; for physicians, psychologists,
and other professionals interested in adolescent and

young adult health issues: for college and university
administrators and student affairs personnel; and for
students, both as preprofessionals and as consumers."
In the past members of the Athletic Medicine Section
have not submitted very many articles, etc. for publi
cation in the Journal. This should not be so. There is a
fair amount of expertise in our membership, and this
should be shared through the Journal. Send your
manuscripts to Mary Anna Bloch, Managing Editor,
Journal of American College Health, Heldref Publi
cation, 4000 Albemarle Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.
20016.
The Joint Commission on Competitive Safeguards
and Medical Aspects of Sports held its annual meeting
June 11-12,1983, in connection with the annual meeting
of the National Athletic Trainers Association. Again
this year some time was spent discussing the future of
the Commission. There was general agreement that it
should continue to meet on an annual basis to address
the specific concerns brought to it by each of its
member organizations. The representatives of each
organization are to submit to the chairman specific
items they would like to have on the agenda. Con
sequently, if the readers of this newsletter have
suggestions for issues that should be dealt with, these
suggestions should be submitted to the ACHA repre
sentatives, Major Gladden, Don Cooper or me.
The American College of Sports Medicines document
"Who Speaks for Sports Medicine" was not available
at the time of the Joint Commission meeting, but has
now been distributed. Copies can be obtained from the
ACSM office. While it has documented the need and
desire for increased communication among the several
organizations involved in the field of sports medicine,
and suggests a liaison council as a conduit rather than
an "umbrella", it makes no specific recommendations
for action.
Dick Schindler from the National Federation of
State High School Associations reviewed the 1982
fatality report. Most alarming were the three deaths
resulting from pole-vaulting. The Commission was
disappointed that NAIRS will no longer be able to
service the college and university community because
of lack of financial support. It's interesting to note that
some professional sports are continuing to support
NAIRS, however. The NFL, USFL, and some profes
sional baseball teams will continue their participation.
A copy of the book "Sports Medicine: Health Care for
Young Athletes" was available for review at the
Commission. This book has been put together by the
American Academy of Pediatrics and is worth in
cluding in your library.
There still seems to be some difference of opinion as
to the best mechanism for paying for the costs
resulting from a catastrophic athletic injury. There is,
however, now one commercial catastrophic injury
insurance plan which was discussed at the Commission
meeting which claims to be the answer. Apparently a
number of high schools and junior colleges are pur
chasing the coverage.
The Board of Directors of the National Operating
Committee on Standards for Athletic Equipment had
its semi-annual meeting at Chicago, July 21, 1983. Of
continuing concern is the significant debt being carried
by the organization. It was reported that $93,500 was
due Wayne State University through June 1983.
Consequently, it was necessary to cut back on the
amount of work to be done, for the next six months at
least. It is hoped that the surcharge on football and
baseball helmets along with donations from concerned
organizations will correct this situation soon.
There was considerable discussion concerning the
football helmet warning label, particularly relating to
the fact that it is now expected to be placed on the
outside of the shell as well as inside. It was recognized
that there could not be a uniform location in view of the
variety of helmet surface designs, but the need to have
it somewhere on the outside was stressed. Also, the
legal liability assumed when insufficient warning is
provided an athlete that he can sustain a catastrophic
injury through normal involvement in football was
emphasized. Each school needs to evaluate what they
do concerning this very carefully. A film "A Report on
Serious Football Injuries", commonly known as the
"Failure to Warn" movie, was shown at the NOCSAE
meeting and is available from the Athletic Institute for
those who would like to use it in their program. It offers
a comprehensive, factual assessment of the risk of
injury or death from participation in football, and
includes much of the latest injury data as well as
information on recent measures such as rule and
equipment changes. The Athletic Institute address is
200 Castlewood Drive, Kortle Palm Beach, Florida,
33408. I understand that a firm in Iowa is also
producing a film that can be used as a part of a
program to provide adequate warning to the football
player and his family about the risks of football
participation.
It was also agreed that the NOCSAE Manual will be
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revised. This is a useful document for members of our
Section to have, but I'm not certain how many of you
are aware of its existence. If you would like a copy of
the revision when it's ready, let me know.
Editors note: This would be a much more useful
newsletter if each of you would send me items for
inclusion. They might include abstracts of interesting
articles, case reports or other interesting clinical
experiences, summaries of meetings attended, etc.
Please help!
John M. Miller, M.D., Secretary
Athletic Medicine Section
5. The American Corrective Therapy Association
report is as follows:
TO: The NATA Board of Directors
FROM: Jeff Fair, American Corrective Therapy
Association Liaison
SUBJECT: NATA Mid-Year Agenda Report
The American Corrective Therapy Association will
hold its 37th Annual Scientific and Clinical Conference
on July 9-13, 1984 in Chicago, Illinois.
It is recommended to the Board of Directors that an
appropriate representative from the NATA attend this
national meeting as our Liaison.
July 15, 1983
TO: Jeff Fair
FROM: Bobby Gunn
RE: 36th ACTA Conference
On behalf of NATA I attended the Board of Gover
nors Meetings and the Scientific and Clinical Con
ference from July 9 through July 15,1983. Enclosed are
reports, printouts, etc., from the meetings.
This organization has a nucleus of dedicated,
intelligent people who carry the load. The ACTA is not
numerically large, but has a history of careful, precise
growth. As stated before, the growth problems of
ACTA and NATA parallel one another, and continue
to be similar, particularly concerning state licensure.
The officers of ACTA were very appreciative of
NATA sending a representative to their meetings and
the members present were friendly and cooperative.
NATA should certainly continue liaison with this
group, in fact, should institute increased dialogue by
the officers of each organization.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert H. Gunn
A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
ACTA
J.R. Malpass
STATE LICENSURE
The issue of state licensure for corrective therapists
is of major concern and a stated project of several
chapters nationwide. In my home state of Oregon, a
state license is required by the health care professional
for state or third party reimbursement. In a recent
Oregon case, the owner of a residential home-care
setting for spinal cord injured, strongly desired to hire
a Certified Corrective Therapist. The owner had
previously employed physical therapists, but was
unable to retain them on staff because the position in
question was part-time. The owner was particularly
impressed by the skills of a Certified Corrective
Therapist in that the C.C.T. had not only offered a
program of direct patient treatment, but also, education
and training for the staff nursing aides and wheelchair
sports and recreational outings for the clients. The
owner, who depends in part, on State of Oregon funds
to finance his care facility, was told that the state
would not pay for the services of a C.C.T. stating the
major factor as "lack of a state licensing board."
Although the Corrective Therapist had agreed to
work for considerably less than the standard wage
scale the P.T. received, the financial factor was of no
concern for state board of health bureaucrats, who,
traditionally "resist change," are separated from the
reality of the situation by not only distance, but by a
well established "routine" of order and policy.
Oregon State law "could be" interpreted to allow a
Certified Corrective Therapist employment in state
and private situations, but we cannot realistically
expect a state employee within the health department
to risk his/her job over a decision that would almost
certainly be questioned. The law must be changed to
include corrective therapists, by name, as providers of
health care.
Since 1981 there has been an effort to return decision
making power to the individual states. This means
that the decisions relative to who is qualified to provide
a health-related service within the state, will increas
ingly rest with the individual state agencies. All the
more reason that corrective therapists should seek
state licensure!
MECHANICS OF STATE LICENSURE
1. Drafting the licensure bill
The Government and Legal Affairs Division can be
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of assistance by providing model bills and reviewing
the draft before it is in final form. There is a need to
negotiate with other associations such as the physical
therapists, occupational therapists, physicians and
consumer groups to gain support for the bill. This point
is important because, (a) this indicates that you intend
to include other professions in decisions affecting
mutual issues, (b) other health professionals will want
to ensure that the bill does not contain legal impli
cations for their own practices and (c) include valuable
support may be gained when the bill is in the
legislature.
2. Gain support of a member of the legislature who
will introduce and support a Corrective Therapy
licensure bill. The basic problem in completing this
point is that corrective therapists represent (in most
states) a small special interest group that lacks the
necessary voter impact to provide the "punch" neces
sary to power a bill.
3. After a licensure bill is introduced to the legislature,
it will be referred to a committee that has jurisdiction
over bills that concern licensing of health care profes
sionals. This legislative committee should be the most
important focus of the association's lobbying effort.
The committee members study the bill, hold a public
hearing, and make amendments to the bill. If the bill
meets approval of a majority of the committee, it is
reported out of the committee and to the floor of the
House or Senate for a final vote.
4. If both the House and the Senate approve the bill,
it is sent to the Governor for further action.*
As one can see from the steps necessary for a state
licensure bill, the process is one that involves a
tremendously active and involved local chapter
membership. The process need not involve a great deal
of money. The licensure process does involve time and
commitment from chapter members! The American
Corrective Therapy Association will support local,
state and chapters in their efforts in licensure bills. The
A.C.T.A. can provide brochures to be used in public
relations, provide testimony at state hearings, write
letters to legislatures and more, but the real effort must
come from the corrective therapist, at the chapter level,
who is committed to positive action and change.
* Mechanics of State Licensure taken in part from:
Jane D. Davy and Mary Peters. State Licensure for
Occupational Therapists: Nationally Speaking.
The American Journal of Occupational Therapy
Volume 36, Number 7, pp. 431-432.
J.R. Malpass
6. The National Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics report is as follows:
November 14, 1983
MEMO
TO: Otho Davis, Executive Director, NATA
FROM: Al Ortolani, NATA Liaison Officer
RE: Mid-Year Liaison Report
The enclosed material will be the NATA Liaison
Report.
I thought the NATA would be interested in knowing
who makes up our certified body of NATA Trainers. A
list of our NATA Trainers is attached to this report.
It is the wish of the NAIA to keep its affiliation with
the NATA because we are in definite need of NATA
guidance.
1. That an N AIA—ATA representative be assigned as
an NAIA representative to the Joint Commission
on Competitive Safeguards and Medical Aspects
of Sports Committee to attend the annual meeting
held in conjunction with the NATA annual meet
ing. That this representative be reimbursed from
the NAIA-ATA funds for one nights' lodging
(single rate) and meal expenses for one day within
the NAIA guidelines.
NAIAC/ADA recommends approval.
NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE AC
TION: Approval.
2. That an NAIA-ATA Certified Trainer be assigned
to all NAIA national events when possible.
Funding of transportation, housing and meals
should be underwritten by the event sponsor, when
applicable, with subsidy available from the NAIAATA budget when not possible.
NAIAC/ADA recommends approval.
NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE AC
TION: Approval.
3. That the following awards or recognition program
be approved for NAIA-ATA:
Certificate of Merit
a. Must have a minimum of five (5) years service
as a certified trainer at an NAIA member
institution,
b. Must have served as a trainer at an NAIA
national event - or c. Must have had an article printed in the NAIA
NEWS.

Recognition of Service Award
a. Must have a minimum of ten (10) years service
as a certified trainer at an NAIA member
institution,
b. Must have served as a trainer at a minimum of
two NAIA national events,
c. Must have had an article printed in the NAIA
NEWS - or - served as trainer for an NAIA
International tour.
HALL OF FAME - Meritorious - Service Trainer
a. Must have 20 years of service as a trainer, the
majority of which must have been at an NAIA
member institution,
b. Must have served as a trainer at a minimum of
five (5) NAIA district, area or national events.
Must have worked to advance the profession
within the NAIA by completing one or more of
the following:
1. have had an article printed in the NAIA
NEWS.
2. served as a trainer on an NAIA inter
national trip.
3. held an NAIA-ATA national office or
served on an NAIA committee
NAIAC/ADA recommends approval.
NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE AC
TION: Approval.
4. That the NAIA-ATA Executive Officers meet in
Kansas City in March in conjunction with the
NAIA National Convention and that travel to the
meeting be funded through honorariums using the
same procedures established by the NAIAC
NAIAC/ADA recommends approval.
NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE AC
TION: Approval.
5. That a booth be provided during the NAIA
National Convention for the NAIAC/ AT A in order
to promote athletic training and enhance profes
sional growth.
NAIAC/ADA recommends approval of concept not applicable for NAIAC/ADA.
NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE AC
TION - Approval, provided a booth is available.
7. The National Federation of State High School
Association (NFSHSA) had nothing to report for the
Mid-Year Board Meeting.
8. The National Football League Alumni had nothing
to report for the Mid-Year Board Meeting.
9. The National Athletic Head & Neck Injury Registry
report is as follows:
November 15, 1983
MEMO
TO: Otho Davis, ATC — Executive Director, NATA
FROM: Joseph J. Vegso, ATC — Liaison Represent
ative
RE: Liaison Agent - National Athletic Head and
Neck Injury Registry.
I have no new information to report as liaison to the
National Athletic Head and Neck Injury Registry.
The 1983 survey will be mailed in early January. We
look forward to an excellent response for the NATA
membership. We thank you in advance for your help
and support.

///. CAREER INFORMATION SERVICES:

Moved by District 6, seconded by District 5 and
carried 10-0 to table item 4 of the report concerning
revision of the non-dated material in the brochure and
to accept the other items concerning membership,
committee function and current activity as infor
mation.
TO: Board of Directors
FROM: Charles 0. Demers
DATE: November 11, 1983
RE: Mid-Year Career Information & Services Com
mittee Report
Membership
I.
Charles 0. Demers, Chairman
Deerfield Academy
Deerfield, MA 01342
(413-772-0241)
Robert Behnke
Indiana State University
Terre Haute, IN 47802
(812-232-6311)
Fred Kelley
Dartmouth College
Hanover, NH 03755
(603-646-2472)

V. ETHICS

Moved by District 5, seconded by District 8 and
carried 10-0 to request Mr. Patrick and his committee to
develop a written proposal to be delivered by May 1,
1984, concerning the use and misuse of the NATA logo

by individual members.
The Board reviewed and discussed in detail the
information contained in Mr. Graham's letter under
date of July 5, 1983 concerning the use of the NATA
logo on letterheads and his suggestion that because of
legislative and court relaxation of professional adver
tising and the encouragement of the exercise of
freedom of speech, that the committee may wish to
rethink the present posture on some of these items.
Following a lengthy discussion, it was moved by
District 8, seconded by District 1 and carried 10-0 that
this matter be returned to Mr. Graham for the workup
of a statement based on his knowledge of the matter
and the Board's discussion, this then to be referred to
the Ethics Board for its June meeting for any action it
may desire to take.
October 4, 1983
MEMO
TO: Otho Davis
FROM: Chris Patrick
The Ethics Committee is presently made up of: Wes
Jordan, District 1; Kent Falb, District 4; Anita Wheelis,
District 5; Cash Birdwell, District 6; and Kevin O'Neill,
District 10. However, I am awaiting the action of the
President, the Board, and the Executive Director on
names recently submitted as potential additions to the
Ethics Committee. The resumes of Andy Clawson,
District 3; Debbie Granner Nemeth, District 4; Bill
Chambers, District 8; and Henry "Sang" Lyda, District
9 were submitted earlier this fall for consideration and
approval.
Upon the Chairman's request and direction, the
duties of the committee membership are to investigate,
report upon and make recommendation of action on
the complaints and irregularities of our Association as
brought forth to the NATA membership. The Chair
person then evaluates the materials and makes a
recommendation of action to the Board of Directors,
President and Executive Director.
It should perhaps be noted at this time since the '83
National Meeting in Denver, the committee has
received no complaints from the membership. Either
our membership doesn't care enough to report viola
tions or our people are living by the Code. Hopefully, it
is the latter rather than the former.
Hopefully, your information needs have been fulfilled
via this report.
November 14, 1983
Mr. John Bolvin
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh PA 15213
Dear Mr. Bolvin:
Subject: Assault of John Bolvaroti
The National Athletic Trainers' Association, Inc. is
quite concerned over a recent incident that occurred at
the University of Pittsburgh involving the striking of a
student trainer by an assistant football coach. The
Association has continuing interest in the well being of
all its members. It has a particular interest in student
trainers since they are impressionable and their notions
about athletic training are formed for a lifetime while
they are in college.
I am told that you are conducting an investigation
into the incident and I want you to be aware of the
Association's interest. I will maintain contact with you
as your investigation progresses. Please let me know if
we can be of assistance.
Sincerely,
Otho Davis, ATC
Executive Director
Welsey W. Posvar, Ph.D.
Chancellor

VI. GRANTS AND SCHOLARSHIPS

Moved by District 8, seconded by District 4 and
carried 10-0 that the Directors screen their individual
districts for qualified replacements concerning the
Chairmanship of the Grants and Scholarships Com
mittee, that any suggested names by submitted to the
President by May 1, 1984 for consideration by the
Board at its June meeting.
Moved by District 4, seconded by District 7 and
carried 10-0 that Mr. Newell's request to extend to
March 1 the deadline for the receipt of applications be
approved.
Moved by District 5, seconded by District 4 and
carried 10-0 that during the Student Trainer Scholar
ships Banquet that only NATA Scholarships be
presented at that time, with the provision that District
Scholarship winners may be listed in the printed
program.

June 27, 1983
Mr. William Newell
Physical Therapy Department
Student Hospital
Purdue University
Lafayette, IN 47907
Dear Pinky:
Good to see you and see that you are looking so well
in Denver.
Just wanted to drop you a short note so you have
something in your files to confirm my offer to provide a
donation of $2,500 to the National Athletic Trainers
Association this next year that can be used in any
manner that you please. If you decide at a later date
that you prefer to use it for something other than the
Student Trainer function, that is fine with me.
I will try to drop down to see you guys at some time in
the near future. It just seems there are not enough
hours in the day or days in the week right now to get
everything done. Hopefully, I can get better organized
and stop and see my cronies.
All the best. Keep in touch.
Sincerely,
Richard L. Hoover
President
Physical Therapy Services, Ltd.
RLH/cbb
II.

III.

IV.

Committee Function
The specific Committee function is responsi
bility for publication of the Career Information
Brochure and serving as a ready resource for
career information.
Current Activity
The Committee has updated the Career Pub
lication to reflect changes in Certification
procedures and approved educational program
listing. The bulk of the recent printing (20,000
copies) is presently in the possession of the
NATA office for distribution. The current
system of filling requests for brochures through
the National Office continues to be effective.
Future Considerations
Although the nondated material contained in
the brochure remains pertinent and appro
priately informative, it seems that it would be
a good point in time to revise the brochure
prior to the next printing.

IV. DR UG ED VGA TION:

Moved by District 10, seconded by District 3 and
carried 10-0 to accept the letter written by Mr. Wells
under date of November 18, 1983 for informational
purposes.

November 18, 1983
Dear Otho,
The Drug Education Committee will submit all
informational items for the June, 1984, meeting. We
have no business items to submit at this time.
In regard to your letter of November 11,1983, there is
no change in the Drug Education Committee assign
ments, so therefore, here again is the same information
submitted previously.
John Wells, Chairman
Mars Hill College
Mars Hill, NC 28754
Office 704-689-1214
Training Room 704-689-1190
Home 704-689-2878
Responsibilities; Chairman, drug education research,
writing, reference source
Scott Biron, Head Athletic Trainer
University of New Hampshire
Durham, NH 03824
603-862-1850
Responsibilities: Literature review, journal writing,
research
Sincerely,
John Wells
July 13, 1983
Richard L. Hoover
President

PHYSICAL THERAPY SERVICES, LTD

Woodfield Office Campus
1100 Woodfield Road
Schaumburg IL 60195
Dear Dick:
It was most considerate of you to donate the twentyfive hundred dollars to our Grants & Scholarship
Committee. These funds will be used to defray costs of
the Student Trainer Awards Banquet.

I sincerely appreciate your continued interest and
contributions to our Association, but most of all I
appreciate your friendship.
Sincerely,
Otho Davis, ATC
Executive Director
cc: Wm. E. Newell
October 24, 1983
MEMO
TO: President, NATA
District Directors, NATA
District Secretaries, NATA
Executive Director, NATA
FROM: William E. Newell
Chairman, NATA Committee on Grants and
Scholarships
RE: Association Scholarships
The Committee on Educational Grants and Scholar
ships asks your assistance in publicizing scholarship
monies available through your Association.
In the past, the applicants have been most competi
tive in abilities, educational backgrounds, and extra
curricular activities, so only exceptional persons should
be nominated.
It is regrettable that more funds are not available at
this time, but this is something the Committee is
continually striving to correct.
Thank you for your help.

VII. INTERNATIONAL GAMES:

Following a broad discussion concerning NATA
representation at the International Games and liaison
with the U.S. Olympic Committee, it was moved by
District 3, seconded by District 7 and carried 10-0 that
the President of the NATA be sent as NATA Liaison to
the U.S.O.C. meetings and in the event he could not
attend, that he be permitted to send an individual he
foresees as being a good NATA representative.

VIII. ACCEPTANCE OF POLICY #18:

Moved by District 6, seconded by District 7 and
carried 10-0 that Policy #18 be accepted as an NATA
principle and to become an official policy of the
Association.
Policy Number 18 is as follows:
Policy 18

EXPLANATION OF THE ROLE OF THE
ATHLETIC TRAINER
The Board of Directors of the National Athletic
Trainers' Association, Inc. has established the follow
ing response to all questions pertaining to the role of
the athletic trainer.
All inquiries after June 13, 1983 will be sent, at the
inquirer's expense, a copy of the following:
1.
The National Athletic Trainers' Association, Inc.
Procedures for Certification.
2.
The National Athletic Trainers' Association, Inc.
Role Delineation Study as approved by the
National Commission of Health Certifying Agen
cies.
3.
The current model legislation recommended for
state legislation.
The decision was reached after six months of
thorough study by the Board of Directors of the
National Athletic Trainers' Association, Inc. This
decision should provide the stimulus for state by state
cooperation between allied health groups and state
athletic trainers' associations.

IX. LETTER FROM MR. TOM MILLER:

Attention was called to a communication from Mr.
Miller inquiring as to the NATA spokesman for Sports
Medicine and the letter of reply from Mr. Otho Davis. It
was moved by District 1, seconded by District 2 and
carried 10-0 to approve the letter written in reply to Mr.
Miller's letter as the official reaction of the Board of
Directors to his request.

X. FINANCIAL REPORT:

The Board received from the Financial Adviser, Mr.
Mclntyre, and considered in detail current update
review as to the Association's finances, following
which it was moved by District 6, seconded by District
10 and carried 10-0 that the general report as presented
by Mr. Mclntyre be approved.
After a discussion by both Mr. Davis and Mr.
Mclntyre as to the advantages of making a change in
the present contract for administrative services to a
full-time employee status, it was moved by District 6,
seconded by District 10 and carried 10-0 that the Board
approve authorization for a switch from contracted
administrative services to that involving full-time
NATA employees.
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XI. NATA BYLAW REVISIONS:
Following an extensive review of the proposed NATA
Bylaw revisions presented with the Chairmen of the
Certification Committee, Continuing Education Com
mittee and Professional Education Committee present,
it was moved by District 6, seconded by District 5 and
carried 10-0 that the proposed changes to Articles XII,
XIII and XXX, Code I, Certified Membership and Code
2, Associate Membership be accepted for approval of
the membership as follows:
ARTICLE XII
Board of Certification
Section 1 Selection of Chairman: Appointed by the
President of the National Athletic Trainers
Association with agreement of the Execu
tive Director and approval of the Board of
Directors from the Certified membership of
the Association.
Section 2 Term of Office: Two years and may be
reappointed with approval of the NATA
Board of Directors.
Section 3 Board Members: There will be one (1)
Certified Trainer member from each NATA
District plus Public Consumer members.
Section 4

Section 5

Section 6

Section 7

Section 8

Selection of Certified Athletic Trainer
Board Members: Each NATA District
Director shall submit three (3) names of
Certified Athletic Trainers from his/her
District to the Chairman of the Board of
Certification. The Chairman of the Board
of Certification will select one (1) of the
names submitted from each NATA District.
Selection of Public Consumer Board
Members: Each Certified Athletic Trainer
member of the Board of Certification shall
submit one (1) name of a Public Consumer
individual to the Chairman of the Board of
Certification. The Public Consumer mem
bers will be selected by the Board of
Certification. The ratio will be three (3)
Certified Athletic Trainer members to one
(1) Public Consumer member. The Public
Consumer members will have full privi
leges.
Term of Office for Certified Athletic Trainer
Members: Two years and may be reap
pointed by the Chairman of the Board of
Certification for one (1) additional term.
Term of Office for Public Consumer
Members: One year and may be reappointed
by the Chairman of the Board of Certifi
cation for no more than two (2) additional
terms.
Functions and Responsibilities:
1. Establish the Certification Office pro
cedure for receiving, evaluating and
processing applications to take the
Certification Examination.
2. Responsible for the establishment of
all individual requirements for certi
fication and maintenance of certifica
tion.
3. Responsible for examination develop
ment and contact.
4. Responsible for coordinating and sup
ervising the administration and grad
ing of all certification examinations.
5. Responsible for establishment of scores
required to pass the certification exam
ination.
6. Responsible for establishing fees for
the certification examination.
7. Responsible for maintaining financial
record of funds, income and expendi
tures.
8. Responsible for negotiation of contrac
tual arrangements with recognized
educational testing services.
9. Responsible for establishing and im
plementing an appeals process for
certification.
10. Responsible for selection and appoint
ment of Public Consumer members to
the Board of Certification.
11. Responsible for certifying the candidate
after the candidate's fulfillment of all
requirements and the candidates's
passing the certification examination.
12. Responsible for periodic review of
Continuing Education Requirements.
13. Responsible for establishment of fees
for the recording of CEUs for non-
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member Certified Athletic Trainers.
ARTICLE XIII
Continuing Education Units Committee
Section 1 Selection of Chairman: Appointed by the
President with agreement of the Executive
Director and approval of the Board of
Directors from the Certified Membership of
the Association.
Section 2 Term of Office: Two years and may be
reappointed with approval of the Board of
Directors.
Section 3 Committee Members: One (1) member from
each NATA District.
Section 4 Selection of Committee Members: Recom
mended by the Chairman, appointed by the
President with agreement of the Executive
Director and approval of the Board of
Directors from the Certified membership of
the Association.
Section 5 Term of Office: One year and may be
reappointed with approval of the Board of
Directors.
Section 6 Functions and Responsibilities:
1. To formulate general policies and pro
cedures for handling Continuing Edu
cation Units (CEUs).
2. Assign CEU value to specific meetings,
courses and other activities through
which members can earn CEUs.
3. Provide direction, organization and
input into educational programs for
the certified and associate classifica
tion at the national, district and state
level.
ARTICLE XXX
Membership Provisions and Dues
Section 1 Membership Classes
1.0.0
CERTIFIED Code 1
1.1.0
Qualifications for Membership:
Must be an NATA Certified Athletic
Trainer (ATC)
1.2.0
Dues:
National: $75.00 per year, plus District
Dues
1.3.0
Certified and Retired-Certified members
only are entitled to vote on NATA affairs
and to hold NATA office.
1.4.0
Provisions for maintaining Certified
Membership in the National Athletic
Trainers Association, Inc.
1.4.1
A person who is Certified by the Board of
Certification of NATA, Inc. is eligible for
Certified Membership as long as he/she
meets the Continuing Education require
ments and pays the annual membership
dues.
1.4.2
A Certified member who fails to pay his/her
annual dues during the prescribed period
will have the membership suspended until
dues are paid. A suspended Certified
member will be assessed non-member fees
for NATA services yet to be.
1.4.3
A Certified Athletic Trainer who is a
member of NATA who does not fulfill the
Continuing Education requirement will
have his/her membership placed on pro
bation until the CEU requirement is ful
filled.
1.4.4
Continuing Education Units (CEUs) shall
be defined and designated by the Con
tinuing Education Committee and approved
by the Board of Certification.
1.4.5
To maintain Certification a minimum of
six (6) Continuing Education Units (CEUs)
shall be accumulated every three (3)
calendar years. The three calendar year
periods shall be determined by the Con
tinuing Education Committee.
1.4.6
Continuing Education Units (CEUs) earned
in excess of the minimum for a specific
three (3) calendar year period cannot be
counted for or applied to any subsequent
three (3) calendar year period.
1.4.7
A Certified Athletic Trainer is responsible
for sending to the NATA National Office
an approved statement of any Continuing
Education Units (CEUs) to be entered on
his/her record. Such a statement must be
sent to the National Office within thirty

1.4.8

1.4.9

1.5.0

1.5.1

2.0.0
2.1.0
2.1.1
2.1.2

2.1.3

2.2.0

2.2.1

2.2.2

2.2.3

2.2.4

2.2.5

2.2.6

(30) days after the data of accruing such
units.
A Certified Athletic Trainer who does not
accumulate a recorded number of CEUs in
a designated three (3) calendar year period
equal to at least the minimum requirement
shall have his/her Certification placed on
probation by the Board of Certification.
The person has the right to appeal.
If a person whose Certification is on
probation does not accumulate sufficient
CEUs to make up a deficiency from mini
mum requirements within two (2) years
after the date of his/her probation, his/her
Certification shall be cancelled by the
Board of Certification. The person has the
right to appeal.
During a period of probation for failure to
accumulate sufficient CEUs the individual
must earn CEUs to cover the deficient
period and also for the current three (3)
year period.
During a period of Certification probation
for failure to accumulate sufficient CEUs a
Certified member who wishes to maintain
continuous membership must pay dues on
time.
ASSOCIATE Code 2
Qualfications for Membership:
Have a Bachelor's or advanced degree
from a college or university.
Currently making progress toward the
fulfillment of the requirement for
NATA Certification under a and/or b
as follows:
a. Enrollment in one or more aca
demic courses in an accredited
college or university that are re
lated to the fulfillment of the
requirements for NATA Certifica
tion.
b. Currently acquiring acceptable
supervised athletic training work
hours under the supervision of an
NATA Certified Athletic Trainer.
Such hours must conform to the
description of the character of
supervised work hours indicated
in the requirements for Certifica
tion.
An Associate member in good standing
as of June 15, 1982 shall be allowed to
continue membership in this class as
long as he/she continues to pay dues
and abides by the Continuing Educa
tion (CEU) requirement effective for
this class of membership.
To be eligible for continuance of
Associate membership the person must
accumulate at least six (6) Continuing
Education Units (CEUs) every three
(3) calendar years. (The effective date
of this paragraph shall be January 1,
1985.)
An Associate member who fails to pay
annual dues during the prescribed
period will have the membership sus
pended until the dues are paid. A
suspended Associate member will be
assessed non-member fees for NATA
services.
An Associate member of NATA who
does not fulfill the Continuing Educa
tion requirement will have his/her
membership placed on probation until
the CEU requirement is fulfilled.
Continuing Education Units (CEUs)
shall be defined and designated by the
Continuing Education Committee and
approved by the Board of Directors.
To maintain Associate membership a
minimum of six (6) Continuing Edu
cation Units (CEUs) shall be accumu
lated every three (3) calendar years.
The three calendar year period shall be
determined by the Continuing Educa
tion Committee.
Continuing Education Units (CEUs)
earned in excess of the minimum for a
specific three (3) calendar year period
cannot be counted for or applied to any
subsequent three (3) calendar year
period.
An Associate member is responsible

for sending to the NATA National
Office an approved statement of any
Continuing Education Units (CEUs)
to be entered on his/her record. Such a
statement must be sent to the National
Office within thirty (30) days after the
date of acquiring such units.
2.2.7

2.2.8

An Associate member who does not
accumulate a recorded number of CEUs
in a designated three (3) calendar year
period equal to at least the minimum
requirement shall have his/her mem
bership placed on probation by the
Membership Committee.
If a person whose membership is placed
on probation does not accumulate
sufficient CEUs to make up a deficiency
from minimum requirements within
two (2) years after date of his/her
probation, his/her membership shall
be cancelled by the Membership Com
mittee.

g.

During a period of probation for failure
to accumulate sufficient CEUs the
person must earn CEUs to cover the
deficient period and also for the current
three (3) calendar year period.

h.

2.2.9

During a period of membership pro
bation dues shall be paid on time.

2.3.0

Associate members are not entitled to
vote on NATA affairs or to hold NATA
office.

2.3.1

Dues:
National: $75 per year plus District
dues.

XII. PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE:
Moved by District 8, seconded by District 1 and
carried 9-0-1, with District 3 abstaining, that the
resignation of Al Proctor be accepted from the Profes
sional Education Committee.
Moved by District 7, seconded by District 2 and
carried 9-1-0, with District 3 being in opposition, that
the following individuals be appointed to the PEC
effective February 13, 1984, be approved: Janet Guilfoyle (Northeastern University), Pete Koehneke (Canisius College) and David Leight (University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse)
Moved by District 5, seconded by District 6 and
carried 9-0, with Mr. Rhea being absent, that the
following changes in the 1980 edition of the under
graduate Guidelines by approved.
a.

IP

f.

Add to the undergraduate Guidelines (Section II,
C, 1, c,p. 11) the following: "The amount of release
time should be consistent with departmental or
institutional policy but must be deemed appropriate
in view of the administrative responsibilities of the
program director."
b. Add to the undergraduate Guidelines (Section II,
G, 1, p.20) the following: "As defined by the NATA,
"clinical experience" involves provisions for the
athletic training student to develop specified
technical skills and knowledge through direct
application of comprehensive health care services
in a clinical setting."
c. Add to the undergraduate Guidelines (Section II,
G, 2, p.20) the following: "At the discretion of the
sponsoring institution, additional clinical experi
ence as previously described may be required. In
addition, the student's clinical experiences can
often be enhanced by directed observations prior
to formal acceptance into the clinical aspect of the
program. As defined by the NATA, "directed
observation" involves planned student observation
of the health care practices of the athletic trainer
and other sports medicine personnel in a clinical
setting. The emphasis in clinical observation is on
orientation and development of a knowledge of the
respective roles of sports medicine personnel rather
than on performance or direct application of
technical skills and knowledge. Time spent in
directed observation shall not be counted toward
completion of the student's 300 clock hour clinical
experience requirement."
d. Add to the undergraduate Guidelines (Section II,
G, 2, a, p.21) the following: "The term "athletic
training room" is defined as a designated physical
facility located within an educational institution
or a professional sports complex in which com
prehensive athletic health care services are
provided to competitive athletes. Comprehensive
athletic health care services include practice and
game preparation (taping, bandaging, application
of protective padding, etc.), injury/illness evalu
ation, first aid and emergency care, follow-up care,
rehabilitation, and related services."
e. Add to the undergraduate Guidelines (Section II,
G, 2, c, p.22) the following: "As defined by the

NATA, "affiliated clinical settings" include ath
letic training rooms and athletic team practices
and games in high schools, junior/community
colleges, other four-year colleges and universities,
or professional sports organizations."
Add to the undergraduate Guidelines (Section II,
G, 2, c, p.22) the following: "National Athletic
Trainers Association approval for use of affiliated
clinical settings is given only on request by the
sponsoring institution and only in those instances
in which the proposed setting is utilized on a
continuous yearly basis by a reasonable number of
students in the athletic training education pro
gram. In addition, approval for use of affiliated
clinical settings is given only in cases where the
proposed setting is located within the immediate
geographical vicinity of the sponsoring institu
tion."
Add to the undergraduate Guidelines (Section II,
G, 2, c, p.22) the following: "Continual communi
cation between the program director and all
affiliated clinical instructors must be maintained
with respect to scheduling of clinical experiences,
evaluation of student progress, and other matters
affecting the student's learning experiences."
Delete Section III of 1980 undergraduate Guide
lines and add Section III of 1983 undergraduate
Guidelines.

Moved by District 8, seconded by District 7 and
carried 9-0-1, with District 1 abstaining, that the
undergraduate athletic training education program at
Northeastern University be placed on probation for a
one-year period effective February 13,1984 (compliance
with NATA Guidelines to be demonstrated by 1985
mid-year Board meeting) due to violations of the
Guidelines as follows: Sections 1,D; II,B,2; II,B,4;
II.C.4; II.D.2; II,D,3; II.D.6; II.E; II.F.l; II,G,1; II,G,2,b;
II,G,2,c; II,H and ILL
Moved by District 1, seconded by District 4 and
carried 7-3-0, with Districts 3, 6 and 9 being in
opposition that the NATA cosponsor, with the Uni
versity of Oregon, an Isokinetic and Manual Therapy
Workshop in Sports Medicine to be held July 14-18, in
Eugene, Oregon, utilizing a $2,500 grant from Johnson
and Johnson.
Moved by District 2, seconded by District 10 and
carried 10-0, that an addendum PEC 1983-1984 budget
request in the amount of $2,300 be approved to cover
the cost of printing and postage associated with
preparation and distribution of the Competencies in
Athletic Training through the NATA National Office.

XIII. CERTIFICATION COMMITTEE:

Moved by District 8, seconded by District 6 and
carried 10-0 to accept the Chairman's report for
informational purposes.

XIV. CONTINUING EDUCATION COMMITTEE:

Moved by District 10, seconded by District 8 and
carried 10-0 to accept the report concerning deficient
members and the appeals process timetable for in
formational purposes.

XV. JOURNAL:

The Board noted the reports as submitted by the
Journal Committee Chairman under date of November
4, 1983 and November 18, 1983, with the recommend
ations contained therein being acted upon as follows:
Moved by District 6, seconded by District 1 and
carried 10-0, to approve the recommendation for two
nights, meals, and travel for Barb Manning, Journal
Representative, to attend the annual meeting in
Nashville, June 1984.
Moved by District 8, seconded by District 4 and
carried 10-0 to approve the recommendation for one
night and three meals for Steve Yates to attend the
annual meeting in Nashville, June 1984.

XVI. LICENSURE:

Moved by District 7, seconded by District 4 and
carried 10-0 to delay the revision of the Model Act by
the Licensure Committee until April 1st.

XVII. MEMBERSHIP:

Attention was called to the October 17, 1983 letter
written by Mr. Melin to all District Secretaries, Mr.
Davis, the National Office and President Barton to
forward to him any items concerning membership
matters that should be considered at the mid-year
Board of Directors meeting to be held in February and
also any suggestions for improvements in the member
ship Bylaws and/or policies, it being indicated that no
items concerning this request had been received.
Attention was also called to Mr. Melin's suggestions
concerning stimulation of membership. It was moved
by District 5, seconded by District 10 and carried 10-0,
that Mr. Melin's report and comments be accepted for
informational purposes.
XVIII. MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS:
It was indicated to the Board that there were no

resolutions presented to this point.

XVIX. NATIONAL CONVENTION:

It was briefly indicated by Mr. Barton that from his
discussion with the individuals involved in the 1984
National Convention arrangements that matters were
proceeding in proper fashion and that as of the moment
there appeared to be no obstacles to contend with.

XX. RESEARCH AND INJURY:

It was indicated by both President Barton and Mr.
Davis that no reports were received from this committee
and therefore no action of any kind was required.

XXI. A.A.H.P.E.R.D.:
Attention was called to a letter received from Mr.
Godek concerning the apparent existence of confusion
concerning NATA liaison with this organization,
especially in view of two apparently conflicting actions
concerning liaison occurring in the June 1983 Board
meeting actions.
Following extended discussion concerning the value
of liaison with this organization, upon the suggestion
of Mr. Davis, it was moved by District 2, seconded by
District 6 and carried 8-0-1 with District 10 abstaining
and District 9 being absent, the Mr. Godek by granted
$500 for the purpose of attending the National Con
vention of A.A.H.P.E.R.D. and reporting to the Board
in June specific areas as to how this organization can
be of help to the NATA in the specific areas of licensure
and jobs.

XXII. AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SPORTS
MEDICINE:
Moved by District 6, seconded by District 8 and
carried 9-0, with Mr. Rhea being absent, that the
correspondence received from this organization be
accepted for information purposes.
Moved by District 3, seconded by District 8 and
carried 9-0, with Mr. Rhea being absent, that the Board
of Directors submit to Mr. Barton, by April 15th, of
what is expected of the liaison representative and what
areas of importance the Board members desire the
NATA to be known to the group for.

XXIII. AMERICAN ORTHOPAEDIC SOCIETY FOR
SPORTS MEDICINE:

Moved by District 3, seconded by District 4 and
carried 9-0, with Mr. Rhea being absent, that an
amount of not to exceed $550 be provided for Mr. Gieck
to attend the Atlanta meeting of this organization and
that a sum of not to exceed $100 be provided for Mr.
Chambers to represent the NATA at the Anaheim
meeting of this group.
Augusts, 1983
MEMO
TO:
President, Executive Director,
Board of Directors of the NATA
FROM:
Joe Gieck,
Liaison to American Orthopaedic Society
for Sports Medicine
RE: Annual meeting AOSSM
The AOSSM met in Williamsburg, Virginia July 2427, 1983 with 750 members in attendance. Gerald
O'Connor, president, conducted the meeting. Other
officers included George Snook, secretary and Jim
Andrews, treasurer. Bob Leach is president elect. I
attended a session the previous week in preparation of
their trainer's manual which hopefully will be ready in
the spring. I also attended their liaison meeting.
Numerous questions pertaining licensure were raised.
I believe a strong letter from the Nata President and
Board of Directors to the society will result in a policy
statement from the society supporting our licensure
efforts. Many conflicting views regarding licensure
have been presented to the society, and thus they have
not come out with a statement of support.
The society has appointed member liaisons to the
NATA through district and state representatives for
the sole purpose of assisting the NATA as it sees
necessary.
Their research committee has grants available for
work in the sportsmedicine field. The education
committee is putting on a strength training meeting in
conjunction with the Presidents Council for Physical
Fitness in November.
The society has agreed to fund and present a Sunday
symposium prior to the annual NATA meeting each
year. This will be coordinated with the NATA program
chairman.
Otho Davis was awarded their Distinguished Service
Award for Athletic Training at their banquet.
I believe the board should provide a January and
June position statement(s) regarding NATA issues for
each of its liaisons. In this manner the liaison can
officially speak to the issues as specifically addressed
by the board. As it is now we can only refer questions
back to the board. Also I believe it would be of benefit to
list the liaisons in the Journal with the intent of
possibly getting member input to the liaisons.
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November 15, 1983
Mr. Robert Beeten
1750 E. Boulder St.
Colorado Springs, CO 80909
Dear Bob,
I am delighted to hear that the State of Colorado is
considering certification and licensure of trainers.
That has recently taken place here in Massachusetts
and it is a step that I was very pleased to see happen.
Basically as you and I know, the trainer provides the
major medical care for the teams and schools with
which he works. It is only through competent trainers
that physicians can do their best work.
Happily, during the past decade, we have seen a
tremendous advance in the schooling and teaching of
trainers. They have become progressively more com
petent and are thought of as health professionals
rather than people who tape ankles.
Thus, I would lend my enthusiastic support to a
move to certify trainers in Colorado and other states.

The NATA report was given by William Newell and
Glen Snow. Attention was directed to an excellent
article in The Physician and Sports Medicine, June
issue, covering the last 10 years progress in sports
medicine. It was brought out that the journal presents
sports medicine for the average physician and that
they are current.
Mr. Snow then reported on NATA's recent dues
increase directed toward the establishment of a
permanent office within 5-6 years. He then spoke of
curricular changes with revised guidelines. The
Professional Education has mandated a major study
program by 1990.
Dick Schindler gave an excellent update of the
National Federation of State High School Associ
ations sport by sport and a review of the rules.
Baseball - abolishing metal spikes and have
insisted on cup, mask, throat protector for anyone
warming-up pitchers.

Yours sincerely,

Basketball - trying to prevent collisions around the
basket, the airborne shooter who fouls may not
now score.

Robert E. Leach, M.D.
President
The American Orthopedic Society
for Sports Medicine

Football - they are looking at flagrant fouls,
particularly spearing. Warning labels, NOCSAE
must be on helmets.

XXIV. AMERICAN CORRECTIVE THERAPY
ASSOCIATION

They are bringing out the safety posters again. Most
states now have catastrophic insurance. He noted
that Long Beach State had been sued over a defective
helmet and did not provide proper insurance coverage
for medical costs.

XXV. JOINT COMMISSION OF COMPETITIVE
SAFEGUARDS AND MEDICAL ASPECTS OF
SPORTS:

He then discussed the fatality report noting that
there were 7 fatalities - 7 catastrophic. There were 3
fatalities in polevaulting. All sports had problems
-they will be looking at baseball, basketball, gym
nastics, ice hockey, rugby, soccer, swimming, track,
wrestling. One case involving a referee. Copies of the
fatality report may be obtained from the National
Office.

JOINT COMMISSION ON COMPETITIVE
SAFEGUARDS AND MEDICAL ASPECTS
OF SPORTS

Kermit Smith representing National Junior College
Athletic Association reported that there had been
giant strides in insurance programs and coverage.
He stated that there was a cost difference for non
football playing schools and that all football playing
schools were now covered.

Moved by District 5, seconded by District 6 and
carried 9-0, with Mr. Rhea being absent, that the report
as presented be accepted for informational purposes.

Moved by District 6, seconded by District 10 and
carried 9-0, with Mr. Rhea being absent, that the report
as presented be accepted for informational purposes.

Denver Hilton Hotel - Beverley Room, Denver, Colorado
June 11-12, 1983
Members Present:
John Miller, MD, ACHA, Chairman
Wally Schwartz, NAIA
Don Cooper, MD, ACHA
Kermit Smith, NJCAA
Major Gladden, MD, ACHA
Glen Snow, NATA
Al Ortolani, NAIA
Dick Schindler, NFSHSA
Pinky Newell, NATA

*•
-~

Associate Members Present:
Bill Heintz, MD, ADA
Major Gladden, MD, AOSSM
Guests Present:
William Buckley, NAIRS
Al Proctor, North Carolina Department of Education
Chairman John Miller opened the meeting and
called to order at 8:30 o'clock a.m. in the Beverley
Room, Denver Hilton, Denver, Colorado with an
introduction of members and guests. He then asked for
a review of the agenda.
The minutes of the previous meeting, which was held
in Seattle, Washington were discussed and approved
as corrected.
Chair asked for a discussion and approval of the
financial report. Mention was made that coffee and
juice were not courtesy of the Host as had been in past
years. The financial report was approved.
Member organizations presented an update report:
Major Gladden reported for American College Health
Association. He presented a review of ACHA meeting
held at Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri.
Announcing the next meeting to be in Atlanta,
Georgia. He then discussed the need to belong,
stating they would like to have more athletic trainers
involved. He emphasized the non-surgical concerns
concept with ACHA being geared more at the primary
care physician.
Wally Schwartz representing NAIA reported that at
the Athletic Trainers meeting held in Seattle in
conjunction with NATA there were 17 members
present. He then spoke of progress made with a Basic
Athletic Training Handbook that will present legal
concepts in writing. NAIA has identified 160 athletic
trainers including student to certified. There are 67
certified and they intend to have a more accurate
record of the athletic trainers. NAIA is strongly
considering having a sports injuries clinic at each
national event and having NATA certified athletic
trainers at championship events.
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He then discussed a survey to be reported at the next
meeting of the Joint Commission concerning athletic
trainers - physicians - nurses availability. There are
now 3.8% certified athletic trainers. He reminded
that most community colleges included a 3-4 county
area. Because of the isolated type situation, they will
urge the fostering of medical clinics and work shops.
The Associate Members were then asked for their
reports.
John Miller reported for American Academy of
Pediatrics brought attention to a new book on the
young athlete published by the Academy.
Bill Heintz, American Dental Association encourag
ed dental involvement in physicals. He reported
mouth protectors are being used by all field hockey in
the state of Ohio. He also reported that ADA has a
report ready covering the past 10 years. He spoke of
various mouth formed protectors and announced
they must cover all teeth and that PRO-form will not
meet the requirements.
Don Cooper was asked to report for American
Medical Association. The AMA has disbanded their
Ad Hoc Committee on Medical Aspects. He then
spoke of the Presidents Council on Physical Fitness
with the announcement of the National Fitness
month and each of the Governor's Councils are
participating. He reported that there will be issued a
Commemorative Stamp, the first of its kind. The
Council is undertaking a project of data gathering
and the evaluation of school children and school
programs. The project is to be headed by Ken Cooper
and sponsored in part by Campbell soup. This is
projected to eventually be a program evaluation
nationwide. He then discussed how the nation's
economy and school budget cuts were affecting team
participation. Indianapolis will be the location for
the first National Physical Fitness Laboratory.
Indianapolis is trying to become the National Sports
Capital. The Presidents Council would like to see the
involvement of churches and industrial plants in
physical fitness. There will be a White House
Symposium in Washington, DC, November 1983.
Bernie Cahill, M.D. will be coordinating. Don
announced that the next contact meeting is scheduled
for Indianapolis September 19-20, 1983.
Major Gladden also representing American Ortho
pedic Society for Sports Medicine gave the following
report. The next meeting of AOSSM is scheduled for
Williamsburg, Virginia, July 25-28. It will include in
the program, the Use of Rehabilitation Equipment,

Arthroscopy, Pitcher's Elbow. He suggested that
increases in attendance has caused an outgrowing of
planned meeting sites. He announced that an Allied
Health enrollment fee of $75.00 had been established
to include Associate and Allied Members.
He then announced that AOSSM would be honoring
Otho Davis, Executive Director NATA with the
presentation of the Distinguished Service Award for
Athletic Training. This is athletic training's most
prestigious award given annually for outstanding
contributions to sports medicine and the athletic
training profession.
Chairman John reported for the Athletic Institute.
Announced that Athletic Institute had just brought
out a new film titled "Failure to Warn."
Dr. Miller then focused attention to correspondence
with Walter Byers, NCAA and himself. This was
then discussed by the Commission members.
The Joint Commission then heard a NAIRS update
presented by William Buckley, Penn State University.
Mr. Buckley gave a brief history of NAIRS stating that
there had been very good support and promotion of the
concepts of NAIRS. The work had begun through the
efforts of CPSC and the Penn State staff. Enrollment
fees for NAIRS had been set at $50.00 for high schools or
$100.00 for colleges. Penn State University has sought
additional fundings in support of NAIRS when CPSC
started drifting away from sports. Manufacturers had
been considered and contacted, e.g. Pepsi Cola. Colleges
and high schools will discontinue active support by
June 13, 1983. NAIRS will continue their a'bility to
serve professional sports. NFS, USFL, and 4-5 teams
in professional baseball will continue their participa
tion. The NCAA will have a similar type program for
the colleges and universities. NAIRS now has 8 years
of data and the high school population will suffer for
there is nothing directed to the high schools. Insurance
companies will give some data and establish injury
patterns. It was announced that John Powell and Bill
Buckley are going to write a paper on NAIRS and
Professional Sports. There have now been 3.2 million
exposures. They have also been asked to look at the
wrestling data and women's facial injuries.
There then followed a brief discussion of soft ware
packages - these are owned and are copyrighted by
Penn State University. It was mentioned that the
program NCAA is building will cost $75,000. Dr. Miller
stated that a proposal had been given to the Big 10. A
question was asked if the NAIRS system and the
NCAA system were compatible Mr. Buckley's answer
was that there would be a reasonable comparative
analysis of the two systems of both colleges and
professional sports.
The Joint Commission members then discussed the
future directions for the Commission. The Chair asked
"in the meetings attended, how do we differ?" It was
suggested that it doesn't matter where we get the
information, its that we know where we are going
when changes are made. Most of the Commission
membership is in favor of a one meeting per year
concept. There is still a concern over who speaks for
Sports Medicine. The voice of the Joint Commission
can still be heard and information is received from all
other areas.
Kermit Smith stated that there was no medical
attention in sports for a long time. NJCAA now
belongs to 3-4 organizations, NOCSAE, Joint Commis
sion, ACHA. There is a real need for information that
is current and ongoing.
It is the consensus that this group is in a position to
bring this information together. There is a need to set
guidelines and standards. To bring together areas and
points of concern so that these can be taken back to our
own organizations. The Commission needs to pull
together areas of concern from all areas. This is the
chief concern of the Chair. It was established that a
meeting should be called for the weekend prior to the
NATA Annual meeting, in order to get together data,
people and experts, but there needs to be a collection of
the concerns, from the member organizations at least 3
months prior to the meeting, established for June 9-10,
1984 in Nashville, Tennessee. The membership has
been invited to gather on Friday evening June 8 for an
evening at the Grand Ole Opry.
It was suggested by Dick Schindler that the Joint
Commission take each sport and go through them and
see where the problems are. This was received by the
other members as a positive direction.
The Commission was adjourned at 5 p.m.
June 12 1983. Beverley Room, Denver Hilton Hotel
The chairman called the meeting to order at 8:30 a.m.
The Joint Commission then heard a report from the
United States Olympic Committee Sports Medicine
Division by Kenneth S. Clarke, Ph.D.
Since joining USOC, they have had to start over. In
January 1985 there will be a new council. There was
a review of the structure of amateur athletics after
1978. The USOC was given the full responsibility to

act through their governing bodies. Group A mem
bers' privileges exceed those of USOC, who is
primarily responsible to the governing bodies for
problems and resource availability. He stated that
quotas were controlled by the International body at a
maximum of 20 for medical services. They are trying
to have 24 but are budgeted for 20. There will be 6-700
athletes at all venues. He described the organization
similar to an athletic department. The operating
budget comes from contributions and is set at
$l,000,000/year. He stated that there was control of
the media and corporate sponsors and all advertising.
There is no endorsement. They may say we are a
sponsor. There is an identification of the product. He
then proceeded to give an explanation of critical
services. Bob Beeten heads up clinical services with
the help of a permanent staff physician. By January
1,1984, they will have medical direction, to cover the
transient athlete and the volunteers coming in, who
will be registered and legally covered. They are now
assisted by Ginny Stone and all volunteers now must
have 5 years experience. There is now a dental lab
and a dental van that can be taken to all sites for
screening and processing of the athletes. There soon
will be availability of vision screening. He said that
it was essential that all athletes and their entourage
understand that there can be no drug usage. All the
athlete needs to do is call and find out what
chemicals are prone to be banned and by January
and February, those that are apt to be. USOC doesn't
condone and don't prescribe. He stated that it is
possible to find anabolic steroids 1 year after usage if
you want to test. The budget has to be a consideration.
He then spoke of drugs and drug testing.
Dr. Clarke explained the Biomechanics section to the
group. He spoke of cell spot system, the sophisticated
computerization concerned with analysis of move
ment. The Force platform usage with ski jumpers
and the ability to control angle and speed.
He then took up information concerning the up
grading of the Physiology section. They are now
using customized treadmills, underwater weighing
tanks, expired air testing, the drug chemistry lab,
cybex with the best soft ware with immediate
feedback.
The Educational section with the clinical protocol
for athletes with only one concern - when can they be
helped. Any request will get a personal answer. They
now have information sheets on Drug Testing,
Altitude, Training, Diarrhea, etc. Casey said that
more than half of the Olympic sports are not
embedded in the educational institutions. The biggest
concern is the linking of the athlete to the resources,
research, and opportunities. He then spoke briefly of
alcohol and other performance drugs and how they
may affect sports such as the shooting sports.
The Chair then asked for further discussion on the
direction of the Joint Commission. Dr. Clarke said that
it was his opinion that the Joint Commission should
take a more pragmatic obligation to rules of the sports
-what can you suggest to the rules making bodies? It is
not who speaks for sports medicine but who is
speaking for sports medicine. A void has existed and
much emphasis should be on coaching education.
Dick Schindler was asked to discuss Catastrophic
Injury Insurance. He stated that there are now 45 state
associations of high school athletics enrolled in the
program, USOC, baseball including Pony, more than
one-half of the junior colleges, and the N AI A. It is open
to any institution with an organized sports program.
There is a flat rate for all schools and for 10% more you
may cover the entire school (shop classes, chemistry,
teachers, coaches, etc.).
Bob White, President, The National Operating
Committee on Standards for Athletic Equipment
discussed some of the specifics of the past year.
1. The continued study of the football helmet.
2. A standard has been established for the baseball
helmet.
3. Face masks - the mountings need to be strengthen
ed because the mask is far stronger than the
mountings.
4. Re-conditioners need to be updated in their recertification methods.
5. NOCSAE is going to concur with the standards set
up by the Canadians.
6. Shoulder pads are now being investigated as far as
the hyperflexion situation is considered.
Study is now going on in relationship with helmet
and shoulder pads (trying to decrease the compres
sion and flexion problem).
Dr. Grogg, Director and Sports Medicine Pathologist,
Carle Clinic Associates was then introduced.
Chairman John Miller announced that all business
of this meeting was concluded with the concern that
the Joint Commission should continue to address the
problems as presented. The next meeting is scheduled
for Nashville, Tennessee, June 9, 10, 1984.

The meeting was adjourned by a motion duly made
and carried with a unanimous vote at approximately
11 a.m.
William E. Newell, Secretary
XXVI. NATIONAL OPERATING COMMITTEE ON
STANDARDS FOR ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT:
Moved by District 5, seconded by District 1 and
carried 9-0, with Mr. Rhea being absent, that the travel
budget concerning NOCSAE be limited to $500 for the
1984 meeting and $500 for the 1985 meeting, provided
that no other financial assistance is being received.
November 28, 1983
Otho Davis, ATC
Philadelphia Eagles
Veterans Stadium
Philadelphia, PA 19148
Dear Otho:
Enclosed please find the liaison report of NOCSAE
to the NATA Board of Directors.
NATA needs to be supportive of any organization
that has the goal of "safer athletics". NOCSAE's
direction of standards for protective equipment is a
major force in putting safety in athletics.
We, NATA, need to be proud of being a founding
member of NOCSAE and I strongly recommend that
we continue our relationship.
Enclosed please find a copy of the minutes from the
July meeting and a current list of football helmets that
meet NOCSAE standards.
Sincerely,
Robert C. White
Minutes of the National Operating Committee on
Standards for Athletic Equipment
(NOCSAE)
Board of Directors Meeting
O'Hare Airport, Rotunda Building - July 21, 1983
The meeting was called to order at 9:30 a.m. by
President Robert White (NATA) with the following
board members present: Bill Kelly, AEMA; Harry
Olree, NAIA; Byron Goldman, NAERA (Treasurer);
Don Gleisner, NAERA; Carl Blyth, NCAA; Eric
Zemper, NCAA; Ray Ball, National Federation (Vice
President); Dick Schindler, National Federation
(Secretary); John Axford, SGMA; Dwight Hauff, Sports
Foundation; Charles Morris, NAIA; John Miller,
ACHA; Thomas Doyle, Sports Foundation; Frank
Gordon, SGMA; Kermit Smith, NJCAA.
Guests attending: Dr. Voight Hodgson, Principle
Investigator for NOCSAE; Sebastian DiCasoli, SGMA;
Alien Hager, Rawlings; Hal Mitchell, Rawlings; Jim
Van Deusen, Bike; William Rovani, Bike: Dustin Cole,
Athletic Institute.
The first order of business was to approve the
Minutes of the January, 1983 meeting. Upon motion by
Goldman and Second by Kelly, the Minutes were
approved.
The Treasurer's Report was presented by Mr.
Goldman (copy attached). NOCSAE presently owes
$93,500 to Wayne State for work contracted previously.
Mr. White then asked each of the board members to
report regarding their organizations response to the
NOCSAE financial emergency. Reports were as
follows:
ACHA by Miller - No financial support, but lots of
moral support.
AEMA by Kelly - They have appealed to their
membership for donations. They have a goal of $5,000.
NAIA by Morris - They will have a check of $800 on
August 1, instead of the normal contribution of $400.
NAERA by Goldman - They hope for an overall
contribution of $30,000 instead of the $12-15,000 which
has been given previously to either NOCSAE or directly
to Voight Hodgson.
NFSHSA by Schindler - No financial donation at
present. Possibility of attempting to raise funds for
new NOCSAE projects in the future.
NJCAA by Smith - No new contributions - moral
support given.
SGMA by DiCasoli - Have asked the inflated ball
committee and clothing committee for assessments on
what they sell - there was no support for this. DiCasoli
estimates that the normal surcharge on the football
helmets and the batting helmets will bring in anywhere
from $80,000 to $100,000 for the next year.
SF by Hauff- Contribution $2,500 per year. A letter is
going out asking their members for donations for the
support of NOCSAE during its financial crises. No
idea of what this response might bring. Potentially, it
could be sizeable as there are many members.
John Macik from the National Football League
Players Association was not in attendance and so no
report received from that organization.
John Axford reported regarding developments from

the fund raising committee. The committee had nothing
new to report, but the main item would be found in the
SGMA report (attached).
The Board next discussed the status of the NOCSAE
warning label project. Each of the organizations had
received their allotment from the SGMA and had sent
them out to their membership. In addition, the National
Federation purchased approximately 200,000 more for
their members. It was reported that the schools who do
not have an adequate supply could either contact
NAERA members or their sporting goods dealers or
the helmet manufacturers representatives in their area
who have labels which they can secure. Those desiring
extra labels may also order directly from the source
(Tennessee Tape and Label Corp., 10625 Dutchtown
Drive, Knoxville, TN 37922 Phone: 615-966-8711). The
Board then further discussed the use of the external
helmet warning label. Motion by Doyle that NOCSAE
recommend that the external helmet warning label be
made mandatory. Second by Goldman. Motion carried.
The next item of business was a report from Sebastian
DiCasoli from the SGMA regarding the surcharge
project (copy attached). Sebastian reported that
beginning October 30, 1983, the surcharge on the
varsity helmet will be increased to .50<f; to .251 for a
junior varsity helmet and to .10<t on a youth helmet.
The increase should raise some additional money for
NOCSAE.
The question of whether the baseball batting helmets
need to be recertified was discussed. It was agreed that
at present there seems to be no need for establishment
of a recertification program, as in all likelihood, when
the helmet reaches a point where it would need to be
recertified, it would be discarded and a new one would
be purchased.
The Board discussed whether there should be some
relationship between NOCSAE and the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI). ANSI is an
organization which endorses standards that have
already been established by other groups. Some
members felt it could be beneficial to NOCSAE to have
a relationship with ANSI. It was agreed that Tom
Doyle would check and see how or if NOCSAE should
work for a relationship with ANSI. Doyle will report in
the January meeting.
The Board next discussed whether or not some
organizations should be invited or encouraged to attend
a NOCSAE meeting with the possibility that they may
desire to become affiliate members. Motion by Gleisner.
Second by Axford to invite a representative of the
American Football Coaches Association to the next
meeting.
The Board reviewed the use of the helmet warning
label by professional teams. It was pointed out that
several USFL teams used the labels, as they were seen
in their televised games. Also, it was reported that
many of the NFL teams which had been sent the labels
will use them.
Mr. White reported that the NOCSAE attorneys are
working on a response relative to a Pittsburgh high
school athletic litigation case. There was no further
action.
Don Gleisner reported on a special project by AllAmerican in an attempt to get some extra dollars for
NOCSAE. He reported that at the present time that a
response of about $800 had been secured and sent in.
Dustin Cole, the new executive director of the Athletic
Institute, was introduced for purposes of showing a
new film produced by the Athletic Institute. The film is
directed at the problem of failure to warn and is
entitled "A report on Serious Football Injuries". The
Board viewed the movie and agreed that contents
regarding NOCSAE and NOCSAE's efforts to decrease
serious football injuries had been well presented. The
film also documents the efforts of rules committees in
reducing serious injuries through changes in blocking
and tackling rules. Mr. Cole then elaborated on the
method by which organizations could secure or
purchase copies of the film.
Dick Schindler handed out a copy of a revised
NOCSAE manual. He reported that Eric Zemper and
Charlie Morris had helped in the revision. The Board
agreed that each member would review the contents
and send in any revisions to Dick Schindler by
September 1st. Each organization is also to give a
tentative number of copies they would order to Dick
Schindler by September 1st. The Secretary will then
bring in a revision of the revised copy at the January
meeting and also give a quote as to price of printing, if
done by the National Federation. The projected time
table is to have the book printed some time next spring
for distribution in late spring or early summer of 1984.
Dr. Hodgson then handed out copies of the NOCSAE
progress report for research that had been done since
the last meeting. Dr. Hodgson reported that a tentative
standard had been developed for football face masks.
The standard was discussed thoroughly. An Ad Hoc
meeting was scheduled to continue work on the
standard and to report at the January 1984 meeting.
Dr. Hodgson also reported regarding the hockey helmet
standard. He feels there is merit in developing a
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combination hockey and lacrosse helmet standard. Dr.
Hodgson also reported on continuing work with
shoulder pads, thigh pads and testing of some air pads.
He pointed out that he feels an area in which NOCS AE
needs to get more involved is in the testing of all types
of protective pads and equipment. Also, reported that
he is doing considerable testing on baseballs and
softballs and is finding that there is quite a difference
in ho w the different types of balls react under research
conditions.
Mr. Black was not available for a report on the
catastrophic injury foundation. However, the life time
catastrophic insurance program was discussed.
The Board then discussed a concern voiced by Dick
Schindler that the baseball batting helmet standard
perhaps needed a change in terminology as softball
committees are identifying the baseball batting helmet
as one required for competition in softball. Also, the
fact that the helmet is not always used for batting, and
that perhaps it should be termed either baseball/softball protective helmet or simply baseball/softball
helmet. Motion by Gleisner to change the previous
baseball batting helmet standard to baseball/softball
batting helmet. Second by Goldman. Motion carried.
Dr. Hodgson next reviewed proposals for research to
be carried on from August 1,1983 through January 31,
1984 (copy attached). The Board reviewed and consider
ed the research proposal with emphasis on the financial
difficulties of NOCSAE. After much discussion, a
motion by Goldman to enter into a 6-month research
contract from August 1, 1983 to January 31, 1984 for
$25,000. Second by Gordon. Motion carried.
The Board discussed the question of recertification
of helmets. Mr. Goldman pointed out, at the present
time, there are helmets that are nine years old that
have not been recertified. The Board discussed the pros
and cons of recommending a specific period of time in
which helmets should be recertified. Lacking sufficent
data in which to make a good judgement, the Board
agreed that those involved in the recertification project
and the principle investigator should report at the
January meeting as to their findings relative to
problems of helmets which are not periodically re
certified.
Mr. White then reported that NFL charities had sent
a check for $10,000 to NOCSAE and that this had been
received.
Mr. White reported that he would contact some
individuals to form a nominating committee for officers
for a report in January.

Mr. White set the next meeting to begin at 8:30 a.m.,
Sunday, January 8 and the a.m. of January 9, 1984 in
Dallas, Texas.
After no further business, the meeting was adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,
Dick Schindler Secretary
XXVII. REPORT OF PRESIDENT:
Mr. Barton rendered a brief report on his visitations
since the last Board meeting and indicated his intention
to visit as many of the Districts issuing him invitations
as possible.
XXVIII. REPORT OF VICE PRESIDENT AND
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR:
It was indicated that there were no formal reports to
be presented at this meeting concerning these two
individuals.
XXIX. SCHERING SYMPOSIUM:
Mr. Davis indicated that the tentative topic concern
ing this symposium would possibly involve emergency
care, that this was not as yet finalized and that he
would be happy to have any other suggestions the
Board members might have. There is a possibility the
Symposium might cover Public Relations.
XXX. NATIONAL STRENGTH AND
CONDITIONING ASSOCIATION:
Moved by District 8, seconded by District 1 and
carried 9-0, with Mr. Rhea being absent, that a nonfunded liaison be established with this group with this
to be reviewed at the end of the year.
XXXI. DISTRICT MATTERS:
Mr. Baynes, District 1, called attention to his
district's proposal that the N AT A consider the adoption
of Standards of Practice for the Association, referring
to the two-page example of Standards recently used by
the Athletic Trainers in Massachusetts in their
successful efforts to obtain licensure and offering
various choices regarding the adoption of such
standards. Following the offering of suggestions that
this matter be referred to the Districts for their
consideration or perhaps that the Licensure Committee
might consider this issue, it was the consensus that Mr.
Grace and Mr. Baynes get together and present a
proposal concerning this issue for presentation at the
June meeting of the Board.

Mr. Baynes likewise called attention to the present
practice of selecting meeting sites and offered, by way
of having less confusion concerning this issue, that
perhaps the established time zones across the United
States might be used as a criteria rather than the
established practice. It was the consensus that Mr.
Baynes compile a finished map with regard to his
proposal, this to be brought back to the Board for future
consideration.
Mr. Biggs, District 2, for information purposes,
called attention to a vote by his district to present the
name of Mr. McLean for the Distinguished Service
Award, he then inquiring and being informed as to the
procedures for nomination.
Mr. Smith, District 3, commented on the establish
ment of a policing procedure for those not maintaining
CEU credits, proposing there be included in the dues
statement the name and address of the individual's
employer and immediate supervisor, the purpose being
that if an idividual became deficient in CEU credits,
that the Membership Committee could so inform his
institution and immediate supervisor. It was then
moved by Mr. Smith that the dues statement be altered
to contain this information. The motion was seconded
by District 5 with a vote indicating District 3 as being
in favor; Districts 5, 6, 7, 8 and 10 being opposed;
Districts 1,2 and 4 abstaining and Mr. Rhea (District 9)
being absent.
Mr. Graham, District 4, proposed that two business
meetings be established at the annual session, one for
the purpose of presenting the various awards and the
other for action items, old business and new business,
he moving the adoption of such a proposal. The motion
died for lack of a second.
Mr. Graham, District 4, recommended and moved
that the Placement Committee be required to submit a
plan of action to the Board prior to the Nashville
Meeting for conducting job interviews at the National
Meeting in a more professional and organized setting.
The motion was carried 9-0.
Mr. Graham recommended the formulation of a
presidential ad hoc committee for the specialty area of
athletic trainers employed outside the educational and
professional sports environment, to investigate prob
lem areas within, and to develop a working relationship
with the specialty area of the American Physical
Therapy Association. The motion was seconded by
District 5 and voted upon, with District 4 and 5 being in
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Hale McMenamin, NCAA

8111

"Licensing Of The Athletic Trainer"
Texas Advisory Board of Athletic Trainers pp 8

8112

"Physiological Consequences of
Deconditioning and Retraining"
Robert Patton, PhD

8113

"Hamstring Injuries"
Ken Locker, ATC

8114

"Hand Injuries"
Dennis Hart, ATC

8115

"Evaluation of Knee Injuries"
John Gunn, MD

PP8

PP8

PP8

"Rehabilitation of Surgical Knee
Injuries — Anterior Cruciate Repair"
Joseph Webb, ATC, RPT

"Emergency Medicine: Do We Fit?"
Pepper Burruss, ATC, LPT

PA 8107
$5.00

8116

"Implications of Tissue Injury & Repair in the
Rehabilitative Process"
John C. Spiker, ATC, LPT

"Rehabilitation of Surgical Knee
Injuries—Lateral Retinaculum Release"
Sue Anthony, ATC, RPT

"Basic Treatment of Myofacial Strains and
Sprains"
PP8
Wayne English, DO

PA 8108

"Conventional Uses of Therapeutic
Modalities"
Don Chu, ATC, RPT, PhD

8117

"Arthroscope Of The Knee"
Thurston Dean, MD

PA 8109

"Flexibility and Injury Prevention"
Leon Skeie, ATC

8118

"High School Budget Problems"
Doug Gibbons, ATC

PA 8110

"Prevention of Head and Neck Injuries"
Lindsy McLean, ATC, RPT

8119

"Ankle Injuries"
J. Pat Evans, MD

PA 8111

"Evaluation of Low Back Injuries"
Michael Go, ATC, RPT

8120

"Toe Injuries"
Dean Weber, ATC

"The Physiology of Tissue Injury & Repair"
William Beresford, PhD

8015
8016

8018

NATA Annual Meeting & Clinical
Symposium
Fort Worth, Texas
June 7-10, 1981

"Epidemiology — Head and Neck Injuries"
Kenneth S. Clarke, PhD

PA 8106
$5.00

8014

8017

8019

"Educating Athletic Trainers in the Eighties:
A Panel Discussion"
Kenneth Clarke, PhD, Gary Delforge, PhD,
ATC, Paul Zeek, ATC, Richard Malacrea,
ATC, LPT
"Anatomy of the Central Nervous System
and Cervical Spine"
Carl Schneck, MD
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PP8

PP8:

U PP8

j121

"Ankle Rehabilitation"
Larry Gardner, ATC, LPT

j122

"The Trainer And His Team Doc"
James A. Bowden, MD
^Dic Conditioning As It Relates To
Sports"
Larry Gibbons, MD

5124
3125

"Shoulder Injuries"
Louis Levy, MD

3126

"Paper Work — Versus People Work"
Jerry Rhea, ATC
"Joint Stress Through High Speed
Photographic Analysis"
Peter McGrain, PhD
Marilyn Hinson, PhD

ee"
8128

"Weight Training"
Tim Kerin, ATC

8129

"How to Prepare The Athlete For
Competition"
Don Cooper, MD

8130

"Groin and Hamstring Injuries"
Paul Casperson, MD

Professional Preparation Conference
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
January 8-10, 1982.
PP 8201

•

sas

"Directions of Canadian Athletic
Training Education"
Barry Bartlett, Canadian Athletic Train
ers' Association

PP 8203

"Pathophysiology and Mechanisms of
Cervical Spine Fractures"
Joseph Maroon, MD

ers PP 8204

PP 8205

"Physiologic Basis of Year-Round
Physical Conditioning"
Robert J. Robertson, PhD
"Physiology and Pharmacology of AntiInflammatory Medications in Athletics"
Regis R. Vollmer, PhD

"Low Back Injuries in Athletics"
H. RoyerCollins, MD

8213

"Physiological Profiles of Competitive
Athletes"
Gene Hagerman, PhD

"Effects of Steroids on Ligaments &
Tendons"
James R. Robbins, MD

8214

DC 8203

"Modern Techniques in the Orthopedic
Examination"
James McElhinney, MD

"Open Repair & Early Motion Rehabilitation
on Ruptured Achilles Tendon"
Steven T. Bramwell, MD

8215

DC 8204

"The Athletic Trainer's Role in The
Physical Examination"
Dan Libera, ATC

"DMSO—A Literature Review"
John Olerud, MD

8216

"Alterations in Support Phase Forces Using
Supportive Devices"
Pierce E. Scranton, MD

DC 8202

DC 8205

"Physiological Responses to Trauma"
Thomas Mahoney, MD

8217

DC 8206

"Physiology of Heat and Cold as
Related to Therapeutic Modalities"
Bruce Kola, ATC

"Pharmacology in Athletes"
Letha Y. Hunter, MD

8218

"Neurophysiological Mechanisms in
Exercise"
Marjorie Woollacott, PhD

"Swimmer's Shoulder & Prevention,
Treatment & Rehabilitation"
June Brooks Robbins, ATC

8219

"Basis for Therapeutic Exercise
Techniques"
Robert Moore, PhD, ATC, RPT

"Ankle Joint Mechanics & Return to
Competitive Activity"
Lynda L. Griffith, ATC

8220

"Ergogenic Aids in Sport—Nutritional,
Pharmacological and Hematological"
Melvin Williams, PhD

"Fitness Maintenance for the Injured
Athlete"
Bob Grams, ATC

8221

"High Speed Film Analysis of Lower
Extremity Overuse Injuries"
Stan Newell, DPM

8222

"Dance Injuries & The Athletic Trainer"
Kathy Rockerfeller, ATC

8223

"Selection of MORA Candidates: A
Scientific Approach"
James P. George, DOS, MSD

8224

"Cranio-Cervical-Mandibular Syndrome in
Athletics"
LaVar H. Riniker, DOS

8225

"The Adverse Effects of MORA in Contact
Sports"

DC 8207

DC 8208

DC 8209

NATA Annual Meeting & Clinical
Symposium
Seattle, Washington
June 13-16, 1982
8201

"Therapeutic Modalities and The Athletic
Trainer"
C. Gerald Warren, RPT

8202

"Sports Anemia"
Nathan J. Smith, MD

8203

"Dermatology and The Athletic Trainer"
John Olerud, MD

8204

"Coping with Stress and Burnout"
Roland E. Smith, MD

PP 8206

"Participation for the Athlete with
Acute or Chronic Systemic Disease"
H. Lee Dameshek, MD

8205

"Athletic Health Care and Training
Program"
Stephen G. Rice, MD

PP 8207

"Alterations and Long-Term
Implications in Knee Function
Following Trauma"
Richard L. Ray, MD

8206

"Nutrition and The Athletic Trainer"
Nathan J. Smith

8207

"Knee & Thigh Injuries Diagnosis,
Treatment & Functional Emphasis on Mild
to Moderate Knee Injuries"
William Clancy, MD

8208

"Lateral Compartment of the Knee"
Vincent DiStefano

8209

"Diagnosis & Management of Ankle
Injuries"
Jay Cox, MD

and
PP 8208

PP 8209

"Implications of Specialty in Strength
Training"
George Carvell, LPT
"Clinical Aspects of the Cybex in
Professional Baseball"
Charles Moss, ATC
"Sports Epidemiology"
Thomas Peterson, MD

PP 8211

"The Musculoskeletal Examination"
George Snook, MD

KEYNOTE ADDRESS
"The Physician—The Trainer's Bible"
Naseby Rhinehart, ATC

8212

"Selling Athletic Training in the High
Schools"
Phillip Kanfush, Principal

PP 8202

8211

"Psychology of the Young Athlete"
Robert Compton, PhD

DC 8201

"Arthroscope — Other Than The Knee"
Robert Vandermeer, MD

3127

;age

Professional Preparation Conference
Denver, Colorado
February 5-7, 1982

8210

"Arthroscopic Update/Diagnosis &
Treatment"
Peter Fowler, MD

William Heintz, DOS
8226

"Upper Extremity Injuries: An Overview"
Larry Pedegama, MD;
Rich Elsner, ATC, RPT

8227

"Soft Playing Splint for Significant Hand &
Wrist Injuries"
Richard Hall, ATC, RPT

8228

"Legal Aspects of Athletic Training Today"
Richard A. Black

8229

"Cruciate Substitution in Knee
Reconstruction with Consideration for
Rehabilitation"
Walt Krengel, MD

8230

"Current Nutrition Knowledge & Practices
of Athletes, Coaches & Athletic Trainers"
Richard Parr, EdD

8231

"Spinal Mobilization in Athletic Training"
Sayers John Miller, III, ATC

8232

"Exercise Inducted Broncho-Spasm"
Stephen G. Rice, MD, PhD

8233

Side one — "Anorexia & Bulimarexia"
Leesa DiBartola, ATC
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8234

Side one — "Screening the Competitive
Swimmer for Participation"
Theodore Becker

SW 8210

"Tissue Healing in Muscles and
Tendons"
James A. Bowden, MD

Side two — "The Relationship Between
Pre-Season Conditioning &
HS Football Knee Injuries"
Timothy M. Madden, MS,
ATC

SW8211

"Acupressure"
Doug Gibbins, ATC, LAT

Side one — "Record Keeping in Athletic
Training"
Steve Simpson, ATC

SW8212

"Professional Burnout"
Randall Palmer, ATC, LAT

SW 8213

"A Woman Head Trainer's Viewpoint"
Cheryl Vermillion, ATC, LAT

Side one — "Orthoplast Preventive Ankle
Brace"
Brad Agerup, ATC
Side two — "Menstrual Dysfunction in
Female Athletes"
Cheryl Cole, ATC
8235

Side one — "Biomechanical Assessment
of Running Shoes &
Orthotics Using Video
Analysis"
Mark Hagenbaugh, RPT

STUDENT TRAINER CLINIC PROGRAM

SW 8214

Carroll B. Montgomery, ATC, LAT
SW 8215

"Insight Into Finding a College Student
Trainer Position"
Alien Eggert, ATC, LAT

SW 8216

"Improvising the Protective Pad"
Larry Southard, ATC, LAT

SW 8217

"Record Keeping for Student Trainers"
Bill Chambers, ATC

Side one — "Nebraska High School
Athletic Care"
Lynn M. Conley, ATC
Side two — "The Injury Rate in
Professional Basketball"
Bernie E. LaReau, ATC
Side two — "Relationship of Coaching
Variable to Male High School
Soccer Injuries"
Robert Worden, ATC

Southwest Athletic Trainers'
Association
Twenty-Eighth Annual Meeting
Waco, Texas
July 15-17, 1982

"Cybex and Orthotron Experience"
T.C. "Skip" Cox, ATC, LAT

PP 8301

"Psychological Management of the
Injured Athlete"
Robert Rotella, PhD

PP 8302

"Acute Shoulder Injuries"
Richard L. Ray, MD

PP 8303

"Fractures, Dislocations and Tendon
Injuries of the Athlete's Hand"
Joseph E. Imbriglia, MD

PP 8304

"Injuries to the Adolescent Athlete"
Carl L. Stanitski, MD

PP 8305

"Diagnosis and Management of
Anterior Cruciate Ligament
Insufficiency"
Richard L. Ray, MD

PP 8306

"Rehabilitation of the Anterior Cruciate
Ligament Deficient Knee"
Joseph J. Vegso, ATC

SW 8202

"Daily Care of Athletic Equipment"
Paul Zeek, ATC, LAT

SW 8203

"Daily Care of Athletic Equipment"
George Young, ATC, LAT

PP 8307

"Back Pain and the Athlete"
Robert P. Durning, MD

SW 8204

"Stress Fractures"
Steve Brown, ATC, LAT

PP 8308

SW 8205

"Anterior Cruciate Ligament Instability"
James E. Butler, MD

"Exercise and Modalities for Treatment
of Low Back Pain"
John Spiker, ATC, RPT

PP 8309

"Ergogenic Aids in Sport —Nutritional,
Pharmacological and Hematological"
Melvin Williams, PhD

SW 8206

"Nutrition"
Helen Lane, PhD

SW 8207

"Myotherapy—Pain Erasure
Techniques"
Bonnie Prudden

SW 8208

SW 8209

"Evaluation and Management of the
Injured Knee"
James R. Bocell, Jr., MD
"Role of the Posterior Cruciate
Ligament"
Thomas Cain, MD
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"Wound Healing"
Alexander Kalenak, MD

EA 8303

"Prevention and Care — Professional
Burnout"
^ >,
Dennis J. O'Hara, PhD

EA8304

"The Abuse of Modalities"
Robert D. Grant

EA 8305

"Neurological Evaluation for the
Athletic Trainer"
James L. Beggs, MD

EA 8306

"Biomechanics in Sport"
Alvin J. Kanegis, DPM

EA 8307

"Shoulder Rehabilitation"
Michael Aitkens, ATC

EA 8308

"High Volt Galvanic Stimulation"
Robert D. Grant

EA 8309

"Nutrition and the Athletic Trainer"
Margaret Alford, MPH, RD

EA 8310

"Low Back Care: Extension vs.
Flexion"
Ronald G. Donelson, MD

EA 8311

"Maintaining the Physical Fitness of
the Injured Athlete"
Richard F. Malacrea, ATC, RPT

Professional Preparation Conference
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
January 7-9, 1983

PROFESSIONAL CLING PROGRAM
SW 8201

"Physiological Aspects of Heat and
Cold"

EA 8302

Eastern Athletic Trainers' Association
Thirty-Fourth Annual Meeting
Grossinger, New York
January 16-18, 1983
EA 8301

"Individuality vs. Mimeograph"
James E. Nixon, MD

'^

Professional Preparation
Conference
Newport Beach, California
March 4-6, 1983
NB 8301

"Computer Use in Athlet
Education"
Mickey Clarizio, ATC, MS

NB 8302

"Joint Mobilization in Athletic Training1
Susan Hillman, ATC, RPT

NB 8303

"Proprioceptive 'Neuromuscular Facili
tation"
,
Ardith Meyer, RPT

NB 8304

"Physiological Basis for Electrotherapy'
Peter Van Handel, PhD

NB 8305

"Psychology of Pain Control"
Patricia Fairchild, PhD

NB 8306

"Psychology of the Injured Athlete"
Maureen Weiss, PhD

Great Lakes
Athletic Trainers' Association
Sports Medicine Seminar
Akron, Ohio
March 17-19, 1983
GL 8301

"Pelvis and Back Examination
Techniques"
Jim Porterfield, ATC, LPT

GL 8302

"Patello Femoral Disorders"
J.W. Ewing, MD

GL 8303

"Protective Pads"
Bill Walker, ATC

GL 8304

"DMSO"
John Lombardo, MD

raininc

8333

"Current Strength Development
Programs: Success, Falacy, Failure"
Gene Hagerman, PhD
John Atkins, ATC

"Licensure Mechanisms: Success and
Failures"
Bob Behnke, ATC, PhD; Senator and
Joel Hefley; Jerry Johnson, JD; Warren
Morris, ATC; Jim Rudd, ATC; Joe
Godek, ATC

8334

"Cranial Cervical Trauma: Clinical
Evaluation by the Athletic Trainer"
Bill Warmath, MD

"Pharmacology and the Athletic
Trainer"
John Murray, MD

8335

"Energetics of Muscular Work —
Interrelationship Between Fuel Supply,
Oxygen Use, Muscle Fiber Composition
and Training for Muscle Work"
Peter Van Handle, PhD

"Myths, Misconceptions and
Management of the Female Athlete"
Leesa DiBartola, ATC

8311

"Biomechanics and Etiology of
Throwing Injuries"
Robert P. Mack, MD

8312

"Handling the Head and Neck Injury"
William Fishbaugh, MD

"Mobilization Technique"
David Goldberg, LPT

GL8311

"Nutrition Related to Performance"
Rusty Jones

GL8312

"Chest Assessment"
Paul Spear, ATC, RN

Mid-Atlantic
Athletic Trainers' Association
(District 3)
Williamsburg, Virginia
May 20-21, 1983
MA 8301

"Acupressure"
William Prentice, ATC, PhD

MA 8302

"Cybex — Isokinetic Testing and
Rehabilitation"
Terry Trundle, ATC

MA 8303

"Throwing Injuries of the Shoulder
Complex"
Frank McCue, MD

MA 8304

"Cortisones and Anti-Inflammatory
Agents — Pros and Cons"
Tim Taft, MD

MA 8305

"Analyzing the Runner's Problem"
Dan Kulund, MD

MA 8306

"Modalities — State of the Art"
Perry Esterson, ATC, RPT

NATA Annual Meeting and Clinical
Symposium
Denver, Colorado
June 12-15, 1983
8301

"National Scope of Drug Problems"
Ronald Buzzeo, RPh

8302

"Interactions of Medications"
Edward Hartshorn, PhD

8303

"Interactions of Medications With
Foods"

8313

8314

"Overuse in Soft Tissue Syndromes of
the Lower Extremity"
Jim Holmes, MD

8315

"Performance Nutrition"
Ann Grandjean, RD

8316

"Life Threatening Illnesses and
Injuries"
Ted Layne, ATC, RPT

8317

"Ethics and the Athletic Trainer"
Chris Patrick, ATC

8318

"Stress Management for the Athletic
Trainer"
Joe Gieck, ATC, RPT, EdD

8319

"Applied Principles of Therapeutic
Exercise"
Bob Moore, ATC, RPT, PhD

8320

"The Albuquerque Experience:
Development and Success of a High
School Athletic Training Program"
L.F. "Tow" Diehm, ATC

"Recreational Mood Altering
Chemicals"
S. Jacqueline Zipes, PhD

Southwest Athletic Trainers' Association
Twenty-Ninth Annual Meeting
Waco, Texas
July 21-23, 1983
SW 8301

"Burners, Stingers and Nerve
Syndromes"
Jim Beckley, MD

SW 8302

"Trauma to the Athletic Shoulder
R.W. "Red" Covington, MD

SW 8303

"Athletic Dermatology"
Bert Franks, MD

SW 8304

"Eye Injuries"
Charles Schlecte, MD

SW 8305

"Sudden Death Syndromes"
Don M. Gross, MD

8321

"Manual Therapy: Theoretical Analysis
for Sport"
Gary Dersheid, ATC, RPT

SW 8306

"The Use of the Computer in Athletic
Training"
Mike Sims, ATC, LAT

8322

"Low Back Evaluation"
Michael Go, ATC, RPT

SW 8307

"Elbow Injuries in Spring Sports"
Susan Leeper, ATC, LAT

8323

"Allergic Conditions and Athletics:
Recognition and Emergency Care"
JohnC. Seiner, MD

SW 8308

"The Use of Acupressure in Athletics"
Wayne Rideout, ATC, LAT

SW 8309

"Physiological Parameters of the
Female Athlete"
Karen Cookson, ATC

"Lower Leg Compartment Syndromes"
Jim Kendrick, ATC, LAT

SW8310

"Silicone Playing Casts"
David Regier, ATC, LAT

8325

"Ocular, Facial and Oral Trauma"
Michael Onstad, DOS

SW 8311

"Shoulder Impingement Problems"
Dean Wever, ATC

8326

"Altitude and Hypothermia"
Hank L. Brammell, MD

SW 8312

"The Effect of Cold on the Vascular
System"

8327

"Heat Stress: Physiological Response
to Heat and Exercise"
Ed Sunderland, ATC

SW 8313

"Hand and Wrist Injuries"
Ron Scott, ATC, LAT

8324

Margaret Alford, RD

8307

"Physioligical Basis of Electrical
Stimulation"
Karen Reischel Elkins, ATC, RPT

8310

GL8310

8306

8332

"Upper Extremity Problems"
John Bergfeld, MD

"Athletic Training: A Profession?"
Gary Delforge, ATC, EdD

"Soft Tissue Healing"
Ivan A. Gradisar, Jr., MD

8305

"Growth in the Athlete"
Robert E. Bilert, MD

8309

GL 8309

8304

8331

"Heat Stress"
Robert Murphy, MD

GL 8306

GL 8308

"Ice Hockey Injuries: An Overview"
Bruce Kola, ATC

"Isokinetics: A Clinical Application in
Sports Medicine to the Knee"
George Davies, ATC, RPT

"Dermatological Problems"
Wilma F. Bergfeld, MD

GL 8307

8330

8308

GL 8305

Mike Harland, ATC, LAT

"Effects of Drugs on Athletes"
Charles Jackson, National Football
League

8328

SW 8314

"The ATC and the Law"
Richard Ball, J.D.

"Mechanisms of Common Ski Injuries"
Dave A. Kieffer, MD

"Preparing for Your First Job"
Theron Morrow, LAT

8329

"Prevention and Management of Ski
Injuries"
Marc Larson, RPT

SW 8315

"What to Expect out of College as a
Student Trainer"
Mike Laird, ATC, LAT

"Isokinetics: A Clinical Application in
Sports Medicine"
Bernard Zelhof
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Eastern Athletic Trainers'
Association
Thirty-Fifth Annual Meeting
Grossinger, New York
January 15-17,1984
EA 8401

"Adolescent Injuries in Athletics"
Arthur Pappas, MD

EA 8402

"Soft Tissue Evaluation — The Cyriax
Approach"
Leonard Pare, RPT

EA 8403

"Knee Arthroscopy in Perspective"
William Waskowitz, MD

EA 8404

"Post Knee Arthroscopy Rehabilitation"
Steve Black, ATC

EA 8405

"NATA Certification Guidelines and
Procedures"
Paul Grace, ATC

EA 8406

EA 8407

EA 8408

PROCEEDINGS, from page 142
favor; District 3, 6, 7,8 and 10 being in opposition, and
District 1 and 2 abstaining, and with Mr. Rhea (District
9) being absent.
Mr. Randall, District 5, suggested that during the
time of the holding of an Annual Meeting in the East,
that the National Secretaries present be asked to go to
Greenville and meet with the National Staff for the
purpose of better understanding the operation of this
National Office, this to be at District expense.
Following a brief discussion, it was, by general
consensus, indicated that this issue be left for decision
at the District level.
Mr. Dennis, District 8, called attention to the present
thoughts of the State of California concerning the use
of billboards at the various airports, these to contain a
welcome to the International athletics in the name of
the NATA and for the purpose of public relations and
getting the name of the NATA in the public eye, the
Board accepting this by way of information.
Mr. Dennis, District 8, further suggested and moved
that an Ad Hoc Committee of the Board be appointed
by the President to create a job description for use
toward subsequent employment of a full-time Executive
Director. The motion was seconded by District 5, voted
upon and carried 9-0, with Mr. Rhea being absent.

"Cervical Injuries: Acute Evaluation
and Initial Stabilization — Airway
Management and Mechanical Aids to
Respiration"
Richard L. Judd, PhD
"The Use of Aspirin and AntiInflammatory Agents in Athletics"
Peter Skonieczny, Director of
Pharmacy
"The Female Athlete — An Overview"
James Watson, MD

ORDER FORM ON PAGE 149

XXXII. It is to be noted that the absence of Mr. Rhea ,
District 9, was due to the death of his father, Mr. Jack
Rhea. Our thoughts and prayers are with the Rhea
family.
XXXIII. ADJOURNMENT:
The business as called for on the agenda having been
completed, the Board, on Monday morning, at the hour
of eleven o'clock, a.m., adjourned. +
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CORNER FLAG-POSTS
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ft. tall posts with bright, red flags
that slip-on over flat tops. Mitered
ends stick 12" into ground easily.
1 1/2" dia., break-resistant con
struction meets latest rules.

Model SCF
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Today's Research
Brings
Tomorrow's Cures
Research—unceasing, ever
hopeful research—based on
patient care and basic science is
the only way to combat the cata
strophic diseases of childhood.
St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital is a national resource
not just for today, but for
tomorrow. Children come to St.
Jude to receive the best avail
able care, whether for leukemia, other childhood cancers, or one
of the rare childhood diseases being studied here.
St. Jude Hospital continues its search so tomorrow's children can
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Set of 4, weatherproof, 36"H, flex
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Compare ExpAndover® stretch
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quality of ExpAndover®. in fact,
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secure support for ankles, knees,
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ExpAndover®:
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ExpAndover® stretch tape
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• ExpAndover® has the best
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Guide to Contributors
Athletic Training, The Journal of the
National Athletic Trainers Association, wel
comes the submission of manuscripts which
may be of interest to persons engaged in or
concerned with the progress of the athletic
training profession.
The following recommendations are offered
to those submitting manuscripts:
1. Four copies of the manuscript should be
forwarded to the editor and each page
typewritten on one side of 8V2 x 11 inch
plain paper, triple spaced with one inch
margins.
2. Good quality color photography is ac
ceptable for accompanying graphics but
glossy black and white prints are preferred.
Graphs, charts, or figures should be of
good quality and clearly presented on
white paper with black ink in a form which
will be legible if reduced for publication.
Tables must be typed, not hand written.
Personal photographs are encouraged.
All art work to be reproduced should be
submitted as black and white line art (either
drawn with a Rapidograph [technical foun
tain pen] or a velox stat or PMT process)
with NO tonal values, shading, washes, Zipa-tone — type screen effects, etc. used.
All artwork to be reproduced in black plus
a second (or more colors) should be sub
mitted as black and white line art (see
above paragraph), with an Amberlith® or
similar-type overlay employed for each
area of additional color(s). Also, all areas of
tonal value, shading, "washes", etc. should
be supplied on a separate clear or frosted
acetate or Amberlith® overlay. In addition,
all areas to be screened (a percent or tint of
black or color) should be supplied on an
Amberlith® overlay.
3. The list of references and citations should
be in the following form: a) books: author,
title, publisher with city and state of pub
lication, year; b) articles: family names,
initials and titles of all authors, title of
article, journal title, with abbreviations
accepted as per Index Medicus, volume,
page, year. Citations in the text of the
manuscript will take the form of a number
in parentheses, (7). directly after the ref
erence or name of author being cited, indi
cating the number assigned to the cita
tion bibliography. Example of references
to a journal, book, chapter in an edited

book, and presentation at a meeting are
illustrated below:
a. Knight K: Preparation of manuscripts
for publication. Athletic Training 11
(3):127-129, 1976.
b. Klafs CE, Arnheim DD: Modern Prin
ciples of Athletic Training. 4th edition.
St. Louis, CV Mosby Co. 1977 p. 61.
c. Albohm M: Common injuries in
womens volleyball. Relevant Topics in
Athletic Training. Edited by Scriber K,
Burke EJ, Ithaca NY: Monument
Publications, 1978, pp. 79-81.
d. Behnke R: Licensure for athletic
trainers: problems and solutions. Pre
sented at the 29th Annual Meeting
and Clinical Symposium of the Na
tional Athletic Trainers Association.
Las Vegas, Nev, June 15, 1978.
4. In view of The Copyright Revision Act of
1976, effective January 1, 1978, all transmittal letters to the editor must contain the
following language before manuscripts can
be reviewed for possible publication: "In
consideration of the NATA taking action in
reviewing and editing my submission, the
author(s) undersigned hereby transfers,
assigns or otherwise conveys all copyright
ownership, to the NATA in the event that
such work is published by the NATA." We
regret that transmittal letters not containing
the foregoing language signed by all
authors of the manuscript will necessitate
return of the manuscript.
Manuscripts are accepted for publication
with the understanding that they are
original and have been submitted solely to
Athletic Training. Materials taken from
other sources, including text, illustrations,
or tables, must be accompanied by a
written statement from both the author
and publisher giving Athletic Training
permission to reproduce the material.
Photographs must be accompanied by a
signed photograph release form.
Accepted manuscripts become the pro
perty of the Journal. For permission to
reproduce an article published in Athletic
Training, send requests to the Editor-inChief.
5. Manuscripts are reviewed and edited to im
prove the effectiveness of communication
between the author and the readers and to
assist the author in a presentation com-

Journal Deadlines
In order to avoid confusion and delays
for any contributions to the Journal the
deadlines for various sections of the
Journal are provided below.
Send material for "Announcements",
"Case Studies", "Letters to the Editor",
and "New Products" to:
Steve Yates, Editor-in-Chief
P.O. Box 7265-Sports Medicine Unit
Wake Forest University
Winston-Salem.NC 27109
Manuscripts must be sent to:
Glint Thompson
Jenison Gym
Michigan State University
East Lansing, MI 48824
(517)353-4412
Information on upcoming events for
the "Calendar of Events" section should

be sent to:
Jeff Fair, ATC
Athletic Department
Oklahoma State University
Stillwater, OK 74074
"Tips From the Field" should be sent to:
Dave Burton
Duncanville High School
Duncanville,TX75116
The Editorial Board will review papers
submitted on an individual basis, work
with the authors and prepare these
papers for publication.
The deadlines are:
Journal
Spring Issue
Summer Issue
Fall Issue
Winter Issue

Deadline
December 15
March 15
June 15
September 15

patible with the accepted style of Athletic
Training. The initial review process takes
from six to eight weeks. The time required
to process a manuscript through all phases
of review, revision, and editing, to final
publication is usually six to eight months
depending on the timeliness of the subject.
The author accepts responsibility for any
major corrections of the manuscript as
suggested by the editor.
If time permits, galley proofs of accepted
papers will be sent to the author for correc
tions prior to publication. Reprints of the
article may be ordered by the author at
this time.
6. It is requested that submitting authors in
clude a brief biographical sketch and ac
ceptable black and white glossy photo
graph of themselves. Please refrain from
putting paper clips on any photo
graph.
7. Unused manuscripts will be returned, when
accompanied by a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.
Address all manuscripts to:
Clint Thompson
Jenison Gym
Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan 48824
The following recommendations are offered to
those submitting CASE HISTORIES:
1. The above recommendations for sub
mitting manuscripts apply to case studies
as well but only two copies of the report
need be sent to the Editor-in-Chief.
2. All titles should be brief within descriptive
limits. The name of the disability treated
should be included in the title if it is the
relevant factor; if the technique or kind of
treatment used is the principal reason for
the report, this should be in the title. Often
both should appear. Use of subtitles is
recommended. Headings and Subhead
ings are required in the involved report
but they are unnecessary in the very short
report. Names of patients are not to be
used, only first or third person pronouns.
3. An outline of the report should include the
following components:
a. Personal data (age, sex, race, marital
status, and occupation when relevant)
b. Chief complaint
c. History of present complaint (including
symptoms)
d. Results of physical examination (Exam
ple: "Physical findings relevant to the
physical therapy program were .. .")
e. Medical history — surgery, laboratory,
exam, etc.
f. Diagnosis
g. Treatment and clinical course (re
habilitation until and after return to
competition) use charts, graphs when
possible
h. Criteria for return to competition
i. Deviation from the expected
j. Results — days missed
4. Release Form
It is mandatory that Athletic Training
receives along with the submitted case a
signed release form by the individual being
discussed in the case study injury situation.
Case studies will be returned if the release
is not included.
The following recommendations are offered to
those submitting material to be considered as a
TIP FROM THE FIELD:
1. The above recommendations for sub
mitting manuscripts apply to tips from the
field but only two copies of the paper
need be submitted.
2. Copy should be typewritten, brief, concise,
in the first or third person, and using high
quality illustrations and/or black and white
glossy prints.
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DISCOUNT PRICE FOR ATHLETIC TRAINERS *

* SPORTS MEDICINE
Articles from leading athletic
trainers.
* FLEXIBILITY
Stretching programs
help minimize injuries.

that

* STRENGTH
Practical programs to
improve strength in your
athletes.
* RUNNING
Top level conditioning
programs for aerobic and
anaerobic fitness.

"A high quality publication
that really supplies the
practitioner with usable
information for training
programs."
Dan Wathan, head athletic
trainer, Youngstown State
University.

YES! Subscribe Today
NAME _______________
ADDRESS
CITY/ZIP .
D

1 Year ($11.50)

"SPECIAL

D 2 Years ($21.50)

PRICE"

D 3 Years ($31.50)
Make checks payable to:
American Fitness Quarterly
P.O. Box 15506
Columbus, Ohio 43215

AMERICAN FITNESS QUARTERLY

NUTRAMENI CAN HELP GIVE YOUR ATHLETES
THE STRENGTH OF SAMPSON.
What helps give me strength can also help
your athletes. It's Nutrament and it's been an
important part of my strength and
conditioning program for years.
Nutrament is a complete fitness and
energy drink, recommended by leading
coaches and trainers. It supplies
carbohydrates to help
build strength and
endurance, or even
increase weight
during tough
conditioning programs
Nutrament also
provides vitamins,
minerals and protein
needed for muscle growth
and development. And
because it's a liquid,
it digests easily.

It will not only help give your athletes that
extra competitive edge, it will also help give
them the strength of Sampson.
Nutrament comes in five milk shake
flavors and is available at your nearest
supermarket or through our direct-buy
program. Questions about Nutrament?
Call toll-free 1-800-632-1684.

TRAMEHT

The athletes' energy source.
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1984 NAT A, INC
CONVENTION

WHAT

IS M M ISRANH OLE OPSTJ g 6 S 0 J

The 1984 NATA, inc. Convention
"Something for the Family"
WHEN
June 10-13,1984
WHERE
Nashville, Tennessee
"Country Music USA"

HEADQUARTERS
Opryland Hotel

it

COUNTRY MUSIC USA if

JUNE 10-13
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

1-800-225-6848

These people
and 3 million
others have
something to
celebrate.
They beat cancer.
We are winning.
Please support the
^AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

680 Lynnway, Lynn, Mass.
In Mass. 617-284-3616
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More than II, but Still the Onel

Integral range-limiting

Remote digital speed control

Time-based acceleration ramping

Computerized data analysis and
Pro-File"' reporting software

plus more

CYBEX 11+ is Still the One that can help you treat
more patients, more effectively, more safely.

The proven and most widely accepted
musculoskeletal performance measurement
Cybex testing is clinically
proven and is the most widely ac
cepted musculoskeletal performance
measurement in the world. Isokinetic testing is one of the treatments
referred for most often and Cybex
rehabilitation is one of the few treat
ment modalities physicians refer for
by brand name. Testing and treat
ment fees are routinely accepted by
third-party payers and Workers'
Compensation.

Practical Technology for
the clinical environment

Cybex insists on Practical Tech
nology. A product of proven safety,
efficiency, and clinical effectiveness
continually updated in response to
the needs of patients and therapists.
And advances in hardware, proto
cols, and data analysis that are
useful to you and beneficial to your
patients. State-of-the-art that
does the job.

1978: U.B.X.T.™ ensures proper
positioning for testing and exercis
ing every major body
joint and a variety of
specialized rehabil
itation programs.

Frequent product updates
never obsolete

Because all product updates can
be retrofit, your CYBEX II need
never be obsolete.
Among the major milestones:
19721 Single-channel recorder,
torque only
Top Speed - 210 deg/sec (35 rpm)
Maximum force — 240 ft-lbs

+ Integral RangeLimiting Device

Precisely, safely, and visibly
limits the range of motion for knee
extension/flexion and major shoul
der patterns. Reduces set-up time
up to 50%. Protects injured or re
paired joint structures and avoids
painful arc or impingement while
permitting appropriate exercises.

CYBEX 11+
1982: C.D.R.C. analyzes Cybex
tests with increased speed and
accuracy, provides critical new
performance measurements. Spe
cially braced gas-spring dynamom
eter pedestal for faster, more accu
rate adjustment and tremendous
system rigidity. Research proven
complete body stabilization for
more accurate, reproducible
knee testing.

+ Time-Based
Acceleration Ramping

Allows you to treat an even
greater variety of patients and start
dynamic exercises earlier. Elimi
nates impulse loads by providing
an acceleration cushion which you
can customize to each pattern and
patient.
1/10 2/10 3/10 4/10

1975; Dual-channel recorder,
torque and range of motion
Top speed — 300 deg/sec (50 rpm)
Maximum force — 360 ft-lbs
2 single width tables with thigh
stabilization for efficient bilateral
knee testing

Time-based Acceleration Ramping

.. . accommodating resistance, controlled
speed, proper stabilization and safety, plus
+ Remote Digital
Speed Control

Puts Isokinetic speed control in
your hands or your patient's for un
matched rehabilitation convenience
and efficiency. Allows remote activa
tion of ramping features. Multiple
key entry provides fast, precise
speed settings.

+Pro-File Software

Provides initial evaluation,
progress, and discharge reports in
the most clinically useful and under
standable format from simple entry
of patient information and CYBEX
DATA REDUCTION COMPUTER1
measurements.

+ More...

New patient feedback display
Improved instrumentation cart
Additional recorder torque scale
Improved dynamometer input
shaft reduces mechanical play
• New accessories — improved com
ponents and stabilization

•
•
•
•

Every Cybex product application claim is
documented by independent research.
Every system sold is backed by a comprehensive
package of customer services.
Cybex delivers on all claims of product performance. Cybex also delivers
a wide range of customer services, including:

• On-site demonstrations

and in-SCrviceS by a sales and
service staff 30-plus strong.

• Applications guidelines
and comprehensive oper
ating and maintenance

information detailed in Cybex
publications.

• Three Isokinetics semi
nars each year featuring up
dates on orthopedic rehabilitation,
sports medicine, protocols, products,
and more.

• Nationwide rehabilita
tion awareness campaign,

gearing media and public relations
programs to physicians, allied health
professionals, third-party payers,
and consumers to build more wide
spread acceptance of the value of
rehabilitation.

• Free computerized re
ferral Service listing more than
4,000 health care facilities providing
Cybex testing and rehabilitation.

• Town meetings to discuss

new product applications, methods
of generating referrals, and securing
third-party reimbursement.

• Bibliography of
independent
research studies, continually
updated to keep you updated. Now
more than 300 studies concerning
Isokinetic testing, rehabilitation,
and exercise.

• Communications, includ
ing newsletters covering Cybex cus
tomers, product applications, and
rehabilitation business information.
Manufacturer of: CYBEX® II + •
CYBEX DATA REDUCTION COM
PUTER™ 'Pro-File™ Software'
ORTHOTRON 77™ • ORTHOTRON
KT1™ and KT2™ dedicated knee ma
chines • FITRON® Cycle-Ergometer •
UBE (Upper Body Exercise) Ergometer™ • EAGLE Performance Systems •
and coming soon - KINETRON™ II

Cybex, Still the One company you can rely on for practical technology,
clinical effectiveness and safety, comprehensive customer services.

Division of Lumex Inc. • 2100 Smithtown Avenue, Ronkonkoma, NY 11779 • (516) 585-9000
1A014 Printed in USA 1984
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CYBEX

PLAY IT SAFE

Keep your squad at full strength
- and give your athletes an extra measure of confidence—
by protecting knees from crippling injuries. The singlesided McDavid Knee Guard is designed to do just
that without restricting speed and mobility. Its
lightweight construction of durable, impact
resistant Lexan® shields the knee at all points
of flexion and extension. Its greater length
and width offers superior lateral and
rotational support for the most active
athletes. The McDavid Knee Guard,
which has become required equip
ment on many football teams,
has also proven invaluable to
physicians and therapists in
rehabilitation and the management
of chronic instability. Invest in
the safety of America's youthful
athletes and the success of your
team with the McDavid Knee Guard.
It costs far less to use than crutches.

MODEL P-O2/WRAP (shown) features the McDavid
Knee Guard in a non-slip, wrap-around neoprene
sleeve with Velcro ® closure and straps for easy at
tachment and durability. Pull-on and the original
Tape-on models are also available.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

J

For more information mail this coupon
or call us at the address below.

MKG

Name _

Address.

City.

McDAVID KNEE GUARD, INC.
P.O. Box 9 • Clarendon Hills, IL 60514 • (312) 969-1280

Phone _

.Zip.

.± THI
CHOICE OF WINNERS
In the field of
electrolyte thirst
quenchers,
Quickick stands
alone as the
original sports
drink, combining a
winning taste with
proven
effectiveness.
TIME-TESTED
Developed over 25
years ago, Quickick is now being used by
thousands of athletic teams.
Quickick helps reduce heat-related
problems, including cotton mouth, muscle
spasms and heat cramps.

FIVE FLAVORS THAT TASTE GREAT
No electrolyte solution can be effective
unless the athletes drink it. They prefer fluids
that taste good, and that gives Quickick an
advantage. Quickick comes in five great
flavors: Punch, Orange, Lemon-Lime, Grape
and new Lemonade. Quickick's great taste
helps insure that athletes will drink it in
sufficient amounts to rehydrate the body
while replacing essential sodium, potassium
and chloride
electrolytes.
COSTS LESS
Coaches and
trainers must
prevent
dangerous heat
stress from
striking their
athletes.
Quickick helps

meet this
responsibility at
less cost.
Compared with
any of its major
competitors,
Quickick is less
expensive — an
important
consideration in
these times when
budgets are tight.
Specify Quickick when ordering from your
local sporting goods dealer.

A product of CRAMER PRODUCTS, INC.
P.O. Box 1001, Gardner, Kansas 66030

